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ABSTRACT 
TEACHERS’ PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE LIFESPAN: 
SHIFTING REALITIES AND ROLES 
SEPTEMBER 2004 
FRANCES L. HITCHENS, B.Ed., ROEHAMPTON INSTITUTE, 
FROEBEL COLLEGE, LONDON, UK 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Grace Craig 
These collective case studies highlight the experiences of the preservice teachers, 
mentor teachers, university facilitators and other participants in three teacher training 
programs. The meaning that the participants make of their professional development 
in teaching, alongside the ways in which they describe their experiences as 
developing professionals, provides the framework for an exploration of what 
contributions professional development makes to the capacity of teachers and 
schools to reform. In essence this dissertation is a window into how all the 
participants who are currently working in a reform active environment are affected, 
in their practice, in their professional growth, and in their commitment to the 
vi 
profession. Key themes that were extracted from the data include the impact of 
working in a culture of collegiality; the importance of connectedness between 
schools and universities, practice and theory; the validity and value of practioners’ 
voices and views on educational renewal and change; and the importance of building 
understandings of teaching as a learning profession. 
Prompted by the current standards based reforms and high stakes assessments 
being implemented in schools and teacher training programs across the country, this 
dissertation seeks to highlight the importance of teacher agency and ownership 
across the professional lifespan. It asserts that teachers who assume an inquiry stance 
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001) will be best able to meet the 
current demands of students in classrooms, schools as learning communities and 
teacher training as preparation for lifelong learning. The data suggests that if the 
rhetoric of reform that pushes for changes in standards and assessments, new modes 
of school organization and decision making, and revised curriculum are to become a 
reality, teachers’ professional development across the lifespan from preservice 
training to lifelong learning needs to become a central focus in the process and 
implementation of educational change. 
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CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM TO BE INVESTIGATED 
The current educational reforms put new expectations on teachers to be professionals 
who take on a sense of mutual responsibility for their colleagues, who collaborate in the 
creation of a positive school climate that promotes high levels of learning for all students, 
and who engage in the systemic questioning and rethinking of their roles in the 
educational reform landscape. Implicit in these expectations is the need to help teachers 
view ongoing professional development as an integral part of their roles as educators and 
change agents. These reforms affect all levels of the teaching profession, from pre-service 
teachers to veteran educators. Lieberman and Miler (1999) state that “the transformation 
of schooling and the transformation of teaching are interconnected. We cannot reform 
schools without reforming teaching, and we cannot reform teaching without reforming 
schools” (p. 1). This kind of “connected” reform agenda implies a dramatic shift in the 
emphasis of established systems and modes of operation in schools and in schools of 
education that train teachers. By challenging teachers to open the doors and collaborate, 
teacher preparation programs are also being challenged to help pre-service teachers value 
the ethic of professional collegiality and support in their own growth and learning as they 
move towards teacher certification. 
In the Carnegie report entitled A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the Twenty-First 
Century (1986) it was stated that “Clinical schools, selected from among public schools 
and staffed for the preparation of teachers, must be developed.... These institutions, 
having an analogous role to teaching hospitals, should be outstanding public schools 
working closely with schools of education” (p. 76). This concept was supported by the 
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Holmes Group, a nationwide consortium of schools of education committed to school 
reform. In the Holmes Group’s report Tomorrow ’s Schools (1990) they advocated for the 
development of “Professional Development Schools” (PDS’s). These would be sites of 
exemplary practice where school and University faculty could collaborate on educational 
research, development and teaching; and teacher educators, novice and experienced 
teachers could be educated. The five major goals from the Holmes Group Report (1990) 
were to: 
1. Make teaching intellectually sound. 
2. Recognize differences in teacher’s knowledge, skill and commitment. 
3. Create relevant and intellectually defensible standards of entry into teaching. 
4. Connect Schools of Education to Schools. 
5. Make schools better places for practicing teachers to work and learn. 
In her analysis of the role and potential of PDSs in efforts to reform teacher education 
and schools, Darling-Hammond (1994) states that: 
Because they join professional education with intensively supervised 
opportunities for practice, PDSs promise to develop more effective 
teachers and to reverse three aspects of socialization to teaching that have 
defined schools approaches to teacher learning in the past: “Figure it out 
yourself’; “do it all yourself’; and “keep it to yourself.” (p. 8) 
This reversal of teacher socialization from developing a sense of teaching as a 
solitary pursuit to valuing and understanding the potential of collaborative and 
professional collegiality, has had a powerful influence on the ways in which pre-service 
teachers, teachers and university teacher educators are challenged to envision their roles 
in today’s schools of education and public schools. Pugach & Johnson (1995) remind us 
that “If we think of teachers as members of a community of learners rather than as 
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isolated individuals performing a narrow set of instructional duties, we shift our thinking 
to how teachers can both learn from and contribute to the learning of their peers on many 
counts” (p. 12). There is the potential for this kind of collaboration to occur in schools if 
individual teachers begin to see themselves as members of the wider learning community. 
Collaborative interactions are at the heart of effective educational renewal for both 
schools of education and public schools. 
Rationale 
This study is an exploration of the participants’ individual experiences with 
professional growth. It is also about the connected and intimate relationship between 
teachers in schools, teachers in training and university teacher trainers. The current 
educational climate is placing a great pressure on classroom teachers, teacher training 
programs and pre-service teachers to build “educative communities” (Norlander-Case, 
Reagan, & Case, 1999) where small and large changes can transpire as a result of 
collaborative relationships between professionals and across the two worlds of 
universities and schools. Given this educational agenda it seems timely to explore and to 
gain a deeper understanding of the experiences of those on the front lines of change. 
Fullan (2001) reminds us that: 
Educational change depends on what teachers do and think—it’s as simple 
and as complex as that. It would be so easy if we could legislate changes 
in thinking. Classrooms and schools become effective when (1) quality 
people are recruited to teaching, and (2) the workplace is organized to 
energize teachers and reward accomplishments. The two are intimately 
related. Professionally rewarding workplace conditions attract and retain 
good people, (p. 115) 
Teachers voices are invaluable sources for better understanding the very personal 
and individual ways in which this change process, and the subsequent shift towards 
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newly built, cross institutional professional relationships evolve. Recent research on 
teacher learning and the processes of school change suggests that the locus of most 
relevant problem solving regarding the issues of teaching practice lies among teachers 
themselves (Lieberman, 1995; Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995). In discussing 
the relationship between pre-service teachers, mentor teachers and university liaisons 
Zeek, Foote, & Fleener (2001) state that: 
Experienced public school teachers mentor novice teachers during 
internships in public school classrooms, collaborating with university 
liaisons to scaffold pre-service teachers’ developing competencies. This 
three-way partnership among pre-service teacher, mentor, and university 
liaison values both the practical and the theoretical as essential elements of 
teaching success and offers opportunities for all voices to be part of the 
pre-service teacher’s growth. Mentors thus have a critical role in the 
success of pre-service teachers and professional development schools, (p. 
377) 
Research into the perspectives and experiences of those involved in this kind of “three- 
way partnership” can help us develop a deeper understanding of the ways in which these 
collaborative professional relationships develop and can be sustained. Sykes (1999) 
claims that “The improvement of American education relies centrally on the development 
of a highly qualified teacher workforce imbued with the knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions to encourage exceptional learning in all the nations students.” His related 
hypothesis is that “the key to producing well-qualified teachers is to greatly enhance their 
professional learning across the continuum of a career in the classroom.... Teaching par 
excellence must become the learning profession in order to stimulate greater learning 
among students” (p. xv). It is hoped that this collective case study can provide several 
insights into the participants at all stages of their professional lives as they have learned 
“across the continuum” of their careers. It is their stories and perspectives on professional 
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development that frame this study, set within the context of current teacher education 
reform. 
Statement of the Problem 
There are new professional demands being made on pre-service teachers, teachers 
and university teacher educators. Ball and Cohen (1999) state that: 
Unless initial teacher education can prepare beginning teachers to learn to 
do much more thoughtful and challenging work, and unless ways can be 
found to sustain such work, traditional instruction is likely to persist in 
frustrating educational reform, and reformer’s visions are likely to 
continue not to permeate practice broadly or deeply, (p. 6) 
There is an ongoing struggle to design and implement meaningful teacher education 
programs alongside professional development opportunities that can help provide 
“collegial opportunities to learn that are linked to solving authentic problems defined by 
the gaps between goals for student achievement and actual student performance” 
(Hawley & Valli, 1999, p. 127). Major changes are required not only in how teachers are 
trained, but also in how schools are structured and the ways in which professional 
development is delivered. 
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (2001) state that “the most significant questions about 
the purposes and consequences of professional development are connected to teacher 
agency and ownership” (p. 55). The assumption underlying professional development 
understood as knowledge-o/-practice is that “teachers learn when they generate local 
knowledge of practice by working within the contexts of inquiry communities to theorize 
and construct their work and to connect it to larger social, cultural and political issues” 
(p. 48). The importance of teachers assuming an inquiry stance, and the belief that 
teachers across the professional life span play a critical and central role in the generation 
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of knowledge of practice; inform and enrich my understandings of professional 
development for teachers. The American Federation of Teachers (1995) states simply that 
“without professional development school reform will not happen...unless the classroom 
teacher understands and is committed to the plan and knows how to make it happen, the 
dream will come to naught” (p. 1-2). The symbiotic relationship between school 
improvement and professional development has been well documented (Elmore, 1992; 
Fullan, 1993; Guskey, 1995) and Smylie (1995) reminds us that “we will fail...to improve 
schooling for children until we acknowledge the importance of schools not only as places 
for teachers to work but also as places for teachers to learn” (p. 92). 
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 
The purpose for this study is built around gaining a better understanding of what it 
means for the participants to develop as teaching professionals in the current climate of 
educational reform. What does it mean to them to assume an inquiry stance? Do they see 
themselves as learners and as active change agents involved in transforming the “dream” 
of reform into a reality, not only in their classrooms but in their schools and in university 
teacher education programs? How do they define and make meaning of their professional 
lives? What kind of professional development do the three teacher education programs 
provide for their students, their cooperating teachers, and their program staff? In 
formulating my questions I looked back at one of my research journal entries that asked: 
What is it that teachers at various stages of their careers do and think as 
professionals as they work with models that embrace the potential of 
simultaneous renewal of teacher education and effective teaching in 
classrooms? What motivates them to embrace a new model rather than 
enjoying the security of the established norms? How can we learn more 
about their experiences? This knowledge seems to be central to our 
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developing sense of what makes sense in this collaborative journey of 
reform and renewal. (1/12/00) 
This purpose of this collective case study is reflected in the two guiding questions to be 
explored: 
a) What meaning do the participants make of their professional development in teaching? 
b) How do the participants describe their experiences as developing professionals? 
Fullan (2001) brings to our attention the reality that there is currently a devalued 
status of teaching as a profession. Various factors contribute to this situation; these 
include high levels of stress and alienation, the wide range of goals and expectations of 
schools, and the imposition of multiple and disconnected reform initiatives. He states that 
“teaching is at a critical juncture in its evolution as a profession” (p. 116). One of the 
purposes of this study is to give voice to a range of professionals, from pre-service 
teachers to veteran mentors, at a time of “critical juncture” as they work in the current 
educational landscape of change. 
Statement of Beliefs 
Why is this study important? I believe it is critical for me to be explicit about my 
own basic assumptions and the ways in which they have guided this study, without this I 
am being dishonest about my role as researcher. I can’t deny the fact that one of the 
purposes of this study is to deepen my own understanding of the diverse participants 
professional lives. Many of the mentor teachers are colleagues who I have the utmost 
professional respect for having worked closely with them for several years as a 
supervisor of pre-service student teachers. Thus I relished the thought of having them to 
myself for a one hour interview. This study provided a rare opportunity to sit together and 
allow them to reflect on their professional lives, rather than our usual brief encounters in 
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their classrooms, in the school hallways and drinking a quick coffee in the staffroom. 
Many of the pre-service teachers are the very reason I love my work as a teacher 
educator, they are the future, they are the ones who can work side by side with veterans 
learning and questioning in their collaborative ventures as they develop as professional 
educators. 
I believe strongly in the power of stories, the telling of our tales, the importance of 
winding down a path to reflect on our individual journey’s in education. I know having 
been a teacher for many years that it is a rare occasion when someone asks you to talk 
about yourself. As teachers we spend much of our lives talking with children, 
administrators, parents, and colleagues; but rarely do we talk with someone who can ask 
us questions that help us reflect on where it is we have come from, where we are 
currently, and where we are hoping to move towards as professionals. My assumption is 
that there is much to learn from valuing and recording teachers’ stories whether they are 
starting out on their journey in education or nearing retirement. This belief has guided me 
throughout this study, it has infact posed one of the biggest struggles for me as researcher 
which is how to do justice to the stories teachers so freely shared? It is my assumption 
that these voices can guide us in our ongoing efforts to build more meaningful 
collaborations. Connelly & Clandinin (1999) remind us that “stories, narratives of 
experience, are both personal—reflecting on a person’s life history—and 
social—reflecting on the milieu, the contexts in which teachers live” (p. 2). The power of 
teachers stories is also reflected in the work of Zeek, Foote and Walker (1997, 1999, 
2000, 2001) who state that “mentors narratives can point to events that are critical in 
mentors professional development” (2001, p. 383) and that: 
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Too often, we hear only voices of others—administrators, legislators, and 
others far removed from the realities of the classroom ...the narrative mode 
adds the voices of teachers and the faces of learners, empowering them as 
advocates for education. As teachers tell their stories, we hear the 
authority and perspective that comes from time spent with learners. (2001, 
p. 384) 
The purpose of this study is to have the voices of some of those involved in three 
teacher training programs be heard, to analyze what it is they are saying, and why they 
are saying it given the current educational context. These case studies, and the subsequent 
analysis and conclusions can hopefully contribute to the current body of knowledge on 
professional development, and the critical relationship between school development and 
staff development. This study places much of its focus on the experiences and 
perspectives of the individual participants, and on their transformations as teachers. This 
central focus is then framed by the current reforms, which have been the catalysts for new 
relationships to be forged between schools and universities. 
This study is intended to be a comparative analysis of the three programs from which 
participants were selected. It is an opportunity to look at the current landscape in which 
teacher education is occurring and the partnerships being built. The following factors 
guide my thinking in how we can move towards successful school-university 
partnerships: 
1. Building trust among members 
2. Genuine dialogue and ongoing communication 
3. Strong commitment to collaboration 
4. Rethinking traditional roles 
5. Sharing and equalizing power 
6. Clarifying purposes (sharing and changing). 
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These are by no means easy to achieve and maintain, and the journey of 
collaboration is long and hard, schools and universities are vastly differing systems with 
their own unique demands, and expectations. I know from my limited experience of 
bridging the gap between the two worlds that there is vast potential with pitfalls carefully 
placed along the road of change. Just as you get around a comer a new roadblock 
appears. Change takes determination, hard work, hope in the future and a deep 
commitment to students and reform in classrooms and beyond. 
Overview of Study 
In designing this qualitative collective case study I found myself constantly returning 
to a statement made by Lieberman & Miller (1999) “Teachers engaged in reform are 
involved in two enormous projects. They are reinventing school, and they are reinventing 
themselves. The social realities they face are very different from those they have come to 
know and understand in the past” (p. 19). This process of simultaneous re-invention of 
school and self is central to the kinds of collaborative and connected renewal of teaching 
and teacher education that this study will explore through the lens of professionals 
involved in three teacher certification programs at various stages of their teaching 
careers. 
In selecting a qualitative research design the collective case study seemed to be the 
best fit with my purpose for as Merriam (1998) states: 
A case study design is employed to gain an in-depth understanding of the 
situation and meaning for those involved. The interest is in the process 
rather than outcomes, in context rather than a specific variable, in 
discovery rather than confirmation. Insights gleaned from case studies can 
directly influence policy, practice, and future research, (p. 19) 
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The data for this study of three teacher certification programs was collected in the Spring 
semester (January-June) of 2001 at a large state university in New England. Program One 
(Early Childhood/Grades K-3) and Program Two (Elementary Certification/Grades 1-6) 
were undergraduate programs, and Program Three (Early Childhood or Elementary 
Certification) was a graduate level program with an emphasis on constructivism.. This 
study focused on those involved in the final semester of each program. The participants 
were: fifty pre-service teachers (more detailed data was collected on ten students in each 
program); a selection of ten mentor teachers from across the programs with anywhere 
from six to thirty nine years of teaching experience; five reflective seminar facilitators 
(one being myself as the researcher) and four other educators (including an administrator) 
involved in professional development activities in Program One's seminar. 
Data was collected using a variety of techniques including interviews, observations 
and document collection. This data was collected throughout the semester by attending 
several seminar sessions, visiting teachers in their classroom settings for interviews, 
collecting pre-service teachers documents at different stages of the semester, engaging in 
ongoing discussions with the other seminar facilitators and being as involved as possible 
with the variety of related program activities. Rich and diverse data was collected from 
all three programs, naturally the extent of my involvement with Program One's reflective 
seminar and student practicums provided me with a wide range of data on a weekly basis, 
unlike the other programs seminars that I usually observed every other week . 
Significance of Study 
Given the current climate of educational reform, and the developing understanding 
of the increasingly vital role teachers play in effective systemic change, this study is 
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timely in its focus on the professional lives and experiences of teachers at different stages 
of their careers. The three teacher education programs selected reflect a range of ways in 
which university teacher educators and classroom teachers can build environments that 
support the simultaneous renewal of schools and teacher education. 
The reinforcement of teacher isolation greatly reduces teacher learning and 
opportunities for sharing knowledge. This collective case study of participants in three 
teacher education programs provides us with an opportunity to gain a deeper 
understanding of what professional development means to pre-serv ice teachers, veteran 
teachers and university teacher educators who are engaged in collaboratively building 
new kinds of professional development opportunities. Elmore and Burney (1999) state 
“There is a growing consensus among educational reformers that professional 
development for teachers and administrators lies at the center of educational reform and 
instructional improvement” (p. 263). It is my belief that for current reform efforts to 
succeed there is a need for professional development to be view ed with a new lens that 
moves beyond the traditional positioning of teachers as “passive consumers of 
prepackaged know ledge or, at best, compliant participants w hose role has been to absorb 
information from the research and reform communities—whether or not it is useful or 
appropriate” (Lieberman and Miller, 2001, p. 174). This new stance involves building 
bridges between the wrorld of theory and practice, between university teacher education 
programs and the practitioners who w ork with interns as they take their final steps 
towards joining the profession. Lieberman and Miller (1999) state that: 
Transforming schooling and teaching is hard w ork. It demands the 
development of a new web of relationships throughout the school. After 
years of exposure to staff development “packages” created by consultants 
and developers, school-based educators are now starting to concentrate on 
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their own teaching practices. As they do, they are developing a sense of 
their own worth and what it means to be professionally healthy, (p. 12) 
This study offers us a chance to better understand this “new web of relationships” 
through the professional lives of individuals, and can help us better understand what it 
means to them to be “professionally healthy,” whether it be in the final semester of an 
undergraduate program before stepping foot into the first year of teaching, or in the 
thirty-ninth year of being a teacher, mentor and lifelong learner. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction: Teacher Professional Development Across the Lifespan 
There is a significant restructuring movement underway today that does 
not require teachers to choose between seeing big and seeing small, nor 
does it require them to identify themselves as people concerned only with 
conditioned behavior or only with conscious action that signifies a new 
beginning. Once granted the ability to reflect upon their practice within a 
complex context, teachers can be expected to make their choices out of 
their own situations and to open themselves to descriptions of the 
whole.... These emerging movements leave spaces for teachers to 
collaborate among themselves, with parents, and with teachers’ colleges of 
various kinds. (Greene, 1995, p .12) 
This literature review examines the ways in which schools and teacher education 
programs can collaborate in order to restructure and reform teaching and teacher 
education. Collaboration, in this context, involves the ability to create a new model that 
facilitates a sense of connectedness and equity between veteran teachers, teacher 
educators and novices. Such a model has become a reality in the development of 
Professional Development Schools (PDSs) where new expectations are being forged for 
students, interns, mentor teachers, and university teacher educators. Teachers roles are 
changing and professional identities are being reshaped. PDSs provide sites where there 
is the potential for simultaneous renewal of schools and teacher education programs. 
PDSs envision novice teachers having access to more meaningful and effective training 
sites, while at the same time providing veteran teachers and teacher educators with new 
opportunities for professional development. In essence teaching and teacher education 
become a collaborative venture that challenges all involved to develop effective and 
meaningful learning opportunities for current and future educators, as well as the students 
they teach. Students lie at the heart of the need for such renewal of schools and teacher 
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education programs. By reforming teacher preparation, hand in hand with restructuring 
the systems by which states and school districts license, hire, induct, support and provide 
for the lifelong learning of teachers; preservice and veteran teachers will be better able to 
meet the diverse needs of students in the twenty-first century. 
This review of the literature will examine how collaboration has been defined by 
those working in efforts to simultaneously renew public schools and university schools of 
education. It will review the literature related to the historical groundings of PDSs, as 
well as looking at the literature related to the impacts such efforts have on the various 
collaborative partners. The central argument that I will make throughout this review is 
that building and supporting meaningful connections between schools and teacher 
education programs holds great promise for effective educational reform and renewal. 
These connections must challenge those involved to create interlocking systems that can 
flourish through collaborative relationships. To collaborate with others means to connect 
with others, and this connection has the potential to influence not only individuals, but 
the systems in which they work. Collaboration, in this case, is a complex and dynamic 
process that requires a great deal of trust, honesty and openness to all that the diverse 
collaborators bring to the table. It demands a willingness to be flexible, to listen to others 
perspectives, to acknowledge ones own biases, and to be able to examine and critique the 
power structure that exists between university based teacher educators, veteran and 
preservice teachers. Christiansen et al (1997) state that “Collaborative processes...demand 
that we step outside customary patterns of interaction and into broader spaces, forming 
new relationships and working at building trust, confidentiality and confidence” (p. 46). 
Experience has shown that this kind of collaboration can lead to dynamic and effective 
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transformation, renewal and reform; it can also lead to disappointment and unfulfilled 
promises of new structures and relationships (Teitel, 1998). 
The kind of collaboration that PDSs demand is “hard work, requiring persistent 
effort, patient resolving of differences, and a rigorous schedule of planning, 
implementation, and study” (Patterson, Michelli, & Pacheco, 1999, p. 31). In many cases 
frustration and success come hand in hand. For example in Collaborative Reform and 
Other Improbable Dreams (2000) the collaborative journey of the Ohio State University, 
local school administrators and teachers since 1986 is told from the multiple perspectives 
of the collaborators. In the introduction Johnston states “The context, challenges, and 
consequences of this large-scale reform are complex and uneven but some of the 
outcomes are clear: teacher education is done differently now, professors and teachers 
teach differently, and the schools and university have changed in significant ways” (p. 1). 
The model of reform that PDSs propose challenges all collaborators to embrace a 
different way of “doing” teacher education, a different way of teaching, and a different 
and new kind of collaborative partnership between schools and teacher education 
programs. 
Sustainable and effective teacher education and school renewal demands that the 
focus shifts away from the imagery of blaming others for inadequacies towards an image 
of collaborative efforts towards reform. Clark (1999) states that: 
School “reform,” with its language of blame and imagery of delinquent 
schools, teachers, and children to be reformed, must be replaced with the 
language and imagery of renewal—of schools as gardens to be cultivated 
and cared for, teachers as their gardeners, and children as the plants to be 
nourished. The gardeners are to be prepared not just for the garden that is 
but for the garden that could be. This means that the garden in which each 
aspiring gardener works must itself be engaged in renewal toward this 
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vision, as must the theoretical grounding successful gardening requires. 
Hence the concept of simultaneous renewal, (p. 85) 
In many ways the work of collaboration between schools and university teacher 
education programs in PDSs is like finding a balance between a Japanese rock garden, 
and a rambling English cottage garden. Both are carefully constructed, with established 
patterns and relationships, yet the philosophies and techniques required to help them 
flourish are vastly different. By bringing them together there is chaos, rocks that should 
be smooth are suddenly being strangled by wild roses, and the carefully raked sand is 
strewn with randomly placed herb pots! There is however, the potential for an incredible 
amount of creative energy to be channeled into a new space, where the conflicts and 
dissonance move both gardens, and the gardeners who created them, towards new 
understandings. My sense is that the process of “simultaneous renewal” can acknowledge 
and embrace the quirks and qualities of each garden, and that only when this kind of 
mutual support and understanding exists can the gardeners sit together to plan integrated 
areas in which they can work together to nurture a new vision. 
What is Collaboration and Why Bother Anyway? 
It is critical to clarify how I am defining collaboration and collaborative relationships 
in this literature review, for as Fullan (1993) suggests “collaboration is one of the most 
misunderstood concepts in the (educational) change business” (p. 82). Collaboration to 
me is about working and learning with and from others in a situation that is mutually 
beneficial. It is about learning more about self, more about others, and more about the 
topic at hand. Through collaboration I believe we grow and change and have the potential 
to be transformed, even in situations where the collaborative relationship collapses. 
Collaboration is about creating change that will benefit all collaborators. It is about 
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individuals realizing their potential to be change agents. It is about the power of 
community and connectedness when people work together to create change. Christiansen 
et al (1997) state that “Collaborative transactions enable the understanding of different 
views—each informs and transforms the other” (p. 25). Collaboration is about informing 
and transforming ourselves and others. 
One of the key qualities of collaboration that recurs in many of the definitions found 
in the literature is that it is an interactive process (Teitel, 1998; West, 1999; Wood & 
Gray, 1991). Interaction is at the heart of collaboration. This interaction involves the joint 
creation of rules, norms and structures, and a shared responsibility for the process. 
Working together with others makes collaboration an interactive process. Team 
interactions throughout this process are characterized by mutual respect, trust, and open 
communication; consideration of each issue or problem from an ecological perspective, 
consensual decision-making, pooling of personal resources and expertise; and joint 
ownership of the issue or problem being addressed (West, 1990). Schrange (1990) 
reminds us that” The thing that distinguishes collaborative communities from most other 
communities is the desire to construct new meanings about the world through interaction 
with others” (p. 48). In discussing successful school university partnerships Teitel (1998), 
refers to “the exciting connections growing from mutual and substantive interaction” (p. 
91). Interaction is about developing and nurturing a connectedness with others over time 
through a collaborative partnership. 
By interacting with others in a school university partnership all participants will 
most likely adapt to some degree, for as Lyons, Stoble and Fischetti (1997) state, 
collaboratives are characterized by inventiveness, flexibility, and fluidity; but note that 
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these very same characteristics “can create tensions” that “can place stress on the 
institutions and their members.” (p. 106-107). These kinds of tensions are a natural part 
of building and sustaining collaborative relationships, in fact tensions can, and should be 
viewed as “positive stimulants to change rather than as hindrances” (Osguthorpe & 
Patterson, 1998, p. vii). Tension in interactions are a natural part of collaborative 
conversations and actions. In many cases without tension the relationships may not move 
the participants to a place of discomfort, a place where they are asked to examine who 
they are, and what beliefs, experiences and expectations they bring with them to the 
collaborative venture. Collaboration is inevitably about interaction, about tension, about 
being vulnerable, and about the possibility these provide for personal and structural 
growth and transformation. 
Collaborative relationships are a central characteristic of effective PDSs. These 
collaborative relationships are extremely complex and not easily sustained. Their nature 
has been described in a variety of ways in the literature. Goodlad (93) asserts that there 
are three conditions for collaboration to become proactive, coequal and problem solving. 
These conditions are (a) a moderate degree of dissimilarity among the partners (b) a 
potential for the mutual satisfaction of self-interests and (c) sufficient selflessness on the 
part of each partner to assure the satisfaction of the university and the school. He also 
views collaborative relationships between schools and universities as symbiotic. He 
asserts that “Symbiosis refers to unlike organisms (or institutions) joined intimately in 
mutually beneficial relationships” (Goodlad, 1988, p. 14). Schlechty and Whitford (1988) 
envision a more organic relationship which “ unlike symbiotic relationships, which 
emphasize mutual self-interest... stress the common good above all else” (p. 192). If the 
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relationship is not mutually beneficial is unlikely to succeed, there must be the potential 
for “symbiotic gains” and activities must be guided by “reciprocity and parity” and 
“commitments to shared beliefs about teaching and learning and issues of equity” (Teitel, 
1998, p. 85). Collaboration between schools and universities involves much more than 
simply working and talking together to bridge the differences that divide the two 
institutions. PDSs grow out of and depend on collaboration for their very existence. If 
“collaboration between universities and schools is required to create changes in support 
of teacher learning, organizational changes in both institutions must also be pursued in 
order to enable this kind of collaboration to occur” (Darling-Hammond, 1994, p. 204 ). In 
order to collaborate effectively, schools and universities have to engage in a 
transformative relationship that takes them from being separate institutions towards 
developing a collaborative endeavor of improving teaching and learning across 
institutional boundaries. 
In reflecting on some of the qualities needed for this kind of collaborative endeavor 
it is helpful to look at the six critical features of collaboration that Gray (1989) presents, 
they are that: 
1. Collaboration implies interdependence and ongoing give and take 
2. Solutions emerge through participants’ dealing constructively with differences 
3. Partners must work beyond stereotypes to rethink their views about each other 
4. Collaboration involves joint ownership of decisions 
5. Stakeholders assume collective responsibility for future direction of the 
domain 
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6. Collaboration is an emergent process; through negotiations and interactions, 
rules for governing future interactions are actually reconstructed, (p. 11) 
It is clear from Gray’s features that much of what collaboration involves is immersion in 
the relationship, and an ability to openly acknowledge and embrace its complex nature. 
Partners need to understand the collective nature of the endeavor, as well as the impact of 
their individual perceptions and belief systems. Darling-Hammond & Robinson (1994) 
state that “Among the factors that distinguish the cultures of public schools and 
universities are the uses of time, differences in norms and work styles, and traditions 
regarding status ... the cultures of schools and universities conspire to make collaboration 
a source of risk, consternation, and frequent failure” (p. 205-206). To create a meaningful 
and sustainable partnership is no easy task. To collaborate with such diverse stakeholders 
is no easy task. However, if public schools and universities want to create the kinds of 
institutional change that PDSs can offer, such collaboration can provide a model for both 
individual and institutional change. 
Some of the definitions of collaboration that seem most meaningful to this literature 
review are those that have been constructed by participants in school university 
collaborations. (Christiansen et al, 1997; Darling-Hammond, 1994; Johnston, Bosnan, 
Cramer & Dove, 2000; Patterson, Michelli & Pacheco, 1999). These voices are usually 
found in edited collections of stories about PDSs by those who have participated in their 
creation. It is important to listen to what these voices have to say and to pay attention to 
what we can learn from their experiences; for they are ones that have experienced first 
hand the ups and downs of building and sustaining collaborative relationships between 
schools and universities. 
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In reviewing these definitions many suggest that collaboration is emergent, evolving 
and self constructive. They reflect on the importance of the give and take in school 
university collaborations, and the potential for enriched and multilayered perceptions and 
knowledge development emerging from the coming together of many wide diversities 
and perspectives. In her introduction to Collaborative Reform and Other Improbable 
Dreams (2000) Johnston warns that “Collaboration is more easily undermined than 
sustained. It requires changes in attitudes, working relationships, and pedagogies, as well 
as in organizational structures” (p. 3). Christiansen and colleagues (1997) see 
collaborative partnership participation between schools and universities as a means of 
significant and lasting personal growth that may lead to substantial organizational 
change. 
One of the other key aspects of collaboration between schools and universities is the 
potential it creates for joint inquiry. This inquiry is mutually beneficial to both 
institutions and to the students they serve. In support of this kind of collaborative inquiry 
Darling-Hammond states: 
Teachers learn just as students do: by studying, doing, and reflecting; by 
collaborating with other teachers; by looking closely at students and their 
work; and by sharing what they see. This kind of learning can not occur 
either in the college classrooms divorced from engagement in practice or 
in school classrooms divorced from knowledge about how to interpret 
practice. Good settings for teacher learning—in both colleges of education 
and schools—provide lots of opportunities for research and inquiry, for 
trying and testing, for talking about and evaluating the results of learning 
and teaching. (In Roth, 1999, p. 18) 
The kinds of connected inquiry and ways of knowing that Darling-Hammond 
envisions are key in the development of better schools and better schools of education. 
All collaborators in a PDS need to be seen as inquirers, as reflective practitioners, and as 
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contributors to the body of knowledge about teaching and learning. Developing the 
ability to see beyond ones own perspective by listening to other inquirers stories is an 
integral part of becoming better teachers and teacher educators. As educators and teacher 
educators we need to build a culture of learning through collaborative inquiry. Darling- 
Hammond (1999) argues that we must encourage teachers to see the potential of 
collaboration, for through this they can better: 
1. understand how interactions among students can be structured to allow 
more powerful shared learning to occur 
2. shape classrooms that sponsor productive discourse that presses for 
disciplined reasoning on the part of students 
3. understand how to collaborate with other teachers to plan, assess, and 
improve learning within and across the school 
4. work with parents to learn more about their students and to shape 
supportive experiences at school and home 
5. analyze and reflect on their practice, to assess the effects of their 
teaching and to refine and improve their instruction. (Roth, 1999, p. lb- 
17) 
The connections between collaboration and inquiry create a powerful tool for personal 
and organizational change. Darling-Hammond’s arguments reflect the far reaching effects 
of collaborative practices. Teachers in today’s schools, and those that prepare novice 
teachers, face a daunting challenge; they need to be prepared to ensure successful 
learning for a wide range of learners to succeed, to teach for understanding and to teach 
for diversity. This process can be supported and enriched if collaborative communities of 
learners engage in meaningful and context specific inquiry and reflection. 
In looking at the potentials of collaborative research between schools and 
universities a group from the Brock Faculty of Education Center on Collaborative 
Research in Ontario explored the salient principles of collaboration through the use of 
metaphor. This groups purpose is to “Investigate and study examples of collaborative 
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research in education as they occur in diverse areas; to develop a deeper understanding of 
the collaborative process and of what collaborative research may entail” (Brock Center 
on Collaborative Research, pamphlet 1993). Stewart (1997) synthesized over thirty 
metaphors developed as “lenses for viewing collaboration” gathered from group members 
(teacher-researchers in universities/teacher-researchers in schools and universities/teacher 
researchers and children) into the following six principles: 
Principle One: Collaboration is not a static event nor a formalized route 
for reaching a specific goal; neither is it an end in itself. It is rather, an 
ongoing creative process, one which involves constructing an ever- 
evolving outcome from within an ever-changing matrix. 
Principle Two: Ongoing change is essential to collaboration; change itself 
can be a catalyst in the construction of new knowledge, new patterns, new 
goals. 
Principle Three: Diversity can be empowering if seen positively and used 
constructively. Internal differences can be constructive and productive; 
they can open up altered ways of seeing and living, which are liberating. 
Internal tensions and diversities may even be essential to the quality and 
integrity of the whole. 
Principle Four: Processes such as talk and storying, traditionally thought 
to be unproductive, are deemed meaningful and constructive work in 
collaboration. 
Principle Five: Trust and commitment become powerfully constructive 
factors as collaboration opens participants to vulnerability and the 
potential stresses of deep change. 
Principle Six: A central empowering factor in collaboration is the valuing 
of each participant’s contribution. Co-laboring suggests a shift from 
vertical patterns of leadership and power to horizontal patterns of shared 
leadership and symbiotic, supportive relationships. (Stewart et al., 1997, p. 
36-52) 
The shift from vertical patterns of leadership to horizontal patterns of shared 
leadership is a critical factor in effective collaborations between schools and universities. 
Through talk and storying, through listening to the diverse voices of participants, through 
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opening oneself to the fears of change; there is the potential for developing a true 
connectedness, and new ways of knowing oneself and others that can build on the power 
of interrelatedness. Once teachers and teacher educators engage in this kind of 
relationship there is the potential for “discovery and construction of new universes of 
educational knowledge and action” (Stewart, 1997, p. 52). Collaboration is, among other 
things, about interaction, connectedness, inquiry and the potential for personal and 
organizational growth and change. Collaborative relationships force us to look at 
ourselves, to critique and engage in conversations that challenge our assumptions and 
established norms of our institutions. When schools and universities collaborate they 
have the potential to bring together two worlds, to create a new sense of equity, to 
develop and build new relationships that are based on a unified goal for reform and 
renewal. Collaboration is hard work, it demands much from its participants, and at times 
can appear to give little in return. However, if trusting, open and equitable relationships 
can be established, its potential can be used to increase communication and connectivity 
across and between teaching and learning communities. 
PDSs: A Historical View 
There is currently agreement between several major organizations—Goodlad’s 
National Network for Educational Renewal (NNER); the Holmes Partnership; the 
National Center for Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching (NCREST); and the 
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)—that PDSs must 
accomplish four basic goals: 
• provide a clinical setting for preservice education 
• engage in professional development for practitioners 
• promote and conduct inquiry that advances knowledge of schooling 
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• provide an exemplary education for a segment of P-12 students (Clark, 
1999, p. 9) 
The educational landscape in the United States has been inundated with education reports 
and proposals for change since the 1983 document A Nation at Risk. This proved to be a 
catalyst for national interest in educational renewal, and prompted a wide range of reform 
efforts across the country. The premise of many of these reports was that teachers were 
facing a dramatically new challenge, to educate the future generation for the 21 st century. 
This challenge required a shift away from the norms of previous efforts at reform: 
Due in part to conservatism and in part to lack of capacity for more 
integrative action, both governments and private funders have a tendency 
to seek change at the margins rather than at the core of established 
practice, relying on a plethora of small projects and demonstrations rather 
then on more coherent and substantial redesign. (Darling-Hammond, 
1994, p. 25) 
With much emphasis being placed on the need for better-educated workers to compete in 
the emerging global economy, and a social responsibility to better teach all students 
equitably in a society that claims education is an equalizer of opportunity, it seemed time 
to tackle the “core” of educational change. 
The term Professional Development Schools (PDSs) was originated by the Holmes 
Group (1986) in the writing of Tomorrows Teachers in which teacher educators 
envisioned schools that: 
Would provide superior opportunities for teachers and administrators to 
influence the development of their profession, and for university faculty to 
increase the professional relevance of their work, through (1) mutual 
deliberation on problems with student learning, and their possible 
solutions; (2) shared teaching in the university and schools; (3) 
collaborative research on the problems of educational practice; and (4) 
cooperative supervision of prospective teachers and administrators, (p. 56) 
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It is clear from this definition that reformers were arguing for a dramatic shift in the 
cultures of schools and schools of education. Through “mutual deliberation,” “shared 
teaching,” “collaborative research” and “cooperative supervision” it was envisioned that 
these two vastly different institutions could come together to face the professional 
challenges that lay ahead. More than 100 research universities were invited to join a 
national not-for-profit Holmes Group consortium that would support members in this 
kind of long term work to enact the reform agenda. The Holmes Group proposed the 
institution of PDSs as sites of exemplary practice, where novice and experienced teachers 
could be educated, and where University and school faculty could collaborate on 
educational research and development (Holmes Group, 1986, 1990). The groups proposal 
for PDSs was based on the recognition that efforts to reform teacher education are futile 
unless they simultaneously work “to make schools better places for teachers to work and 
learn” (Holmes Group, 1986, p. 4 ). 
This concept was further elaborated by the group in Tomorrow's Schools (1990) in 
which more explanation was given as to how PDSs could provide professional 
development for both experienced and novice teachers, as well as providing a wide range 
of opportunities for research about teaching that would encourage teachers and university 
faculty to value the collaborative research venture. In defining a PDS the Holmes Group 
states: 
By "Professional Development School” we do not mean just a laboratory 
school for university research nor demonstration school. Nor do we mean 
just a clinical setting for preparing student and intern teachers. Rather, we 
mean all of these together: a school for the development of novice 
professionals, for continuing development of experienced professionals 
and the research and development of the teaching profession. (Holmes, 
1990, p. 1) 
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The new wave of reform advocated for all prospective teachers to undertake an intensive 
internship in PDSs, schools that could simultaneously restructure teacher education 
programs and public schools. Unlike many reformers, the Holmes Group does not 
specifically identify school practices that will improve student learning. They give a 
framework through which several practices may be examined. The creation of PDSs is 
viewed as one step towards systemic change. In their report Tomorrow’s Schools (1990) 
they delineate six broad principles to guide the process of collaboration and effective 
change. It was their hope and intention that these could be used as an initial jumping off 
point for conversations and negotiations between the various partners. The six principles 
are: 
Principle 1 
Principle 2 
Principle 3 
Principle 4 
Principle 5 
Principle 6 
Teaching and learning for understanding 
Creating a learning community 
Teaching and learning for understanding for everybody’s 
children 
Continuing learning by teachers, teacher educators and 
administrators 
Thoughtful long-term inquiry into teaching and learning 
Inventing a new institution (Holmes, 1990, p. 7) 
These principles carry a powerful message about the potential of education as a vehicle 
for a more meaningful and challenging concept of teaching and learning. Learning for all 
involved in this “new institution” must clearly be based on the prior knowledge and 
cultures of the learners, from students to teachers to teacher educators. In the Holmes 
Group’s vision of a PDS the school becomes a place where professional growth is linked 
to a better learning environment for children, where an atmosphere of professional 
interdependence is fostered between staff and university teacher educators; and where the 
practical is integrated with the theoretical. This Holmes Group (1990) asserts that 
teachers must begin to develop and produce knowledge for as they say “The common 
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view is that universities produce knowledge, and schools are supposed to implement their 
findings” (Holmes, 1990, p. 56). In the kind of collaborative relationships that the 
Holmes Group envisions participants will collaborate and work together to invent a new 
organizational structure. The power of such a model for the reform of teaching and 
teacher education is transformative. It has the potential for the creation of new 
relationships, both within schools and across the institutions of schools and universities, 
new kinds of knowledge, new challenges and new more culturally meaningful ways of 
educating students and preservice teachers. PDSs, and the collaboration they require, 
provide us with an opportunity to create something that crosses traditional boundaries. 
They give teachers and teacher educators a chance to embrace educational renewal, to be 
active participants and change agents in the process of reform, to co-construct ideas and 
to reconstruct and re-examine existing patterns of knowledge and power. 
The Carnegie (1986) report put forward a similar model for reform that they called 
“clinical schools.” These would be “selected from among public schools and staffed for 
the preparation of teachers.... These institutions, having an analogous role to teaching 
hospitals, should be outstanding public schools working closely with schools of 
education” (p. 76). The Rand Corporation called for “induction schools” (later to be 
called Professional Development Schools): 
These schools would provide sites where “all prospective educators would 
undertake an intensive internship. There they would encounter state-of- 
the-art practice and a range of diverse experiences under intensive 
supervision so that they learn to teach effectively, rather than merely to 
cope or, as many do, to leave the profession entirely. Ideally, PDSs will 
also provide serious venues for developing the knowledge base for 
teaching by becoming places in which practice-based and practice 
sensitive research can be carried out collaboratively by teachers, teacher 
educators and researchers. (Darling-Hammond, 1994, p. 2) 
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Darling-Hammond has been one of the leading voices in the field of professional 
development and teacher education reform for the past ten years. She describes the “wave 
of the future,” a wave that demands that schools and schools of education enter into a 
collaborative relationship to give opportunities for teachers in schools to engage in 
professional development, and to provide a more meaningful and effective training site 
for pre-service teachers. The following definition of a PDS enriches our understanding of 
the complexity and potential of PDSs for all partners involved in the collaboration: 
PDSs aim to provide new models of teacher education and development 
by serving as exemplars of practice, builders of knowledge, and vehicles 
for communicating professional understandings among teacher educators, 
novices, and veteran teachers. They support the learning of prospective 
and beginning teachers by creating settings in which novices enter 
professional practice by working with expert practitioners, enabling 
veteran teachers to renew their own professional development and assume 
new roles as mentors, university adjuncts, and teacher leaders. They allow 
school and university educators to engage jointly in research and 
rethinking of practice, thus creating an opportunity for the profession to 
expand its knowledge base by putting research into practice—and practice 
into research. (Darling-Hammond, 1994, p. 1) 
The potential of such schools is clear; they can challenge established norms, encourage 
joint inquiry, support learning and teaching for all involved, and be sites of exemplary 
practice. The PDS as envisioned by Darling-Hammond is a catalyst for change, and the 
empowerment of teachers and teacher educators as change agents. In 1994 Darling- 
Hammond became executive director for the National Commission on Teaching and 
America’s Future (NCTAF) which was supported by the Carnegie Corporation and the 
Rockefeller Foundation. This was a thirteen-person deliberative body made up of 
prominent educators and public officials. NCTAF presented a report entitled What 
Matters Most: Teaching for America’s Future (1996). The report organized a call to 
action around five major recommendations: 
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• Get serious about standards for both students and teachers. 
• Reinvent teacher preparation and professional development. 
• Fix teacher recruitment, and put qualified teachers in every classroom. 
• Encourage and reward teacher knowledge and skill. 
• Create schools that are organized for student and teacher success. 
This was followed by Doing What Matters Most: Investing in Quality Teaching 
(1997) which tracked progress toward NCTAF’s recommendations as well as another 
document amplifying basic assumptions. (Darling-Hammond, 1998). Much of the 
material found in the Handbook of Policy and Practice (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 
1999) was solicited as background analyses for the NCTAF report. 
The potential of interlocking the reform agendas of schools and university teacher 
education is vast. Traditional divisions between the culture of the two institutions have 
created a sense of distance, for the agendas of the two institutions at first sight are so very 
different. In a list of challenges of collaboration derived from a wide range of PDS sites 
Patterson, Michelli & Pacheco (1999) state that “The deeply rooted cultures of both 
schools and universities result in indifferent or adversarial relationships with each other. 
These cultures are highly resistant to change” (p. 31). They go on to discuss the fact that 
when “two such tradition-bound institutions join together in ventures aimed at renewing 
the operations of both of them, their intractability can become both glaringly apparent 
and restrictive” (p. 32). Collaboration between two such different groups is bound to 
involve testing before an honest and trusting relationship can be established. Even when 
such a relationship is built there is no guarantee of sustainability. For these reasons 
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getting such collaborative ventures going is time consuming, frustrating and often 
confusing. 
Another key figure in the education reform literature is John Goodlad (1984, 1988, 
1990, 1994, 1997, 1999). He introduced the idea of a “center of pedagogy” in Teachers 
for Our Nations Schools (1990). The center of pedagogy, if it could accomplish even part 
of what the stewardship Goodlad claimed for it, had the potential to solve, or at least 
reduce some serious problems facing the preparation of teachers and the renewal of 
schools in the United States. Educational institutions throughout America had long been 
struggling with the fragmentation of teacher preparation—the separation of theory and 
practice and an inability to match the current needs of schools with the training provided 
for future, and current, teachers. In his book Educational Renewal (1994) Goodlad states 
that: 
The sharp break with the past that occurred in the early years of the 1990’s 
was the growing realization of the need for close connectedness. We are 
not likely to have good schools without a continuing supply of excellent 
teachers. Nor are we likely to have excellent teachers unless they are 
immersed in exemplary schools for significant portions of their induction 
into teaching.. Herein lies a dilemma. What comes first, good schools or 
good teacher education programs? The answer is that both must come 
together. The long term solution—unfortunately, there is no quick one—is 
to renew the two together, (p. 1) 
Goodlad (1994) defined teacher education as “something done together by schools and 
colleges or universities. Without partner or teaching schools, teacher education programs 
are deficient and disabled. Unless renewal is built into the functioning of all the parts, the 
whole will inevitably malfunction” (p. 2). Collaborative relationships are presented as 
central to effective educational reform. The vehicle for such collaboration is called the 
Center of Pedagogy. This Center is seen as both a concept and a setting. In concept, then. 
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a center of pedagogy is both systemic and dynamic. It envisioned faculty members 
representing the necessary components of coherent teacher education programs coming 
together in informed dialogue to sustain renewal—their own and their programs’ (p. 11). 
Goodlad (1990) set forth a set of nineteen postulates that were designed to provide: 
(a) a set of specifications for a structure to be created, (b) questions to be asked and 
answered in seeking to assess attainments to date, and (c) to enable the responsible 
parties to set finite agendas—in the sense that what is to be attained is tangible and 
consequently subject to verification. To use Goodlad’s (1994) own words the postulates 
”do not work endlessly toward general goals but work rather on the planks of the bridge 
agreed on at the outset as most likely to span the river dependably” (p. 66). Half of the 
postulates were reworded for his 1994 book Educational Renewal, for as he states “It 
became apparent that the orientation of the postulates is toward the college or university 
side of what my colleagues and I recommend be a joint endeavor with school districts 
and schools” (p. 71). In examining the postulates I want to highlight certain elements that 
seem critical in my argument for developing a sense of connectedness between the 
various players, and a meaningful professional collaboration between teachers and 
teacher educators. 
The shift in thinking reflected by the rewording of some of the postulates is an 
indicator of the kinds of change necessary to facilitate effective and comprehensive 
reform of schools and universities. We cannot afford to ignore the voices of any of the 
collaborative partners, especially not the teachers who have traditionally been excluded 
from taking an active role in envisioning educational reform agendas. The following 
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Postulates from Goodlad (1994) embody the essential elements of building successful 
programs for the education of educators. 
• Postulate Eight: Programs for the education of educators must provide extensive 
opportunities for future teachers to move beyond being students of organized knowledge 
to become teachers who inquire into both knowledge and its teaching. 
• Postulate Nine: Programs for the education of educators must be characterized by a 
socialization process through which candidates transcend their self-oriented student 
preoccupations to become more other-oriented in identifying with a culture of teaching. 
• Postulate Eleven: Programs for the education of educators must be conducted in 
such a way that future teachers inquire into the nature of teaching and schooling and 
assume that they will do so as a natural aspect of their careers. 
• Postulate Thirteen: Programs for the education of educators must be infused with 
understanding of and commitment to the moral obligation of teachers to ensure equitable 
access to and engagement in the best possible K-12 education for all children and youths. 
• Postulate Fifteen: Programs for the education of educators must assure for each 
candidate the availability of a wide array of laboratory settings for simulation, 
observation, hands-on experiences, and exemplary schools for internships and 
residencies; they must admit no more students to their programs than can be assured these 
quality experiences. 
• Postulate Sixteen: Programs for the education of educators must engage future 
teachers in the problems and dilemmas arising out of the inevitable conflicts and 
incongruities between what is perceived to work in practice and the research and theory 
supporting other options. 
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Some studies have used the postulates as a basis for analysis of data collected from 
various PDS sites. Richardson’s (1997) comparative case study used two of Goodlad’s 
National Network of Educational Renewal (NNER) higher education sites to collect data 
from teachers, students and administrators on their experiences working within a PDS. 
Three key conclusions are made in the study: 
(a) support by the key leaders constitutes one of the major factors in the 
initiation stage of change 
(b) various changes in the teacher education program reflected Goodlad’s 
criteria of a PDS partnership 
(c) the PDS partnership influenced changes in the education program, 
perceptions, and human dynamics. (Richardson, 1997, p. 137) 
It is clear that despite the many names given to the collaboration envisioned between 
schools and schools of education: PDS, Clinical School, Induction Schools and Center of 
Pedagogy; reformers are advocating for change through new kinds of relationships that 
will demand a commitment to improvement through collaborative practice and inquiry. 
This vision holds much hope, as well as much reason for skepticism as Darling- 
Hammond (1994) notes that: 
In an ideal state, the power to reinvent teaching, schooling, and teacher 
education is located in neither the university nor the school but in the 
collaborative synergy of the two. In this ideal state, each party has 
knowledge they bring to the collaborative venture, and each party’s 
knowledge is equally respected. Reality, however, reflects the tendency 
for individuals to think that everyone’s knowledge is equal, but some is 
more equal—usually one’s own. Collaboration activates these perceptions 
of power and power relationships. Since altering power and power 
relations may be at the heart of restructuring education it is not surprising 
the PDS project found them problematical, (p. 118) 
This shift in power lies at the heart of the PDS as a model for simultaneous reform of 
schools and teacher education. Clearly, creating this kind of change through collaboration 
takes unbelievable amounts of time, energy and self reflection. The literature is a 
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reflection of this process and shows a shifting focus of researchers, teachers and teacher 
educators as they work to create truly collaborative research communities. 
Recent Initiatives 
Recently there have been a range of new initiatives and reports that are important to 
mention as they are an indicator of the current trends in the research literature. Cochran- 
Smith (2001b) reflects that 
Perhaps it is the combination of a perceived historical failure to change 
coupled with the unprecedented intensity of current public attention that 
have prompted so many recent initiatives by prestigious national 
organizations and foundations that are related to teaching and teacher 
education, teachers qualifications, and teacher quality, (p. 347) 
By way of summary of these various initiatives Cochran-Smith (2001b, p. 347-349) 
presents the following key additions to the literature. Although this is a somewhat 
simplified overview it informs the reader of the focus of recent research initiatives and 
gives a sense of the hot topics on the research agenda. A research report prepared for the 
U.S. Department of Education/OERI entitled “Teacher Preparation Research: Current 
Knowledge, Gaps , and Recommendations,” examined more than 300 peer-reviewed 
research reports about subject matter preparation, clinical training, pedagogical 
preparation, policies for improving teacher education, and alternative certification. The 
report draws on 57 studies and concludes that the empirical research base for teacher 
education is thin. It then recommends a new generation of research that looks across 
institutions, examines specific parts of teachers’ preparation, and has stronger research 
designs. 
The US DOE requested a report that the National Research Council’s Committee on 
Assessment and Teacher Quality completed entitled: “Testing Teacher Candidates: The 
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Role of Licensure tests in Improving Teacher Quality.” The report’s conclusion was that 
initial teacher tests fall short of the intended policy goals for their use as accountability 
and as levers for improving teacher preparation and licensing programs. Educational 
Testing Services engage in various initiatives including links between student 
achievement and teacher qualification and on the academic quality of prospective 
teachers. AERA has formed a special Consensus Panel for an initiative intended to 
provide a synthesis of existing empirical and conceptual research related to the 
preparation of new teachers (Cochran-Smith & Zeichner, 2002). This panel was 
convened partly in response to the conflicting public claims about the research evidence 
for competing reform agendas. 
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching Study of the Education 
of Teachers is led by Lee Shulman and is a five-year study of the pedagogies of teacher 
education that is part of a larger series of studies on preparations for the professions. 
Linda Darling-Hammond and John Bransford have co-chaired the Committee on Teacher 
Education of the National Academy of Education (CTE) two-year initiative funded by 
OERI designed to make curricular recommendations to U.S. teacher preparation 
programs based on the knowledge teacher candidates need to become effective new 
teachers (Darling-Hammond, 2002). Another OERI funded project entitled The Teacher 
Qualifications and the Quality of Teaching Study being conducted collaboratively by 
Mary Kennedy and Betsy Jane Becker (MSU) is a 3-year synthesis of relevant research 
over the past 40 years. Cochran-Smith (2001b) reflects that “Despite both differences and 
overlaps, it is interesting that all of these initiatives have emerged at roughly the same 
historical moment when teaching and teacher education are intensely publicized and 
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politicized” and concludes that “these initiatives share a sense of urgency about the need 
to improve teaching, teacher quality and teacher education in order to address the 
problems of teaching and schooling in America” (p. 349). 
Views From Across the Ocean: PDSs Are Not Alone 
Similar visions for educational renewal and reform where schools and initial teacher 
education (ITE) join in partnership have been prevalent in the United Kingdom over the 
past fifteen years. The advent of the National Curriculum following the Education 
Reform Act of 1988 had a profound impact on expected work loads of teachers. Between 
1987 and 1990 the Oxford Internship Scheme was developed. This scheme 
is based on the principle of complementarity: that each side of the 
partnership between school and university has a distinctive but equally 
important contribution to make in the training process. The scheme 
embodies a respect for and a questioning of both the craft of knowledge 
and practical wisdom of practicing teachers and also the more 
systematized and abstract knowledge of university tutors. (Griffiths & 
Owen, 1995, p. 6-7) 
In Managing Partnerships In Teacher Training and Development (1995), Bines & 
Welton argue that the trend towards partnerships between higher education and other 
education providers is the dominant theme of 1990s teacher education in the UK. They 
state that much of the political attention has focused on initial teacher training, but what 
is more important to focus on, is a policy for professional development that links 
continuing professional development, teacher education and research. This agenda is very 
similar to that of PDSs in the United States educational reform of the late 1980s and 
1990s. The traditional “divorce between theoretical understanding and practical 
knowledge and competence was unhelpful to students” (Bines & Welton, 1995, p. 12). 
The shifting climate for renewal acknowledged the power of connectedness between 
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schools and initial teacher training colleges and universities, and the need to build links 
between theory and practice. 
In Schools in Partnership (1995) Griffith and Owen give space for the voices of 
those involved in the design, implementation and assessment of school-based initial 
teacher training to be heard. The overarching theme of all of the contributors messages is 
that 
Partnership should be viewed more widely than the obvious link between 
schools and a university department of education. Partnership can be 
defined as linked activity, with the most important factor in the equation 
being student teachers, who bring with them a myriad of experiences and 
skills, many relevant to teaching. .. Another partner in the equation is the 
body of pupils in the school. All our common efforts are in the end 
directed towards giving pupils a richer and more rewarding experience 
during their time in school, (p. 29-30) 
This vision of keeping the students central to all efforts to the simultaneous reform of 
schools and university based teacher education is parallel to the reforms being enacted in 
PDSs in the United States. Although there are clearly vast differences in the cultural 
contexts of reform in the United Kingdom and the United States, calls for equitable 
partnerships involving new power relationships and a commitment to collective 
collaborative problem solving and inquiry unite the two agendas for change. 
The Impact of PDSs 
There is always an impact when change occurs, for as Fullan (1993) asserts the 
change process is a ’’journey not a blueprint” (p. 24), each part of the journey provides 
the travelers with new insights, or helps them revisit old insights with an altered lens. The 
journey also helps the participants formulate next steps in the process by looking back at 
where they have been, and looking forward at where they would like to be. The literature 
around PDSs is rich in the stories of various PDS sites journey’s in implementing and 
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attempting to sustain educational change. These stories are told through different lenses, 
looking at different impacts depending on the studies focus. Teitel (2001) states that: 
The biggest and ultimately the most important questions asked in any kind 
of research on PDSs has to do with impacts—impacts on student learning; 
impacts on the preparation of pre-service teachers, administrators, and 
other educators; and impacts on the continuing professional development 
and learning of all the adults who work in the schools and universities, (p. 
61) 
However, although there is currently great enthusiasm for the potential impacts PDSs can 
have on all involved in the collaborative venture, the literature is noticeably lacking in 
“solid and systematic evidence that PDSs produce better outcomes” (Teitel, 2001, p. 57). 
In terms of impacts there appear to be three key groups within PDSs that the literature 
focuses on: teachers, preservice teachers and those in the role of facilitator-administrator 
or university professor. There is also a large body of literature that examines PDSs from 
the multiple perspectives of all participants. 
It is not within the scope of this literature review to examine all of the PDS impact 
literature. However, in order to give a sense of the kinds of focuses these studies select; 
and to avoid listing vast numbers of references without giving the reader the flavor of the 
research I would like to select a small sample from each impact category. 
Impact on Teachers 
The following phrases found in article titles speak to the literature related to the 
impact of PDSs on teachers: teacher empowerment, in search of autonomy, and PDSs 
catalysts for teacher change. Many of the edited collections that recount the evolution of 
PDSs validate and embrace the voices of teachers in schools and universities 
(Christiansen et al, 1997; Griffiths & Owen, 1995; Johnston, Brosnan, Cramer & Dove, 
2000). Powell and McGowan (1996) used semi-structured interviews with twelve 
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elementary teachers from one school during its first year as a PDS. The studies focus was 
on how the teachers’ expectations and aspirations of their role in the PDS developed 
during their participation in the collaborative project. From the data five assertions were 
developed. Assertion #1 states that “An event beyond the teachers’ control was 
responsible for their initial exploration of teaching in the PDS” (p. 253). The final three 
assertions all include references to the teachers level of control: expectations of greater 
control over their environment, assert greater control over their personal and professional 
growth, and the desire for greater control over their environment increased through their 
participation in the PDS (p. 253). This concept of increased control is an integral part of 
the ways in which PDSs can develop spaces in which teachers feel their experiences and 
knowledge are not only valid, but are valued as an integral part of the design and 
implementation of an effective change process. 
In a cross case analysis Bullough, Kauchak, Crow, Hobbs, and Stokes (1997) 
collected data from 49 interviews with teachers and principals from seven elementary and 
secondary PDSs affiliated with the University of Utah to look at changes in their views of 
teaching practice and self reflection. The conclusion is drawn that for teachers and 
principals, effective PDSs must provide compelling answers to the rightfully insistent 
question: “What is in it for me and for our students?” (p. 166). This question must remain 
central to ongoing efforts to create PDSs that can be nurtured and sustained over time in a 
truly collaborative relationship between school and university. 
In her study of the impact of participation in a PDS on elementary teachers 
Nissenholtz (1996) used in-depth interviews with eight veteran teachers to delineate their 
perceptions of their role in the PDS reform movement. In her conclusion she addresses 
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the ongoing challenge of bringing the worlds of schools and universities together, and the 
many ways in which teachers and professors have to struggle to create new ways of 
interacting and collaborating. She states that: 
Establishing professional development schools can be a double-edged 
sword. We must be careful that we do not get, inadvertently, so involved 
in the cosmetic change of the school, that we lose sight of the true mission. 
Educators’ time and energy need to be expended on building a foundation 
and framework that will nurture professional respect and trust. Creating a 
Professional Development School must begin with egalitarian collabora¬ 
tion. We must be vigilant in that the mission of “creating a PDS” does not 
present obstacles to teachers and professors working together on genuine 
professional problems, (p. 211) 
Central to much of the literature related to the impact of PDSs on teachers is the 
argument that when implemented with true equity and collaborative spirit they can 
provide a wide range of empowering and exciting professional opportunities. However, 
the literature also reflects the fact that the kinds of collaborative relationships within 
PDSs are not easy to establish or sustain. Teachers are often pulled in too many directions 
with PDSs putting a strain on their already over extended time and energy. The impact of 
PDSs on teachers appears to be diverse and complex. If they can move away from 
“cosmetics” towards professional respect and trust they hold much potential for 
improving all aspects of teaching and learning. 
Impact on Preservice Teachers 
Improved teacher education is one of the central goals of PDSs. By giving preservice 
teachers opportunities to connect theory and practice through apprenticeship in PDSs, it 
is hoped they will provide new models of teacher education by serving as exemplars of 
practice and builders of knowledge. What then can we learn about the impact of such a 
model on preservice teachers? Telese (1996) tracked changes in student teachers’ 
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philosophical attitudes toward teaching by comparing their responses on survey questions 
before and after their field experience. Much of the literature examined reflects a trend 
towards using attitude surveys with preservice students about satisfaction with the PDS. 
For example Kroll, Boyer and Hauben (1997) used survey responses from preservice 
students to document the changes in the student teaching experience. Cifuentes, Davis 
and Clarke (1996) surveyed students to compare their views on how much to use lecture 
as part of teaching, before and after a course designed to have them consider other 
approaches. 
In her 1996 dissertation, Kraft provides us with an ethnographic study of five 
preservice teachers doing their final practicums in K-5 classrooms in a PDS. This study 
emphasizes the need for preservice students to engage in meaningful professional 
dialogue with their cooperating teachers. It also found that if “preservice teachers 
developed a good rapport with their practicing teachers, the preservice teachers tended to 
listen to the practicing teachers ideas about their philosophies, beliefs and practices and, 
after giving these ideas some thought...were able in some cases to alter their ideas” (p. 
88). This kind of interaction and collaboration between novice and veteran teachers in 
PDSs has the power to develop teachers who are reflective practitioners ready for the 
challenges of today’s classrooms. 
Impact on K-12 Students 
There is little literature on the impact of PDS partnerships on K-12 students and 
student learning. This is surprising as PDSs hope to improve teaching and learning at all 
levels. Existing studies appear to focus on specific curriculum areas. Devlin-Scherer, et 
al, (1997) examine math tests in an urban fourth grade in Connecticut; Judge, Carriedo, 
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and Johnson (1995) report math scores gains in an elementary PDS in Michigan as well 
as persistence rates for ninth graders in an urban high school. Wiseman and Coner (1996) 
describe dramatic gains in writing scores on state achievement tests as a result of a 
“writing buddies” program. It is hard to sort out how many of these reported gains can be 
attributed to the PDS model due to a lack of comparison groups. Certainly the kinds of 
practices and approaches to teaching and learning that are envisioned for PDSs as centers 
of educational renewal would encourage students to succeed in a wide range of tasks. 
In terms of student impacts of PDSs what then can we hope to see? One of the most 
important agendas for PDSs is the need to “place equity front and center” (Nieto, 2000, p. 
180). This agenda is based on the fact that: 
In spite of the enormous changes that have taken place in our society, 
some schools and colleges of education are still functioning as if we were 
preparing teachers for the classrooms of half a century ago. But we are 
living in a new century, with growing cultural and linguistic diversity, 
international communication and tremendous access to information, (p. 
181) 
The impact of PDSs on students has to be about realizing that teachers must be prepared 
to meet the needs of the students in their classrooms. The message that Nieto gives is 
central to my argument in support of the kind of restructuring of schools and teacher 
education programs that requires joint collaboration and reflection. PDSs can provide 
sites for teachers and teacher educators to examine their practices together, build new 
connected knowledge, learn together how to promote learning for all students and jointly 
and equitably develop educational environments that are fair and affirming (Nieto, 2000). 
This is no easy task, but teachers and teacher educators must venture on a journey of 
transformation together in order to better serve the needs of their students in schools and 
universities. It is these kinds of changes, along with the more specific aspirations for 
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improved test scores and performance, that must guide teachers and teacher educators in 
their work in schools. In her recent article “Placing Equity Front and Center” (2000) 
Nieto states that “School conditions in our society have been consistently, systematically, 
and disproportionately unequal and unfair, and the major casualties have been those 
students who differ significantly in social class, race, ethnicity, native language, and 
gender from what is considered the ‘mainstream’.... An education that is both rigorous 
and critical is absolutely necessary if young people are to participate meaningfully in this 
new century” (p. 181). PDSs, and the kinds of collaborative relationships that they 
demand, can hopefully guide us towards providing the kind of rigorous, critical and 
equitable education that Nieto envisions for the future of all students in public schools. 
Impact on All Participants: Organizational Insights 
Several studies look at the multiple perspectives to be found in the establishment and 
running of a PDS or collection of PDSs as organizations. Brooks (1997) looked 
specifically at the changes the PDS concepts brought to the collaboration between a 
college, school, school district and the individuals involved with these institutions. She 
focused specifically on how these various institutions connected, and how those 
connections changed the roles of individuals. Her guiding question was “What happened 
in a school as it moved from the conceptual model to a reality of a PDS?” (p. 3) In her 
conclusions and discussions she states that “In order to be successful, organizations must 
translate reflection and learning in ways that create meaning for the immediate resolution 
of difficulties, as well as, long term avoidance of similar issues” (p. 100). In her analysis 
Brooks uses Fullan’s (1993) eight basic lessons of the new paradigm of change as a lens 
through which to filter her data. These lessons are extremely helpful in evaluating and 
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critiquing PDSs initiatives, and their impact on the various participants and the 
organizations in which they work. 
1. You can’t mandate what matters (the more complex the change the less 
you can force it) 
2. Change is a journey not a blueprint (change is non-linear, loaded with 
uncertainty and sometimes perverse ) 
3. Problems are our friends (problems are inevitable and you can’t learn 
without them) 
4. Vision and strategic planning come later (premature visions and 
planning blind) 
5. Individualism and collectivism must have equal power (there are no 
one-sided solutions to isolation and group think) 
6. Neither centralization nor decentralization works (both top-down and 
bottom-up strategies are necessary) 
7. Connection with the wider environment is critical for success (the best 
organizations learn externally as well as internally) 
8. Every person is a change agent (change is too important to leave to the 
experts, personal mind set and mastery is the ultimate protection ) (Fullan, 
1993, p.21) 
As Fullan (1993) so rightly reminds us every person is a change agent. However, in 
Brooks (1996) study it seems clear that the teachers had a hard time asserting this role in 
their collaborations with university teacher educators. Brooks (1996) findings argue that 
the “new organization (PDS) returned to the comfort of the old paradigm of power and 
control to accomplish its goals” (p. 110), and that “teachers may need to be more 
aggressive in the current wave of reform. It is not enough to proudly list the reforms they 
have survived. It is in their own best interest to review and critique the elements of 
reforms” (p. 127). It is the connections between organizations, and the people that work 
in them, that creates complexity, challenge and the potential for creative and equitable 
collaborations that will benefit all involved. 
Teitel (1998) uses marriage as an analogy for 20 PDS relationships he collected data 
on over 5 years. He states that “ Many partnerships are initially like marriages, with 
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partners intending a primary or exclusive long-term relationship with one another. Like 
unsuccessful marriages, unsuccessful PDS partnerships may limp along unhappily, 
ending in divorce or separation, or reconfigured into open marriages including new 
partners” (p. 85). Teitel notes the “rare to nonexistent” publications and discussions of 
the divorce court, where universities claim a PDS needs to be dropped because it wasn’t 
ready or where the teachers weren’t interested. Teitel argues that “Much untapped 
knowledge exists in the experiences of terminated or reconfigured partnerships. An 
enhanced understanding of what goes wrong in a relationship (and what can be done 
about it) can help PDS partnerships live up to their potential for the simultaneous 
renewal of schools and teacher education” (p. 95). Teitel’s comprehensive contribution to 
the PDS literature (1992, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997, 2001) enriches our understanding of 
factors that can lead to divorce, or help heal the dysfunctional, and often inequitable, 
relationship between the various marriage partners. 
There are many other studies that examine the multiple perspectives of participants 
in PDS ventures (Gettys & Barbara, 1996; Lyman et al, 1997; Richardson, 1997). These 
examine the kinds of changes that occur within PDSs and the stages of initiation, 
implementation and incorporation. Lyman et al (1997) examine the specific strategies 
used to help preservice teachers integrate into the culture of PDSs during their year long 
clinical experience. The kinds of supports needed for collaborative relationships to be a 
success are described and critiqued. Gettys & Barbara (1996) distributed a survey to 73 
participants who included university PDS faculty, the PDS on-site coordinators, school 
administrators, and university PDS students. This survey attempted to discover if an early 
PDS experience can develop a stronger beginning teacher than a similar program of study 
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without the PDS experience. The survey revealed that the PDS was an extremely positive 
experience for all involved, providing more immediately relevant methods classes as 
multiple references for portfolios for cooperating practitioners. University professors 
reported that their involvement in the PDS helped them update and refine their skills for 
teaching K-8 students and preservice teachers. Richardson (1997) supports these insights 
in her examination of a PDS sight and all those involved. In her conclusion she states 
“The PDS partnership influenced changes in the education program, perceptions, and 
human dynamic” (p. 138). 
Insights can also be gained into specific groups of collaborators in PDSs. For 
example Bowen & Adkinson (1996) describe the role that seven elementary principals 
played in PDSs in the Texas Centers for Professional Development and Technology. 
They conclude that the size, complexity, and staffing of the school had a significant effect 
on the PDS roles. Kochan (1996) surveyed 58 college professors about their 
establishment of PDSs. They were asked to discuss problems they encountered in 
establishing PDSs, strategies they had used to overcome these problems, and the benefits 
of engaging in these endeavors. Categories of problems included: conflicting demands, 
mistrust, funding, external factors, rewards, traditions and time constraints. The benefits 
identified were: improved teaching and learning environments, personal and professional 
development, enhanced research opportunities and improved relationships. Thomas 
(1997) contributes a single case study to the literature. This study focuses on the role of 
the university professor and asks “What facilitative processes invented by the university 
professor enable a collaborative partnership to begin between the university and school?” 
(p. 109). It provides us with an insight into the reality of the struggle university 
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professor’s encounter in attempting to build collaborations with schools. In this study 
there is a lack of clarity of purpose and roles, a questioning of knowledge and power, and 
a need to skillfully blend the university and school agendas into a collaborative action 
research focus. 
Assessing the Impacts 
Teitel (2001) presents an integrated conceptual framework for assessment of PDS 
impacts. This framework offers an invaluable tool in helping to organize more systematic 
thinking about PDS evaluation of stated goals (increased learning for students, preservice 
educators, and experienced educators). Assessment of impacts has proved difficult for 
several reasons including: (a) diverse definitions of PDSs and their goals, (b) the fact that 
PDSs represent long-term systemic changes that should not be measured until all changes 
are in place, and until these changes have had an adequate chance to make a difference; 
and (c) the fact that there are different perceptions of what outcomes matter in teaching, 
teacher education and student teaching as well as how to measure those outcomes (Teitel, 
2001, p. 58). Given the scope of this review I will not go into great detail of Teitel’s 
conceptual framework for assessment of PDSs. However, it is important to note its 
potential as a tool for the evaluation of impacts in a wide range of contexts. The four key 
focus areas in the framework are: (1) organizational innovation, (2) adaptations in roles, 
structure and culture, (3) best practice in teaching, learning and leadership, (4) desired 
outcomes: improved learning (p. 62). In his conclusion Teitel (2000) warns “The 
credible, systemic documentation of PDS impacts is critical to the growth and sustenance 
of PDSs and the PDS movement. Without good documentation of impacts on preservice 
and experienced educators and on K-12 students, PDSs will wither away” (p. 67-68). 
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Without rising to this challenge the future of PDSs is at stake. Collaborators involved in 
partnerships must recognize the need for such documentation and work together to create 
a body of meaningful literature that can help PDSs become a sustainable educational 
innovation. 
Summary 
This literature review aimed to examine the ways in which schools and teacher 
education programs can collaborate in order to restructure and reform teaching and 
teacher education. It has explored various definitions of collaboration, and the ways in 
which these are enacted in diverse PDS sites. The roots of PDSs have been explored, and 
used as a way in which to encourage connectedness between all who participate in the 
journey towards improved teaching and learning. The final section of the review 
examined the impacts of PDSs on various participants, and advocated for the need to 
develop a framework for evaluation of PDS efforts. 
Collaboration is, among other things, about interaction, connectedness, inquiry and 
the potential for personal and organizational growth and change. The history of PDSs as 
sites that can encourage this kind of collaboration is clear. The literature supports both 
the need for, and potential of, PDSs as sites of simultaneous educational renewal and 
reform. When PDSs are true “exemplars of practice, builders of knowledge, and vehicles 
for communicating professional understandings among teacher educators, novices, and 
veteran teachers” (Darling-Hammond, 1994 , p. 1) they offer promise for the future of 
teaching and teacher education. 
One of the greatest strengths of PDSs as a model for effective educational reform is 
the way in which they are able to connect schools and teacher education, for as Goodlad 
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(1994) states “ What comes first, good schools or good teacher education programs? The 
answer is that both must come together” (p. 1). Communication and inquiry between all 
participants is central to the vision for PDSs. The literature is beginning to reflect the fact 
that building, and then sustaining, this kind of relationship is challenging. In reflecting on 
their work in various PDSs since 1986 Dove, Brosnan, Cramer and Johnston (2000) 
caution that “We are acutely aware that the changes resulting from PDS efforts are 
fragile. As PDSs have become institutionalized, they also have become more regularized” 
(p. 277). The PDS movement is growing and receiving increased national recognition as 
a key to the future of both school improvement and teacher preparation. However, Teitel 
(2001) warns us that “Although many of those involved in PDSs feel strongly that their 
partnerships are improving the learning of prospective and experienced teachers at the K- 
12 level, teacher educators, and K-12 students, there is rarely any credible evidence to 
document those impacts” (p. 57). The future of PDSs as models for reform depends on 
such credible evidence becoming an integral part of the literature. 
There is much evidence in the literature that collaboration in such relationships 
develops a deeper sense of connectedness between participants, that there is the potential 
for personal and professional growth, and that these new ways of working together can be 
catalysts for sustainable change. However, given the relatively recent development of 
PDSs as sites of reform and renewal, and given the lack of evaluations of PDSs using an 
established framework, there is still much skepticism about the sustainability of PDSs as 
they were originally envisioned. It is important to both embrace their successes and 
critique their failures. There is much to learn, both positive and negative, from the PDS 
stories recounted by many of the collaborators on the front lines of educational reform. 
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The interconnectedness that PDSs advocate between schools and schools of education is 
a dynamic force in moving us towards a more meaningful and sustainable reform agenda 
for the twenty-first century. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The purpose of a study, its guiding questions, and the underlying philosophy and 
value stance of the researcher drive the study’s method. In the case of this study my 
primary purpose was to explore the meaning that various participants in three teacher 
education programs make of the concept of professional development in teaching. In 
order to explore this meaning making process I chose to use a qualitative collective case 
study research design as it allows for a rich description of the study’s focus from the 
participants’ perspectives. Qualitative research assumes that there are multiple realities 
and that the world is not an objective thing but a function of personal interaction and 
perception (Merriam, 1988). Thus the focus of this collective case study is not on testing 
a preconceived hypotheses, but on studying the data inductively to try to develop a 
deeper understanding of the participants life experiences as they develop as professionals, 
for as Piantanida & Garman (1999) state: 
At the heart of the inquiry is the researcher’s capacity for encountering, 
listening, understanding, and thus “experiencing” the phenomenon under 
investigation. Rather than assuming the traditional stance of a detached 
and neutral observer, an interpretive inquirer, much like a tuning fork, 
resonates with exquisite sensitivity to the subtle vibrations of encountered 
experiences, (p. 139-140) 
The kinds of interactions that all participants in the qualitative research process, including 
the researcher, engage in, support the fact that “this is no methodology for someone who 
prefers the peace and solitude of the library over the rough and tumble of individual and 
group processes” (Ely et al, 1991, p. 41). It is through my choice of the “rough and 
tumble” socially interactive process that as a learner, and as a researcher, I see the 
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potential for my inquiry process to grow from curiosity and wonder to understanding and 
knowledge building. Patton (1990) states “The purpose of qualitative inquiry is to 
produce findings. The process of data collection is not an end in itself. The culminating 
activities of qualitative inquiry are analysis, interpretation, and presentation of findings” 
(P- 371). 
Listening to, reflecting on and learning from and with other doctoral students 
engaged in qualitative research has played a critical role not only in my choice of 
procedures for the design of this study, but in my own growth as an researcher. In 
reflecting on the choices and changes I have made throughout this process I am reminded 
of two amusing accounts I read of fellow doctoral students initial struggles with the 
qualitative paradigm. 
It was the lack of control over the situation and the people that frightened 
me. I felt the same way most people feel the first time their child goes 
before an audience. But if you are like me and thrive on challenges, enjoy 
learning about yourself, and enjoy other people, then naturalistic case 
study is for you. The rewards are as close to the rewards you experience 
being a parent without the nine months and the eighteen years that follow. 
(Maria del Carman Diaz in Ely, 1991, p. 190). 
I can’t do this...be “natural” in post-positivistic, naturalistic methodology. 
This whole business of me (ME!) being the instrument, complete with my 
value-bound inquiry and multiple realities, is making me crazy. Where oh 
where is “control?” What about the “old” words like mom and apple pie, 
hypothesis and statistical power? (Rena Smith in Ely et al, 1991, p. 190) 
Lack of control is a central dilemma for those of us new to naturalistic inquiry. 
Metaphor making is often talked about as a powerful indicator that “students are actively 
growing into new knowledge and doing so with a certain passion” and it is “not only a 
cognitive act but involves imagination and feeling as well. From this perspective a high 
degree of metaphor making has educational significance” (Ely at al, 1990, p. 181). I 
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found myself using metaphors in my research journal to express some of my frustrations 
and emotions around the design, implementation and writing of this collective case study. 
Early in the data collection and analysis process I wrote: 
In designing this collective case study, and then collecting and analyzing 
the voluminous amounts of data, I have often felt as if I am part of a circus 
trapeze troupe, swinging above the crowds, their mouths wide open 
wondering what will be happening next in my act. Who is there to catch 
me if I fall? Is she going to swing off course and drop into the net never to 
be heard from again? Which direction will she decide to go? Will she be 
able to let go of the bar? Will she ever manage to pull off a team effort as 
she overcomes the skeptics down below with a mid-air dissertation 
defense that contributes something meaningful to the field of education? I 
sense that these internal dialogues, these powerful voices I keep hearing, 
are a natural and necessary part of being a qualitative inquirer. However, 
being new to the qualitative troupe I feel plagued by uncertainty, self 
doubt and intense questioning of every aspect of the process and my role 
as a researcher. Can I really fly? (Research Journal, 2/20/02) 
Looking back I feel as if it was this same fear of lack of control and questioning that 
motivated me to keep learning, to keep listening and to believe in both myself and my 
data as a source of knowledge and growth, for myself and others in the educational field 
interested in teachers professional development across the lifespan. At the core of my 
motivation was the belief that these pre-service and mentor teachers voices deserved, and 
needed, to be heard throughout the circus tent and beyond, for as Lieberman and Miller 
(1999) state: 
Teachers who take on the tough work of creating or recreating schools do 
so with a tremendous sense of hope (that all students can achieve success 
in school), passion (in their regard for continuously learning how to get it 
right), and commitment (to transforming teaching as they transform 
themselves and their schools). Not only are they heroes in their own 
schools, but they are helping others understand the practices, policies, and 
possibilities for creating democratic schools, (p. 82; italics in original) 
A recent entry in my journal reads “These teachers stories and voices are so powerful I’m 
not certain I can do them justice, but then again they speak for themselves. Thank 
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goodness I didn’t fall from the trapeze!” (3/10/02) I realized that the act may never 
change if we don’t take time to listen and to learn from others in our profession. Just 
listen, and then hope that what we choose to tell, and how we tell it, is a testament to their 
journeys. 
Site Selection 
The research was conducted from January to June 2001 in three teacher certification 
programs based at the same school of education at a large state university in New 
England. The university’s introductory guide to the educator preparation programs states 
that “We are recruiting thoughtful, committed, and diverse candidates who have the 
potential to become outstanding practitioners and leaders in their fields.” Each program 
has a slightly different guiding philosophy, but all three are committed to building on the 
idea of growth in practice that assumes that teaching is intellectual work, and that 
professional development occurs when teachers have the opportunity to learn from theory 
and practice as part of their job (Lieberman and Miller, 1999). This philosophy is 
demonstrated by the three programs emphasis on building stronger links between local 
schools and the universities school of education. Each of the three programs receives 
funding to encourage public school teachers involvement with the programs. Each 
program uses these funds slightly differently to encourage links between the university 
program and local schools. The following are excerpts of descriptions of the programs as 
presented on an informational document for prospective students. 
Program One: This program is designed to prepare individuals to teach 
young children in public school settings from pre-school to grade three 
(Pre K-3). The program builds upon a student’s strong academic 
background in the social sciences, and provides an integration of 
educational theory and practice. The program offers a sequence of 
professional preparation courses and supervised field experiences. Each 
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course and field experience is designed to help students develop specific 
professional competencies. 
Program Two: [This program] prepares undergraduate candidates to be 
teachers in 1-6. [This program] emphasizes integration of curriculum, 
brain-based learning, active learning, cooperative learning, and process 
reading and writing as building blocks for the educational process. The 
program builds upon a strong academic background in the liberal arts and 
provides an integration of educational theory and practice. The program 
offers a two-semester sequence of course and supervised field experiences. 
Program Three: [This program] offers a Master of Education degree 
leading to Provisional Certification with Advanced Standing in 
Elementary or Early Childhood Education. It is an intensive, full time, and 
year long program providing significant classroom-based experience. The 
knowledge base for [this program] is rooted in constructivist 
understandings of teaching and learning. The program therefore 
encourages active learning through inquiry, with a commitment to 
designing courses and experiences for teacher candidates that parallel the 
kinds of learning experiences they will design for their own students.... 
Three key ideas inform the program’s philosophy for preparation. These 
are constructivist understandings of teaching and learning, a significant 
emphasis on the need for extensive field-based experiences; and intensive 
work with mentor teachers and faculty whose own practice is highly 
reflective of the overall philosophy of the program. 
Participants 
Table 1 gives a summary of the participants in this collective case study. In 
reflecting on titles for various participants I am struck by the ways in which each 
program defines roles in differing language. For example in Program One a “clinical 
faculty” position was filled by Clara, this involved co-teaching an undergraduate seminar; 
whereas Hilary in program three was hired as a resource person and was involved in both 
student teacher supervision and occasional seminar session planning and teaching. The 
university liaison role is very clearly laid out in program three whereas in Program One I 
was in a much more fluid role that was called seminar facilitator and included supervisor 
coordination. Perhaps this difference and confusion is a reflection of an emerging 
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challenge as we explore the new kinds of relationships developed in partnerships between 
schools and universities. 
Table 1: Summary of Participants by Program 
Program Pre-service Teachers 
Mentor Teachers 
(Grade Currently 
Teaching/Number of 
years of teaching) 
University 
Facilitators/Others 
involved in 
seminar 
Program 
One: 
Early 
Childhood 
Certification 
8 Undergraduate 
2 Graduate 
10 female 
Pat (K/37yrs) 
Clara (2nd/27 yrs) 
Tim (2nd/20 yrs) 
Researcher 
1 Clinical Faculty - 
Clara 
Principal - Robert 
(K-6/30yrs) 
Teacher Panel: 
Yvonne (K/26yrs) 
Julie (lst/12yrs) 
Beth (lst/2nd/25 
yrs) 
Program 
Two: 
Elementary 
Certification 
31 Undergraduate 
30 female/1 male 
Stephanie (3rd/7 yrs) 
Shirley (6th/39 yrs) 
David - Seminar 
Facilitator 
Program 
Three: 
Early 
Childhood 
and 
Elementary 
Certification 
10 Graduate 
8 female/2 male 
Cindy (3rd/25 yrs) 
Andrea (3 rd/2 7 yrs) 
Sue (4th/6 yrs) 
Barbara (3rd/25yrs) 
Rebecca (4th/7 yrs) 
Clair -University 
Seminar Facilitator 
Hilary - Resource 
Person 
In reflecting on the selection of subjects I decided to study those involved in the final 
semester of the three programs. The selection of individual subjects for my research was 
then guided by my research focus. In order to gather data that could enrich my 
understanding of the three programs, and how the participants in the programs made 
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meaning of their development as professionals, it became clear that I needed to collect 
data from three key groups: 
1) undergraduate and graduate students in the final semester of their teacher certification 
in the three programs 
2) mentor teachers working as cooperating practitioners with the preservice teachers in 
the three programs 
3) university facilitators and other teachers/principals involved in the design and 
facilitation of the three respective reflective seminars run weekly during the student’s 
final practicum. 
My decision to focus on the various participants’ understandings of professional 
development was greatly influenced by my own experiences with teacher education and 
professional development. I was a graduate teaching assistant for six years with Program 
One, and from 1998 to 2001 I was the co-facilitator of the final semester seminar for pre¬ 
service students in Program One. Having been involved in reflecting on and 
collaboratively re-visioning the Program One’s links with public schools, and more 
specifically with mentor teachers working with the program’s pre-service students; I 
became increasingly aware of the ways in which professional development was woven 
into the fabric of a meaningful school: university collaboration and partnership. 
Preservice Teachers 
There were a total of fifty pre-service teachers in the three certification programs. 
All students were observed at least four times during their respective seminar sessions. 
More in depth audio taped data was collected from ten students in each program, for 
Program One and 3 this was the entire pre-service student body, in Program Two this was 
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a random group who were audio taped during their 1:1 portfolio presentation with David 
who was the seminar facilitator. 
In Program One there were ten students enrolled. All ten were female, eight were 
undergraduate seniors who were 20 or 21 yrs old, and the other two were Post BA 
graduate students, one in her early thirties the other in her mid forties. In Program Two 
there were thirty-one students enrolled. Of these thirty were female and one was male, 
and they were all undergraduate seniors who were 20 or 21 yrs old. In Program Three 
there were ten students enrolled. Of these eight were female and two were male. They 
were all Masters degree students, most of whom had been in previous careers unrelated to 
education. They ranged in age from 25 to 45 years old. 
Mentor Teachers/Cooperating Practitioners 
The selection of teachers from each program was guided by three factors: (1) 
teachers who had been teaching for at least five years and who were working with a final 
practicum-student in one of the three programs in the Universities Spring Semester 2001, 
(2) teachers who I had a strong professional relationship with from previous supervisory 
work in their classrooms or teachers who were highly recommended by the facilitators of 
the other two programs and (3) teachers who were both willing and able to give time for 
an hour long interview. Given the limited scope of this collective case study I tried to 
select a range of school sites and years of experience. Program Three is only based in two 
school sites, one urban and one suburban, so all of the teachers were from these two 
schools. I decided to select teachers who were viewed as outstanding mentors and 
cooperating teachers as I felt their stories would help me to develop a better 
understanding of the professional journeys of successful educators. I acknowledge this as 
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one of the limitations of this study (for more on this see “Limitations,” below). The 
teachers in these case studies are working in suburban and urban settings and have had 
from six to thirty nine years of experience, with the majority having taught for over 
twenty years. The following mini biographies are included to give a sense of the range 
and depth of professional experiences these teachers bring to the study. 
Program One 
Pat is currently teaching Kindergarten in a rural elementary school. She has been 
teaching for the past thirty-seven years in rural and urban settings in grades K-6. She has 
been teaching K for several years and is passionate about teaching at this level. She states 
that: “Every single aspect of my being is challenged and utilized when working with 
young children. I find it a highly intellectual task as well as a creative endeavor” 
(interview, 5/30/01). She has worked in her current school for the past four years and has 
had a pre-service student from Program One every semester. Every student who has 
worked with her finds her to be an extremely inspiring, creative and insightful educator. 
It is clear that she sees herself as a learner alongside the students in the classroom and the 
pre-service students she mentors. 
Clara has been teaching at the elementary level for the past twenty-seven years. She 
is currently co-teaching a second grade class with Tim. She has an extremely strong sense 
of herself as a lifelong educator and learner. She states: “ There was never a maybe in my 
mind. I remember clearly the exact moment when I acknowledged that I would be a 
teacher. I have never done anything else and I’ve never thought to do anything else” 
(interview, 6/7/01). She is an African American and sees that as an integral part of her 
identity as an educator. She has worked as a mentor teacher with pre-service teachers for 
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many years from pre-practicum to final practicum students from several different 
certification programs in the area, including Programs One and Twp. For the past two- 
and-a-half years she has been co-teaching the final reflective seminar for Program One on 
site in her second grade classroom. I have been fortunate enough to be her co-teacher and 
colleague in the design and facilitation of this seminar. 
Tim currently co-teaches a second grade class in a diverse suburban school setting. 
He has been teaching for the past twenty years in a range of elementary classrooms. He 
has recently completed his Doctorate in Education and has worked closely with One and 
Two as a course facilitator for elementary language arts methods courses and pre- 
practicum reflective seminars. Initially he worked as a sixth grade teacher, before 
working his way down to the lower grade levels, where he has encountered a high degree 
of resistance due to his gender. He states “There is that constant push to sort of get you 
out of the classroom and into other areas of school, the business world of the school, with 
the expectation that you understand that piece of it because you are a man, and you 
should be positioning yourself to move in that direction away from the classroom” 
(interview, 6/14/01). He is currently exploring ways to integrate his classroom 
experience, university teaching and desire to be in an administrative position in order to 
better be able to effect school-wide change. 
Program Two 
Stephanie is a graduate of Program Two and has been teaching at the elementary 
level for the past seven years. She is currently teaching third grade in a suburban 
elementary school. She states that: “One of the things that keeps me in teaching is a real 
appreciation of every student and the fact that every day is a new and exciting challenge” 
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(interview, 5/31/01). She started taking final practicum students in her third year of 
teaching and found it to be a wonderful team learning atmosphere. From then on she has 
taken several students from Program Two; usually a pre-practicum student in the fall and 
a final practicum student in the spring. 
Shirley is currently a sixth grade teacher and has been teaching for the past thirty- 
nine years with ten years out to raise her family. She started her career in a third grade 
classroom in Yonkers, New York, in 1962. Throughout her career she has had a wide 
range of teaching experiences from working with remedial reading to teaching in first and 
fourth grade classrooms. She has been at her current rural elementary school for the past 
twenty-three years teaching second, fourth then sixth grade. She sees herself as a lifelong 
learner and believes that “trying new things and learning as much as you can” (interview, 
6/5/01) are key qualities to developing as a professional educator. She has worked with at 
least fifteen student interns and several pre-practicum students from Program Two since 
being in her current school. 
Program Three 
Cindy has been teaching for the past twenty-five years, the past twenty-one of which 
have been spent at her current school where she has been teaching third grade for several 
years. She started out as the Elementary Language Arts teacher for eight years before she 
moved into her own classroom. She was recently been involved in a four year National 
Science Foundation Grant entitled “Teaching to Big Ideas” that focused on developing an 
innovative math curriculum, an experience that she says was “Amazingly powerful, it 
continues to change the way I think about teaching and my daily practices in the 
classroom, not just in math but across the curriculum” (interview, 5/24/01). Cindy has 
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worked with pre-service students from all three programs in the past twenty-one years, 
and with pre-service teachers from other teacher education programs in the area. She is 
currently working with a pre-service teacher from Program Three. 
Andrea has been teaching for twenty-seven years in different locations, grades and 
capacities. She has taught in grades 3-6 and has also spent time as a Chapter One 
Resource teacher. For the past few years she has been teaching in third grade. Andrea 
states that: “There is something inherently satisfying about working with children. 
Helping children to solve their own problems, to become active learners. Teaching is 
always invigorating, challenging and never boring” (interview, 6/4/01). Andrea is 
currently working on revising the Investigations Math Series curriculum with other 
educators from across the State, as well as female math professors and the writers of the 
curriculum. She has worked with pre-service teachers from all three programs for several 
years, and is currently working with a pre-service teacher from Program Three. 
Sue has been teaching for six years. For the first four years she taught in a rural 
setting before moving to her current position as a fourth grade teacher in an extremely 
diverse urban school. When talking about her career so far Sue states: “I don’t know, 
when I was first starting out I didn’t ever think I could teach fourth or fifth grade. I 
wanted to stay with the little ones, and now I just realize that I like the challenge of the 
older kids and I wouldn’t even hesitate to move to Middle School—crazy as that 
sounds!” (interview, 5/24/01). She has been working with pre-service teachers from 
Program Three for the past two years. 
Barbara has been involved in education for the past twenty-five years and has taught 
in elementary classrooms for fifteen years. She currently teaches third grade in a diverse 
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urban elementary school. She is actively involved in a wide range of curriculum 
initiatives including working with the “Open Circle Curriculum” from Wellesley College. 
She states “The fact that the kids in this school really appreciate you makes you want to 
come back day after day despite some of the hardships” (interview, 6/5/01). She is 
currently working with a student from Program Three. 
Rebecca has been teaching for seven years. She spent one year in the corporate 
world before teaching at the elementary level for five years in Pennsylvania. She then 
moved to her current job in a diverse urban setting to teach fourth grade. She states “I am 
never bored as a teacher. I love my job because I feel as if I am part of something larger 
here, something so important” (interview, 6/5/01). She is involved in a wide range of 
school related projects including a site based graduate course on literacy, and work with 
Barbara on the “Open Circle Curriculum.” She is currently working with a student from 
Program Three. 
Other Key Contributors 
I interviewed the facilitators of the seminars from Program Two and Three. In my 
role as co-facilitator of the seminar for Program One, I gathered data by keeping a 
research journal, collecting documents, taping a weekly ten minute student led group 
discussion around a professional “Question of the Week” and interviewing the clinical 
faculty member who was my co-facilitator .The other key contributors were included 
because the focus of their seminar sessions with the pre-service teachers were so closely 
connected with the guiding questions around professional development for this collective 
case study. 
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Researcher as Participant 
As the researcher for this study I was playing a dual role in my facilitation of the 
Program One seminar. As a graduate student engaged in my doctoral work I was 
fortunate enough to have a wide range of teaching opportunities with the pre-service 
teachers in Program One. I co-facilitated the seminar from 1998 to 2001 with Clara, who 
was hired by the university as a clinical faculty member on a two year contract, that was 
then extended for a third year. Clara and I had an established professional and personal 
relationship as I had often been a pre-service student supervisor in her classroom. Clara, 
Tim and I would sit after school debating and discussing a wide range of topics that 
circled back to the design and implementation of an effective teacher training program. In 
the design of the seminar we were led by our vision of developing a trusting, open and 
honest professional community where pre-service teachers could develop the reflective 
and critical skills needed on a daily basis in their classrooms as they worked with 
colleagues and children. We relocated the seminar from the university to Clara’s second 
grade classroom at a local elementary school in order to build on the resources available; 
both in terms of elementary classroom environments, as well as a school staff who were 
willing to share their professional expertise on a range of topics from technology to 
special education. Our collaboration as a teaching team was extremely fulfilling and 
challenging at the same time, as we navigated the new waters of a school: university 
partnership. Frustrations often arose related to the differing worlds and mindsets of the 
school and university cultures. In many ways more importantly, we were engaged in the 
dynamic and complex world of two professionals from differing backgrounds and 
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cultures coming together to provide a model of cross-cultural collaboration through our 
teaching-learning relationship. 
Seminar Facilitators 
Clair has taught at a local elementary school for several years. She is highly regarded as a 
teacher leader and innovative practitioner who uses a constructivist philosophy within her 
classroom. She has been a cooperating teacher for all three programs and is now the 
university liaison for program three. 
Hilary is an early childhood specialist and special education educator who has 
become involved in teacher education since starting a doctoral program in early 
childhood education. She has been a classroom teacher in preschools in the area and is 
well respected by teachers and students as a caring, supportive and professional member 
of the program three teaching and learning team. She has also worked with program one 
as a course facilitator and supervisor. 
David started his undergraduate education at the University of Pennsylvania teaching 
had never crossed his mind as a career. After two years in college he decided to step out 
for a year to re-focus and decide what it was he wanted to pursue. During his year off he 
was a sports coach, including work with a youth basketball program. This decision led 
him to transfer to return to the education program at Pennsylvania State where he 
received his elementary certification. In reflecting on his journey into teaching David 
comments “You know often when we ask undergraduates why they want to teach they 
say they have always wanted to be a teacher?” He pauses for a moment and continues “I 
was not like that at all. I first got kind of interested around twenty-one. Then I got really 
passionate when I was about twenty-six or -seven” (interview, 6/15/01). 
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His path after undergraduate took him into elementary classroom teaching. He then 
decided to take on the challenge of teaching and going back to the University of 
Pennsylvania where he completed his Masters degree with a focus on Literacy. David 
states “I think I got a lot out of my masters program because I was teaching full time. I 
was able to draw on my daily experiences and go to class and do all my papers and 
everything.” After his masters David decided to apply and was accepted into his current 
doctoral program in education at a state university in Western Massachusetts. He laughs 
as he reflects “You know I decided to stop teaching to have more time for studying, but 
with this teaching assistantship with Program Two I work nearly full time anyway!” In 
looking to the future David sees himself working in K-12 perhaps as an administrator for 
a while and then exploring the options of getting involved with education at a policy 
level: 
I don’t have a thick enough skin to be a true politician, but maybe 
something a little political. Maybe a policy analyst or policy developer, 
somewhere I can draw on my diverse experiences in schools and 
universities. I feel like I want to be credible and I want to be somebody 
who people respect for my knowledge and understandings. I think maybe I 
will start my own school, or maybe I will get involved in the State 
Department of Education as a policy maker and talk some sense into them! 
I ask myself is it a childish dream to think that I could have an impact? 
Then I stop and say I like being childish in a way because it keeps my 
energy going, if I loose that energy then it will be time to move on. 
(interview, 6/15/01) 
In having observed David facilitate some seminar sessions, and spent time with him 
sharing ideas and talking about our work as university course facilitators and doctoral 
students, it is clear to me that he is dedicated to creating spaces in which children, 
teachers, pre-service teachers and university facilitators can thrive as they take on the 
challenge of building a community of learners. 
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Principal’s Perspective 
Robert started teaching in 1971 and has worked with a wide range of grade levels. In 
1987 he took a job as a teaching assistant principal and in 1989 he took on his current job 
as Principal of a rural elementary school in New England. In talking about his role as a 
professional leader Robert states that “When I took the job, and this is still my dream, I 
wanted to create a place where kids and their parents would say they were proud to have 
children in this school” (interview, 5/15/01). It is clear that he has a powerful educational 
vision, not only for the families and children at the school, but also for his staff and 
colleagues. In reflecting on his role as principal he says: “I teach kids that are going into 
the classroom that they’re learning when they’re out of their comfort zone. It is true as 
young, and it is true as old.” 
When you walk into his school the educational vision which he has followed is 
clearly reflected on a daily basis, he states: “I wanted to create a place, a culture, a 
professional culture, where people wanted to work, where work was rewarding, 
satisfying, and is recognized and valued. To create those places where people really 
wanted to be, then you create the seeds for success” (interview, 5/15/01). Robert has 
made great efforts to build stronger relationships with the University programs and has a 
long term vision of his school becoming a Professional Development School working 
with Programs One and Two at the University. He encourages his staff to work as 
mentors with pre-service teachers, and is always extremely supportive as they prepare for 
the professional leap from being a pre-service teacher to being a first year teacher. 
For the past three years Robert has presented a seminar session on “Starting out in 
the Profession” to the pre-service students in Program One and Two, as well as being 
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involved in a Professional Skills Fair run at the university in the Spring semester for 
students in all certification programs in the school of education. He is also very involved 
in efforts to build more meaningful links between his elementary school and the teacher 
certification programs at the school of education. I felt his perspectives on professional 
development across the life span would enrich the data for this study. 
Teacher Panel 
The three “Panel” teachers included in this section have presented regularly over the 
past three years at a “Teacher Panel” seminar session for Program One where they talk to 
a small group of pre-service teachers about their first year of teaching, their passions in 
education, and the story of their professional lives. All of them have been cooperating 
practitioners for pre-service students from program one, though none of them had a 
student in the Spring 2001 semester. 
Yvonne has been teaching for twenty six years mostly in Kindergarten and first 
grade. She is currently teaching Kindergarten in a diverse rural elementary school and 
will loop with her class into first grade next year. She states that: “I love teaching, the 
way I can drive to school and think about the choreographing of the day, it is creative and 
spiritual, I feel so fortunate to be a teacher” (panel session, 4/24/01). Over the years 
Yvonne has worked with many pre-practicum and final practicum pre-service students 
from Programs One and Two. More recently she has only been working with pre- 
practicum students for as she says: “I didn’t like to give up my classroom always, and I 
needed to admit that to myself. I need to get over this or just continue working with pre- 
practicum students” (panel session, 4/24/01). 
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Julie has been teaching for twelve years, she has been in her current school for the 
past two years, and in the same school district for the past six years. She has taught 
preschool, kindergarten, first and second grade, and is currently teaching first grade and 
is looping between Kindergarten and first grade. Her background is in Early Childhood, 
Special Education and she also has a Masters in social work. She spent her first six years 
working in an integrated program and then moved to an Early Childhood Center for Pre 
K-2. When talking about her teaching she says: “I guess I’d have to say my passion at 
this point is really the looping aspect and also the inclusion of both special education and 
ESL and TBE in the classroom with services and as little pull out as possible” (panel 
session, 4/24/01). She has often worked with final practicum students from Program One. 
Beth has been teaching for twenty five years. She has a doctorate in Education that 
focused on reading and writing for elementary children. In 1990 she won a Good 
Neighbor Award from State Farm Insurance Companies and the National Council of 
Teachers of English and in 1992 she published a book that shared the stories of children 
aged two to nine, writing at home. During the seminar’s teacher panel Beth shared one of 
the key things she has learned professionally from her years of practice: “Anything I want 
to do I have to ask myself how can I turn it upside down? Because if I go at it from an 
adult perspective I almost always mess it up! If I turn it like a sand clock I almost always 
see the other side. You have to see it from the child’s eye too” (Teacher Panel, 4/24/01). 
Data-Gathering Procedures 
The specific data that was collected from each program differed slightly due to the 
nature of the programs and the access I had to each program. Data-collection techniques 
differed across the three programs, and between the three categories of subjects; however, 
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all of the mentor teachers and university facilitators were interviewed and audio taped 
anywhere from 45 minutes to two hours using the same semi-structured interview format. 
My starting point was with the participants from Program One due to my role as a co¬ 
facilitator of the students’ K-3 practicum weekly reflective seminar. Initially my intention 
was to do a single case study on Program One, however after receiving feedback, and 
reflecting on the advantages of having a wider scope for the study; I decided to collect 
data from Programs Two and Three based at the same public university. The fact that all 
three certification programs were based at one university site, and held their respective 
seminars in local schools and at the University made the larger scale of the study less 
daunting. I already had a well established relationship with a range of professionals 
involved in the other two programs which made entry not only possible; but also 
potentially very rewarding in terms of building on our existing cross program dialogue 
around issues related to the professional development of all of those involved in the three 
teacher certification programs, including pre-service teachers, mentor teachers, principals 
and the university faculty. 
Having identified the three program for my research I also needed to decide on the 
key factors of time, people and events for my data collection. In discussing sample 
selection Merriam (1998) states that “Purposeful sampling is based on the assumption 
that the investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must 
select a sample from which the most can be learned” (p. 61). Patton (1990) also argues 
that “the logic and power of purposeful sampling lies in selecting information-rich cases 
for study in depth. Information-rich cases are those from which one can learn a great deal 
about issues of central importance to the purpose of the research, thus the term purposeful 
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sampling” (p. 169, emphasis in original). Each of the three teacher certification programs 
provided intrinsically bounded systems. My challenge was to select a purposeful sample 
from within each case. For each program I wanted to gather data from the three key 
subject groups identified for the study: pre-service teachers, mentor teachers currently 
working with a final practicum pre-service student and university facilitators and others 
contributing to a focus on professional development in the reflective seminars (see Table 
1 for details). 
Data for this study was collected through interviewing, observing and studying 
material culture. Rossman & Rollis (1998) state that “Data gathering is a deliberate, 
conscious, systematic process” it “entails diligently recording and reflecting, recording 
those reflections, and reflecting on those recordings.” (p. 123) Kidder (1981) states that 
observation is a research tool when it “(1) serves a formulated research purpose, (2) is 
planned deliberately, (3) is recorded systematically, and (4) is subjected to checks and 
controls on validity and reliability” (Merriam, 1998, p. 94-95). Observations were a 
central component in this studies data. More formal focused observations were made 
during the three program’s seminar sessions. Observational notes were also taken during 
site visits for interviews. 
Pre-Service Teachers 
In each program a variety of data on the pre-service educators as they engaged in 
their weekly reflective seminars. The use of observations, audio taping and document 
analysis offered me a “holistic interpretation of the phenomenon being investigated” 
(Merriam, 1998, p. 111). 
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Observations were possible as the seminars for each program were held on different 
days in a range of locations: (a) Program One on Tuesdays 3:15-5:30 pm in a second 
grade classroom at a local elementary school, (b) Program Two on Thursdays 3:30-6:00 
pm in a university classroom, (c) Program Three on Wednesdays from 3:30-6:30 pm 
alternating between a local urban and rural school site. At least four full seminar session 
observations were made for Programs Two and Three during the period of April, May 
and June 2001. Due to my role as co-facilitator of the Program One seminar specific 
weekly observations were possible during appropriate activities. I kept ongoing field 
notes, a running record during the observations and observer comments after my 
observations of the seminars. 
For each program a session with specific relevance to professional development was 
audio taped with the written consent of all subjects involved. In Program One a weekly 
session related to the seminar’s focus called “Professional Question of the Week” (the 
questions were provided by the seminar facilitators) was audio taped from 2/27/01 to 
4/3/01. This session lasted anywhere from 10 to 30 minutes and was facilitated on a 
rotating basis, by the pre-service students. The pre-service students from Program One 
were also audio taped on 4/24/01 as they engaged in an hour long small group 
professional discussion with one of the three teacher panel subjects. In Program Two, ten 
pre-service students were audio taped as they presented their Professional Portfolios in a 
1:1 final evaluation meeting with the seminar facilitator. These presentations lasted from 
20 to 50 minutes and were audio taped on 5/22/01 and 5/23/01. In Program Three the 
final seminar session on 5/23/01 was audio taped. This session included the pre-service 
students’ presentations of both their Master Teaching Units and their Professional 
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Portfolios. These presentations ranged from 10 to 20 minutes with time given for peer 
feedback and comments. 
A range of documents were collected from each of the programs. Handouts, 
articles, worksheets or texts provided during the observed seminar sessions were 
collected. I was also given access to a range of documents from all three programs 
including: samples of the pre-service students written assignments (personal philosophy 
statements, reactions to readings, journal entries), program expectations and guidelines, 
observational forms and self evaluations from mentor teachers, pre-service teachers and 
supervisors, a selection of application materials and student teachers professional 
portfolios. 
Mentor Teachers 
The selection of the ten mentor teachers, as previously stated, was guided by my 
existing professional connections, along with suggestions from the other two seminar 
facilitators, and the availability and willingness of the teachers to engage in an hour-long 
interview at some point during the Spring semester from April to June 2001. Seven of the 
ten mentor teachers had twenty years or more of teaching experience, the other three had 
six or seven years of teaching experience and are viewed by the Programs they work with 
as exceptional mentors. Although an even number of teachers weren’t interviewed from 
each program, two of the mentor teachers from Program Three (Cindy and Andrea) have 
worked with pre-service students from all three programs in the past five years, and two 
other mentor teachers from Program One (Clara and Tim) have worked with pre-service 
students from both Program One and Two in the past five years. Each teacher was 
interviewed at their school site both for their convenience, and to give me the opportunity 
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to visit their classroom and school environment. During these visits observational notes 
were taken on the school and classroom setting. 
Despite the planned minimum of an hour to complete the interview, in a few cases 
the usual interruptions of daily life in a school setting called for flexibility and patience 
on the part of the interviewer and interviewee. One of the interviews was done 
collaboratively (Barbara and Rebecca) and another was limited to only half an hour due 
to an emergency (Sue). Rather than be frustrated by these glitches I viewed them as a 
natural part of working with teachers as they go about their busy lives both inside and 
outside their school contexts. 
My choice of interview questions, format, and the role I saw myself taking as the 
interviewer were guided by the key questions which were the focus of this collective case 
study: (a) what meaning do the participants make of their professional development in 
teaching and (b) how do the participants describe their experiences as developing 
professionals? It was my intention to use a semi-structured interview format. The 
following assumptions supported my interview design: 
All qualitative interviews share three pivotal characteristics that 
distinguish them from other forms of data gathering in social and political 
research. First, qualitative interviews are modifications or extensions of 
ordinary conversations, but with important distinctions. Second, 
qualitative interviewers are more interested in the understanding, 
knowledge, and insights of the interviewees than in categorizing people or 
events in terms of academic theories. Third, the content of the interview, 
as well as the flow and choice of topics, changes to match what the 
individual interviewee knows and feels. (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p. 7) 
The interview guide was designed using three broad topics relevant to the guiding 
research questions that aimed to uncover the participants meaning and perspectives. 
These topics were (a) personal history as a professional; (b) definitions of terms related to 
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being a professional; and (c) work within the field of teacher education. In posing open- 
ended questions it was my intention to allow the “participants perspectives on the 
phenomenon of interest” to “unfold as the participant views it and not as the researcher 
views it. The researcher’s role is to capture that unfolding” (Rossman & Rallis, 1998, p. 
124-125). This “unfolding” led me to places I had never imagined we would explore, to 
intensely personal and powerful interpretations and narratives of the participants’ 
professional lives. 
The issue of informed consent is central this kind of research study. Although 
participants may not have fully understood the ways in which the data was be presented, I 
was as open and honest as possible about my intentions. All participants, either 
individually or in a group setting, such as the pre-service student’s seminar, were 
informed of the focus of my study, and the ways in which the data I collected would be 
presented and could enrich my understanding of teachers’ professional development 
across the lifespan. Written consent was obtained for all interviews and audio taped 
sessions, and verbal consent was also obtained from all of the pre-service students for 
seminar session observations. Some of the teachers who I already had a close 
professional relationship with mentioned an interest in staying in touch with my process 
and findings. I sent these teachers an overview of the findings and analysis sections via 
email for their perusal and comment. These comments have been incorporated into the 
data analysis chapter. 
Two specific challenges arose in the process of attaining the informed consent of 
certain participants that I feel warrant a mention as they reflect some of the complexities 
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that can arise in this kind of research. The following excerpts are from my research log 
and were written immediately after facing the situations. 
I did such a terrible job explaining to my students today what my research 
is about and why I would like them (well lets admit it—beg them if needs 
be!) to sign the consent forms. I keep asking myself why was it so hard? 
Why was it such a disaster? It felt so uncomfortable I became a red faced 
quaking jelly (quite an image I know, but it was that bad!) as I spoke to 
them, and I am usually so relaxed and confident with the group. Where did 
that professional identity go? Maybe it is my confusion over being an 
active participant observer, my own struggle with two identities rolled into 
one—facilitator and researcher. Maybe I am too close to it all for this to 
work out? I just have to move with the ebb and flow of my emotions. 
(2/13/01) 
Rossman and Rollis (1998) remind us to “Be aware, however, that sometimes the mere 
mention of informed consent changes the tone of the conversation. This can feel quite 
awkward” (p. 104). The conversations I had with some of the participants were anything 
but smooth. Despite the fact that I had reflected on my role as a researcher I somehow felt 
this could easily be integrated into the professional identity I already built. 
Should I be surprised? No. Was I taken aback? Yes. Did I feel happy with 
where we ended our conversation? Yes, but there are many more layers to 
peel away as this research process evolves. One thing is clear—ownership 
is so critical when it comes to the pursuit of data, especially here in a 
University setting where so many of us are deeply invested in our own 
research agendas and journeys. This is a friend, I didn’t mean to step on 
her toes; but I am in her turf and I think she opened up her documents 
drawer for me before reflecting on what it meant to her to give access. It 
provoked a powerful and hard hitting conversation for us both about who 
we are as colleagues, and as researchers, and to what level we can trust 
each other and respect the ways in which we will use what is made public 
knowledge through personal interpretation. It feels as if I just went 
through one of the growing pains of being a qualitative researcher. 
(6/1/01) 
Fortunately for me both of these personal conflicts ended on positive note. My 
colleague and I continue to support each other in our academic endeavors, and all except 
one of my pre-service students gave their signed consent for me to use a wide range of 
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data that I collected throughout the semester. However, both of these situations served as 
powerful reminders of the importance of being consistently open and honest with all 
participants. I had to learn through experiences such as these to accept, and come to terms 
with, the complexities of my interwoven roles of researcher, facilitator and collegial 
friend. 
Treatment of Data 
Data analysis was conducted simultaneously with the data collection, data 
interpretation and narrative reporting writing. Qualitative methodology suggests a process 
in which44 Inductive reasoning prevails. Categories emerge from informants, rather than 
are identified a priori by the researcher. This emergence provides “context bound” 
information leading to patterns or theories that help explain a phenomenon,” (Creswell, 
1994, p. 7). Rossman and Rossi (1998), however, caution against oversimplifying by 
saying that qualitative methodology rely only on inductive reasoning. They talk rather, 
about the “emergent nature” of qualitative research, and that it is, “a complex nonlinear 
process of induction, deduction, inspiration, and just plain old hard thinking” (p. 10). I 
know that in this study, my understanding and the meaning that participants made of their 
professional development as educators, emerged from my reflections, observations, 
conversations, and the participants’ stories. I acknowledge that my study had certain 
guiding questions (as reflected in the interview format), but in my data analysis I 
attempted to remain as open to surprises as possible, always questioning my own 
assumptions, interpretations and beliefs. The specific analytic steps I followed fell into 
six phases: 
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1) organization of the data, 
2) familiarizing myself with the data, 
3) generation of themes, categories, and patterns, 
4) coding of the data, 
5) searching for alternative explanations of the data , and 
6) writing the study. 
The organization and familiarization phase involved transcribing all of the interviews and 
reviewing documents and field notes. In this phase hunches and analytic ideas were 
noted. The generation of themes, categories and patterns involved interrogation of the 
data and reflection on the conceptual framework of the study. I used concept mapping as 
a supportive tool for category generation. In coding I initially used a few large categories, 
for example if participants referred to “support as a critical factor in professional growth” 
data that relates to this category was coded accordingly. In developing my arguments I 
had to challenge my own interpretations and consider how the data illuminated the 
research questions my study was exploring. 
The writing stage involved sharing the knowledge that came from my data and 
interpretation with others in a way that both engaged them and reflected on the fact that 
my work has been “systematic, analytical, rigorous, disciplined, and critical in 
perspective” (Patton, 1990, p. 433). I struggled with balancing the voices of my 
participants and doing each of them justice within the limitations of this dissertation. I 
found Garman & Piantanida’s (1999) concepts of “slogging” and “moving from stuff to 
portrayals” particularly helpful and humorous: 
During the process of slogging, researchers try out various forms of data 
analysis and display or the crafting of texts. At issue is far more than a 
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neat or clever organization of the material. Inherent in this conceptual 
grappling is the process of generating knowledge, of interpreting the 
phenomenon under study, struggling to create authentic portrayals of those 
meanings. The aha moment represents a conceptual leap in which the 
researcher sees the essence of the study and how the pieces fit into a 
larger, coherent portrayal of the phenomenon under study, (p. 172) 
The “aha” moment helped me move beyond my fear of being unable to portray my 
participants experiences and insights in a manner that would do them justice. I reminded 
myself why I had chosen to do a collective case study: “ they are useful for their rich 
description that illustrates the complexities of a situations, depicts how the passage of 
time has shaped events, provides vivid material, and presents differing perspectives or 
opinions” (Rossman and Rallis,1998, p. 70-71). 
Trustworthiness and Generalizability 
This study used Merriam’s (1998) six strategies to enhance internal validity as a 
guide. These strategies are: 
Triangulation - using multiple sources of data or multiple methods to 
confirm the emerging findings (three programs/diverse teachers and 
preservice teachers and a range of data gathering techniques) 
Member checks - taking data and interpretations back to people from 
whom they were derived and asking them if the results are plausible 
(ongoing email contact with certain participants for feedback on findings) 
Long term or repeated observations of the phenomenon to gather data 
(multiple observations of seminar sessions over three months) 
Participatory or collaborative modes of research - participants involved in 
selected instances of research from conceptualization to writing up the 
findings (role of other seminar facilitators, support from certain 
participants in forming study questions, ongoing email communication 
with certain participants) 
Researchers biases - clarifying the researcher’s assumptions, worldview, 
and theoretical orientation at the outset of the study, (p. 204-205) 
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All of these internal validity strategies were used to differing levels throughout the data 
collection and analysis stages, and were integrated into the study. The level of participant 
feedback was not as high as it could have been had I remained in the region, however, 
efforts were made to remain in regular email contact with certain participants who had 
requested to stay informed and attend the defense. In terms of the study’s reliability it is 
important to remember that: 
Because what is being studied in education is assumed to be in flux, 
multifaceted, and highly contextual, because information gathered is a 
function of who gives it and how skilled the researcher is at getting it, and 
because the emergent design of a qualitative case study precludes a priori 
controls, achieving reliability in the traditional sense is not only fanciful 
but impossible... replication of a qualitative study will not yield the same 
results. (Merriam, 1998, p. 206) 
Limitations 
The limitations of this study became clearer as the data analysis progressed. By 
selecting a collective case study design I acknowledged that the findings of this study 
could not be generalized to other contexts. Also, as a researcher and seminar facilitator in 
Program One it was challenging at times to separate my roles. It is also clear that I come 
into this study with certain assumptions, beliefs and values as discussed earlier in this 
chapter; and that these inevitably colored and deeply affected what I decided was 
meaningful data, how I chose to collect and analyze it, and the ways in which I built 
conclusions. Although I see this guiding framework as an invaluable asset it can also be a 
limitation and a hindrance in being able to step back from the intensely personal roles of 
participant and researcher. Data collected from the pre-service teachers could have been 
enriched by having a series of 1:1 interviews with a few of the students from each 
program, however the intense demands on their time during their final practicum made 
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this a challenge. The inequity of data collected from the programs also became clear. As 
a participant researcher in Program One I was able to collect data more easily than in the 
other two programs, especially documentation. For example I was unable to attend all of 
the seminars for each program due to my teaching schedule, in the Spring 2001 semester 
I was also instructing a course for another local university. The audio taped sessions of 
Program Two's student portfolios could have been supported by documents from the 
portfolios, however these were hard to gather as the students were using them for their 
job searches. 
Patton (1990) argues that qualitative research should “provide perspective rather 
than truth, empirical assessment of local decisions makers’ theories and context-bound 
extrapolations rather than generalizations” (p. 491). This collective case study describes 
people “acting in events” (Firestone, 1987, p. 19), their construction of reality, and how 
they define and make meaning of their professional lives; in essence it attempts to 
understand not one but multiple realities (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The intent of this study 
is not to generalize findings, but to form a unique interpretation of events by providing a 
rich, thick description that allows readers to “determine how closely their situations 
match the research situation, and hence, whether findings can be transferred” (Merriam, 
1998, p. 211). Although by no means the intention of this study, in terms of reliability 
there is the potential that a similar procedure could be used in other teacher education 
program contexts to explore the meaning teachers at all stages of the lifespan make of 
their professional lives. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CASES AND ANALYSIS: PARTICULAR AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Introduction: Developing Practitioners and Professionals 
The following cases reflect my observations of seminar sessions and other 
components of the three pre-service programs. Data from various documents and 
interviews with the teachers has also been included to support the cases. There are two 
sections, the first focuses on the pre-service teachers, the second focuses on the mentor 
teachers. Each section then has specific cases related to Program One, Two, and Three, 
with brief analysis sections after each program case. 
The focus in the first section of this chapter is on the pre-service teachers in 
Programs One, Two and Three. In Program One we listen in as teachers share their 
professional stories with pre-service teachers,we hear an administrator’s story and his 
vision of leadership and professional preparation for the world of teaching, and finally we 
join the pre-service teachers as they define what it means to them to be a professional. In 
Program Two we enter the world of pre-service teachers developing, presenting and 
using their professional portfolios. In Program Three we see students, mentor teachers, 
university resource people and pre-service teachers listening in to voices from across the 
educational landscape. We also gain insights into peer support as pre-service students 
review video clips of each other’s teaching during a seminar session. 
The focus in the second section is on the Mentor Teachers from Programs One, Two, 
and Three and has four central themes: teachers’ stories, novice teacher profiles from the 
perspective of mentors, conversations about what it means to be a professional, and 
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defining effective teacher training programs. Data is given from each program for each 
theme. 
Merriam (1998) states that: 
One of the most difficult dilemmas to resolve in writing up qualitative 
research is deciding how much concrete description to include as opposed 
to analysis and interpretation and how to integrate one with the other so 
the narrative remains interesting and informative, (p. 243) 
Erickson’s (1986) differentiation among particular description, general description, and 
interpretative commentary were extremely helpful in framing Chapter 4 and 5. As he 
states “These three components are units in the process of data analysis, and they also can 
become basic elements of the written report of the study” (p. 149). Thus each descriptive 
component of the program cases is followed by a brief analysis of the data. This is 
intended to focus in on the key themes extracted from the program specific case study 
data, as well as highlighting the generalizability of these extractions to the whole body of 
data collected for the study. In Chapter 5 the discussion/interpretive commentary 
provides a framework for understanding the particular and general descriptions that have 
been extracted in the Chapter 4 sections. 
In terms of limitations of this collective case study it is important to remember that 
all of the teachers in this study were acting as mentor teachers for university teacher 
training programs. They are therefore the kinds of educators who take on mentoring as 
part of their vision of professional development. They are also willing to take on the 
challenge of creating learning communities in schools, and between schools and 
universities. This is a critical point, for at times it may seem as if the case studies paint a 
rosy picture of teachers, preservice students and university liaisons working side by side 
with minimal conflicts. 
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The case studies and subsequent analysis and discussion are thus a reflection of the 
participants’ specific experiences and meaning making around issues of professional 
development. They are not a tool to be used for comparison of the three programs, they 
are a source of insight into the individuals professional lives. The data focuses on the 
individual participants, although their links to one of the three university programs 
clearly affected the activities they were engaged with, and thus what is described in the 
Case Studies; it is critical to remind ourselves that this data provided glimpses into 
personal moments that contributed to gradual transformation. Snapshots of experiences 
reveal highs and lows, they show different personal interpretations of what it means to be 
a professional, they highlight events and emotions, they tell us a story of an individual. 
Pre-Service Teachers 
The first section of this chapter looks at some of the experiences of pre-service 
teachers in the three programs. Pre-service teachers in their final semester in Programs 
One and Two are, as one student described it, “in that strange place professionally where 
you feel as if you are crossing the bridge from undergraduate student teacher to true 
professional.” This is in contrast with Program Three which, being a masters level 
program, and being able to be somewhat more selective in their entrants; tends to attract 
either mid-career professionals or students with graduate level maturity and life 
experience. As one student in Program Three stated “I have given so much up to do this 
I’m going to give it 200% and then some more!” 
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Program One 
Teachers Sharing Their Stories. April 4. 2001 
Since the fall of 1999 the reflective seminar for Program One has been held at a local 
suburban elementary school fifteen minutes drive from the university in Clara and Tim’s 
second grade classroom. The seminar is co-taught by a university graduate student 
(myself) and Clara, a veteran African American teacher who was hired as a clinical- 
faculty member when funds became available to encourage collaboration between the 
university teacher education program and the local elementary schools where pre-service 
teachers are placed K-3 teaching pre-practicum and practicum experiences. 
In discussing the design of the seminar Clara and I both felt strongly about the 
relocation of the seminar. The physical shift from the university lecture room to a public 
school classroom was not only symbolic, it also provided us with a “real school context” 
with invaluable resources (classrooms, principal, staff, library, computers, etc.) at our 
fingertips. Clara is extremely well respected in the school which contributed to peoples 
willingness to offer time, support and informative seminar sessions: the school librarian 
facilitated a session on technology and library resources, the principal came in to discuss 
school budgets, and the school psychologist shared her professional portfolio. 
One of the sessions that we decided to implement was the “Teacher Panel.” We 
invited cooperating mentor teachers to share their professional stories and wisdom with 
the student teachers with the whole group, and then to talk more intimately with small 
groups in their own classrooms. We were careful to select teachers from each grade level 
of the students’ placements (K-3) and also to include special education and ESL teachers. 
The session in the Spring 2001 semester was slightly different in that the teachers 
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available were not currently cooperating teachers for the program, however, they had all 
been in that role many times over the past three years, and had presented at the “Teacher 
Panel” session in previous semesters. Due to the small size of the seminar group we only 
had three teachers who taught in kindergarten, first and a first/second grade split. 
I thought the time we had with an individual teacher was inspiring. How 
often do you get to hear teacher’s stories? I took so much away from my 
time with Yvonne. She made me feel positive and hopeful. (Student 
teacher’s written response in Spring 2001 Seminar Evaluation) 
I was a bit frustrated as I felt Beth came in with her own agenda, what she 
wanted to talk about and share, and I had wanted to get her professional 
advice on my issues and questions. What she shared was wonderful, and I 
will use it all, but I suppose I wanted to be listened to, not talked to, 
maybe that was my agenda! (Student teacher verbal response to group 
right after session) 
Julie shared so much of herself and her own struggles it reminded me that 
we don’t have to know it all, that this is about being a lifelong learner. I 
learnt more about Special Education in one hour sitting with Julie in her 
classroom than in my semester long special education course. She shared 
her resources, showed us examples of ideas. She even welcomed us to 
come and visit when the kids are there, it would be great to see her teach. 
(Student teacher’s reflective journal entry, April 7, 2001). 
Group 1: Yvonne 
The three student teachers follow Yvonne down the hallway to her classroom. They 
are greeted by a burst of color, students full body cutouts dance around the walls, faces of 
all colors carefully blended to be an exact match, wooly hair, cotton ball hair and even 
some wood shavings for one boys crew cut! There are manipulatives of all sorts carefully 
organized in trays and on low shelves where small hands can not only reach them, but 
clearly where they can also sort them and put them neatly back in their place at the end of 
the day. The classroom environment reflects Yvonne’s belief that “in Kindergarten there 
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is a very organic agenda, it is the foundation for everything that will come in the next 
years of schooling.” 
Yvonne starts by asking “Do you want to start with just questions or to know how I 
have got where I am today or any other way you’d like to do this?” The students ask 
about her career so she shares her journey in teaching with the students, there is a deep 
sense of respect for the profession and of enthusiasm for those going into teaching given 
its current demands. She states “We need more teachers, good teachers who really want 
to be in the profession.” It is clear that Yvonne is passionate about her teaching. She 
enthusiastically says: 
I love it, I love it, I love it I love thinking about the choreography of the 
day as I drive to school. I am truly absorbed in every part of it. It is a 
spiritual calling, it is so creative and so fulfilling in so many ways. I am so 
incredibly fortunate to be a teacher. 
She gives the students a chance to reflect on their current practice and to ask her 
questions. One student asks “When I’ve been doing the dioramas in my Kindergarten, 
and the archeological dig with the children, I keep wondering if they are learning or just 
having fun? I mean I am having fim too! I keep wondering if I am missing something?” 
Yvonne replies “Just remember don’t compare it to fourth grade, helping young children 
enjoy talking and sharing ideas is the most important work you can do, the social worlds 
are key, just as Sylvia Ashton Warner reminds us in her work.” A lively dialogue 
continues covering a range of topics from curriculum design, to special education, to job 
searching and asserting ones own identity in an interview. Looking in on the group they 
are intensely focused as they sit around the small round table. Occasionally Yvonne has 
them up and looking at various displays and resources, including a bear cave that has 
been set up in the adjoining kindergarten for their current unit on hibernation. 
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A high level of intimacy and honesty pervades the session. At one point the group is 
discussing one of the students current dilemmas in dealing with a third grade student who 
has consistently told her that she is only an intern and not a “real” teacher. The intern 
admits that this has been a real challenge and that she has found herself feeling extremely 
emotional about the issue. Yvonne tells the students that: 
Two years ago when I was teaching in first grade I cried 180 days all the 
way to school and all the way home! It was so overwhelming, I had 24 
students, 8 with special needs, many students who were bilingual, many 
students with behavioral issues and no extra support. It was hard to fight 
and fight and not get any extra support. I cried for the students as well as 
for my own sanity sometimes. 
As the students leave her room Yvonne wishes them the best of luck in their job searches 
and reminds them that they are welcome in her classroom anytime just to observe or to 
ask professional advice. 
Group 2: Beth 
This group gathers in Clara’s room as Beth teaches at one of the other local public 
schools. It is clear however that she has brought her classroom with her, or at least 
enough to bring her students to life and to give the group a sense of her own teaching 
style. Beth jumps right in and asks the two students to read off their lists of questions 
which they have been asked to prepare for today’s session. They want to know from Beth 
how to structure the second half of the year, suggestions for ways to deal with parents 
effectively, classroom management tips, how best to assess reading groups and how to 
start the year in their own classrooms their first year of teaching. Beth listens then focuses 
in on the beginning of the year. 
As the time moves on it is clear that Beth has much she wants to share, she describes 
various activities in detail, shares children’s work, and describes her philosophy of 
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making sure every child in the classroom feels smart. She describes a partner mirror 
activity that she used on the first day of school designed to develop the sense that 
“everybody feels equally as smart, everybody has something interesting and important to 
show, and the playing field is immediately leveled” she continues: 
I also had the kitchen bake cookies and we each had a whole cookie. Then 
we started cutting some in half, some in quarters, and before they knew it 
we were doing fractions, well eating fractions! Straight away on day one 
we’re diving into teaching the curriculum, but it doesn’t look like it and it 
doesn’t feel like it and it’s inexpensive stuff. That’s how to start the year, 
get them involved, get them actively learning. School should be like going 
to the circus every day. I don’t mean it is entertainment all the time, I 
mean that kids need to feel like they are looking forward to going there. 
The first few days of school are key in getting this established in your 
classroom. 
There are poems, books and charts spread across the carpet as Beth enthusiastically uses 
them to illustrate her points. Children’s literature is clearly a passion for Beth as she reels 
off titles for various ideas: “Have you seen ‘Poem’s That Take Shape’ by Patrick Lewis? 
This is the kind of poetry that up-ends everything. The kind of book where the children 
and the adults go “Oh wow!” She presents using a highly animated tone, at times loud 
and at other times she goes down to a soft whisper using her voice with theatrical flare. 
Nearer the end of the session the two students ask a few questions. The following 
dialogue reflects the kind of back and forth between the students and Beth: 
Student 1: I’m still struggling with classroom management, especially how 
to be in control without being too controlling? 
Beth: I’ve learnt to listen then look, it is like getting close to the edge of a 
cliff. I often kneel down, talk slowly and quietly and ask the child do you 
like that voice? 
Student 1: But what about the control issue? 
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Beth: If someone tries to take my power away I say excuse me (uses loud 
voice) but you’re interrupting!! If you can ignore me so can everybody 
else and I don’t see that happening do you? 
Student 2:1 was wondering about how you group the students for reading? 
Beth: There are two things that are key, dialogue and description. No word 
or picture books are a great place to start. 
Student 2: But how do you figure out who goes where and what they 
should read? 
Beth: Do you know about Marie Clay’s assessments? It can be very 
individual. I am really moving away from leveled grouping to mixing up 
groups, none of the old ways when all the kids knew the green group were 
the slow readers. I want everyone in my class to know that they are a 
reader. 
In the discussion Beth often includes details of professional resource books she says the 
student teachers should read: “If you’re trying to understand children ‘Wally’s Story’ by 
Vivian Gussin Paley is it, you have to read what she says, that book is what made me 
look at everything from the child’s eye and not from my own.” Looking in on the session 
there is a sense that an inspiring whirlwind is sweeping through. Beth has been stirring up 
the students brain cells, getting them thinking, posing tough questions, and sharing her 
energy and flare as a teacher and learner. 
Group 3: Julie 
Julie has an extremely calm and accepting sense about her. Her group walk into her 
classroom with her chatting to them about how their practicums are going, they already 
seem comfortable being open and honest. One student shares that “it took a while, the 
first few weeks I thought I had made a big mistake choosing this teacher. Now I see how 
much there is for me to learn from her but I don’t have to be her, that was my struggle, I 
had to find my own professional self and that has taken time.” Julie’s classroom is clearly 
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lived in by children who are actively learning and sharing their lives. There are charts 
created by the children about their favorite foods and sports, photographs of children with 
various physical disabilities are on display on the walls, there are some ongoing projects 
with toothpicks and clay, and a myriad of books and cozy comers where I can picture 
students wanting to curl up to read or quietly work on a project with a friend. 
Julie shares her story of teaching so far, her background with special education and 
her passion with looping, bilingual education and inclusive practices. Students ask a 
range of questions but they seem especially excited by Julie’s knowledge of bilingual and 
special education: “So what do you do with developing fine motor skills? How can you 
adapt the curriculum to meet all the needs without it taking forever? Could you show us 
some of the resources you’ve developed for teaching kids with Cerebral Palsy? How do 
you work with the transitional bilingual education students (TBE) in all curriculum 
areas?” Julie guides them through a wide range of very practical ideas as well as framing 
her comments with her own philosophy of education and commitment to integration. She 
states “As a special education teacher I am always thinking how can I make this work for 
all the children?” In response to the questions Julie talks openly and honestly about some 
of the professional issues she stmggles with daily. 
In first grade we don’t have a bilingual aide and it is a big problem. Any 
inclusive bilingual program should have a bilingual aide. So many of the 
behavioral issues are due to the fact that they can only get about 20 % of 
what I am saying. They distract themselves with so much petty social 
bologna. If they had someone they could go to and process the directions 
in their native language it would really help. If we had it my way we 
would also team teach with the TBE and Language Arts support teachers, 
it doesn’t work out with the schedule, but I believe kids would get more 
support, and learn more and function at a higher level in this classroom 
than in a pullout program. The support is such an important thing, it is so 
integral to their growth and development. 
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Julie’s group are still talking ten minutes after the session is finished, the table is 
covered in children’s work, resource books and games for building specific language 
skills; there are still many more questions to ask of Julie so the group decides to take an 
extra five minutes to wrap up their session. As they are walking down the hallway I hear 
one student say to her peers “I felt like we could stay there forever, just learning and 
absorbing from Julie’s wealth of professional knowledge. Now I get it, I get like why 
special education is central to any classroom.” 
Analysis: Centrality of Sharing Professional Lives 
In sharing certain parts of their professional lives Yvonne, Beth and Julie all seem to 
have helped students build new understandings of certain aspects of teaching and 
learning. Their focuses were guided by their professional passions as well as by the pre¬ 
service students questions. After Julie’s session one student noted in her journal “I learnt 
more about Special Education in one hour sitting with Julie in her classroom than in my 
semester long special education course.” Why did Julie’s session have such a powerful 
impact? It seems that she was able to bring the theoretical and practical together for the 
students, and support her insights by sharing her daily classroom life with the students. 
So, for example, rather than asking them to read a textbook chapter on children with 
cerebral palsy and lecturing them on working with children with special needs, they were 
expected to engage with the topic in a personal and professional manner. By hearing 
about the struggles and triumphs of Jason, a boy with severe cerebral palsy and Yashiko 
who entered the class with no English, the students were drawn into the world of special 
education within Julie’s classroom. They were looking at work that both of these students 
were currently doing across the curriculum, and gaining hands on experience with some 
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of the adapted materials that Julie had designed for them to use in math and language 
arts. It was no longer an abstract course requirement, it had become a critical reality, a 
professional necessity to develop a deeper knowledge and understanding of students with 
special needs. Thus, as one student stated at the end of the session “I felt like we could 
stay there forever, just learning and absorbing from Julie’s wealth of professional 
knowledge. Now I get it, I get why special education is central to any classroom.” 
Yvonne shared her passion for teaching and specifically her enthusiasm for teaching 
kindergarten. Through her stories and comments she guided the pre-service students to an 
understanding that “In Kindergarten there is a very organic agenda, it is the foundation 
for everything that will come in the next years of schooling.” The session with Yvonne 
seems to have helped students not only develop new understandings of themselves as 
teachers, but also gave them much food for thought in terms of the dynamic and critical 
foundations that kindergarten provides for students. 
In her session Beth certainly came in with her own agenda. She is clearly passionate 
about using literature within the curriculum, as well as gaining an understanding of what 
it means to look at everything “from the child’s eye and not from my own.” The students 
in her session seem to have gained a sense of having helpful new resources and 
information “ What she shared was wonderful, and I will use it all.” but not a deeper 
more personal sense of gaining new understanding. 
It is noticeable in both the observations and the tape recordings of the sessions that 
all of the teachers have different personal and professional styles. The pre-service 
students responded very positively to Yvonne and Julie. However, there was a notable 
friction between Beth and her group. One of the two students stated in the feedback 
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session “ I was a bit frustrated as I felt Beth came in with her own agenda, what she 
wanted to talk about and share, and I had wanted to get her professional advice on my 
issues and questions... I suppose I wanted to be listened to, not talked to, maybe that was 
my agenda!” Being “listened to” versus “talked to” seems to play an integral role in the 
pre-service students perceptions of the effectiveness of the teachers’ sharing of their 
stories. In both Julie and Yvonne’s case the students seemed to feel a supportive balance 
between listening in and talking to, whereas Beth’s scale was weighted on the talking to 
side. It was not that the students didn’t value Beth’s insights, but maybe more that they 
didn’t feel a sense of give and take, a sense of support for them as professionals on an 
emotional level. 
Listening in seems to also come with a sense of the teacher providing the pre-service 
students personal and professional support. When teachers shared openly and honestly 
about them selves there seemed to be a positive reaction from pre-service students. For 
example, when one student shared her current struggle with certain children who refused 
to view her as a “real teacher” Yvonne shared a personal professional struggle she had 
faced “Two years ago when I was teaching in first grade I cried 180 days all the way to 
school and all the way home! It was so overwhelming. I cried for the students as well as 
for my own sanity sometimes.” She is able to both validate and re-affirm for these pre¬ 
service students that despite having years of professional experience at times she also 
feels vulnerable. In talking to her group Julie shared her frustrations with the lack of 
support provided for her bilingual students “In first grade we don’t have a bilingual aide 
and it is a big problem. Any inclusive bilingual program should have a bilingual aide.” 
She is sharing her professional opinion as if talking with colleagues. There is no sense of 
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“talking down” to the students, more a sense of a chance for an interactive discussion of 
professional dilemmas. 
The following teacher qualities enhanced the sense of personal support between the 
teachers and the pre-service students: 
• genuine interest in the pre-service students’ current professional lives 
• treating the pre-service students as colleagues versus university students 
• modeling of an inquiry stance as a member of a professional learning 
community 
• ability to build a sense of equity and trust through honesty and openness 
• confidence to feel the sharing need not be all about “talking to” 
• enthusiasm for teaching and learning that is infectious 
• supportive of the pre-service students challenges and successes. 
Teachers used the seminar session as an opportunity to share key resources with the 
pre-service students. They shared ideas of inspiring books that have shaped their own 
professional lives and practices in the classroom. Yvonne stated “Helping young children 
enjoy talking and sharing ideas is the most important work you can do, the social worlds 
are key, just as Sylvia Ashton Warner reminds us in her work.” Beth told the pre-service 
students “If you’re trying to understand children ‘Wally’s Story’ by Vivian Gussin Paley 
is it, you have to read what she says, that book is what made me look at everything from 
the child’s eye and not from my own.” These teachers are modeling a professional sense 
that reading inspiring educational books can be a way of changing and growing as an 
educator. Beth for example not only read Wally’s Story, but absorbed, reflected and then 
acted on the implications of Paley’s message as it applied to her own practice in her 
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classroom. As a learner she was weaving theory and practice together to improve her own 
teaching. 
In all three of the presentations the teachers shared a wealth of teaching resources 
such as games, stories, poetry, integrated curriculum themes, lesson plans and specific 
adaptations for special needs students. For Yvonne and Julie this sharing was enhanced 
by the fact that the seminar sessions were held in their own classrooms. Beth transported 
her class in boxes, arriving with books, students journals, poetry, class published books, 
big books and sample activities showing the integration of technology with class projects. 
Pre-service students got to engage in the real worlds of these teachers, not only by 
listening to their professional stories but by being in their classrooms, or in Beth’s case 
interacting with diverse materials from the classroom. 
Speak. Dress. Think and Act Like a Professional 
I want to tell you something I have learned about being an educator, you’ll 
be very rich but you’ll not be wealthy. Keep that in mind. Do you know 
that currently 40% of new teachers leave after the first three years of 
teaching? Remember you’re interviewing me too, you want to know what 
my school can offer you in the way of ongoing professional development 
and support to make you want to stay in teaching. You have every right to 
know, and I’ll be much more likely to want you on my staff if you ask me 
that question, because it tells me you are invested in your long term 
growth as a professional educator. You have to be asking yourself what is 
this principal’s style of educational leadership and does it match my 
professional needs? (Robert, 4/10/01) 
This is how Robert starts out our round table small group discussion. He has presented to 
the Program One seminar group for the past five semesters. Normally he jumps right in 
with his power point road show as he fondly calls it, however after emailing and talking 
to each other a few weeks before today’s session we decided to give students the first half 
an hour of the seminar to have a round table feedback session on their cover letters and 
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resumes. Especially given that we only have ten students this semester, we felt this 
format would give Robert a chance to get to know the group and to provide invaluable 
feedback in a supportive and professional manner. 
Five students, two of whom are doing their practicum in Robert’s school, myself and 
Robert gather around the table as we chat about the students days. There is the usual 
collection of highs and lows, one student shares her frustration with a student who refuses 
to view her as a “real” teacher, another tells us about a challenging experience with a 
parent relating to a letter that was sent home. The students appear to be relaxed and open 
about their fears about job searching. 
One of the students teaching at Robert’s school shares that “It’s just such a scary 
transition, to feel I will really have to run the class by myself. But you know I have to 
remind myself I’m not alone and I won’t be perfect.” The rest of the students arrive late, 
some have had problems with transport as the session is at Robert’s school which isn’t on 
an easy bus line, others are the usual stragglers of the group. After about ten minutes all 
ten students are gathered around the table. The students listen attentively as Robert tells 
them: 
You have to weave a story of who you are using three key components, 
your portfolio, your cover letter and your resume. If they’re good they will 
show who you are in teaching, it has to all be anchored in narrative, in 
your story. They are there to help you tell stories that will make an 
interviewer pick you out of the piles of other applications and candidates. 
Students seem to suddenly realize the potential of getting direct feedback from Robert. 
They ask very specific questions about the wording of their cover letters, the best format 
to use for resumes and how to better “weave their story” by connecting the portfolio, 
resume and cover letters together. Some students appear better prepared than others, 
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cover letters come in a variety of draft forms and resumes seem to mostly be in process. 
There are concerned comments from the students about the lack of time and support the 
program has given them to develop a professional portfolio. Many of the students have 
friends in Program Two and share how much support they see them getting in 
constructing their professional portfolios. I share with the group that this is definitely 
something that the program needs to take into account of for future program design. 
Indeed what kind of message are we giving the students about the importance of being 
professionally prepared for interviews if we neglect this component? 
There is much back and forth around the table with peer feedback as well as 
thoughtful responses from Robert. He is careful to allow the students to come up with 
their own ideas before he chips in his advice. The following dialogue reflects the kinds of 
conversations that evolve: 
St: So what would you think if you read this cover letter? Would you be 
interested in interviewing me? (Robert reads the cover letter out loud to 
the group) 
R: You could do with more of you in here, I don’t get a feel for who you 
are not only as a teacher but as a human being. What are your passions in 
life? 
St: I love to play the piano and I perform with a modem dance group, but I 
didn’t think those are really relevant to applying for a teaching job. I 
thought it had to all be about what I know about the curriculum 
frameworks and that kind of stuff. 
R: All of it is crucial, as a principal, as an interviewer, I will say wow she 
might get the students involved in dance, she might share her passion for 
music and so forth. Teaching is about your whole life not just one small 
compartment, if you are a true professional you bring it all with you to 
your classroom every day, who you are and what you love in life. You 
share that with your students and colleagues in whatever way is 
appropriate. That is what I want to see, that you are a well rounded person 
not just someone who can talk to me about the curriculum frameworks. 
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Then I’ll interview you, but only then, not if you look the same as a 
hundred others do in their resumes and cover letters! 
After providing a wealth of feedback to the students he gets them to do an activity to help 
them with their cover letters. He calls it “Learning about yourself’ and has them: 
1) write down no less than four reasons why you will be a good teacher 
2) listen to these reasons as a whole group 
3) develop these ideas into a short narrative 
4) share these ideas with someone in class. 
Some of the reasons students share include patience, strength as a listener, strong 
commitment to integration, ability to design creative curriculum, passion about children, 
belief in the importance of involving parents and a good depth of knowledge of how 
theory and practice connect on a daily basis in the classroom. Given the time restraints 
the students finish the first two steps and Robert then asks them to complete the short 
narrative at home. We decide as a group to share the narratives the next week in seminar 
and to give peer feedback. 
For the next 45 minutes Robert presents his power point on “Applying and 
Interviewing to Become a Teacher.” Students have a screen-by-screen handout so that 
they can take notes. Robert has a very lively presentation style. I notice that the personal 
connections he has built with the students in talking about their cover letters has created a 
more intimate and focused atmosphere. Robert uses information gathered during the 
round table discussion to reinforce his comments “As you mentioned earlier Sue it really 
pays off to get to the interview early so that you can get a feel for the place and ask 
meaningful questions.” Robert frames his presentation with various quotes and questions 
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that guide the students in the process of thinking about developing their applications and 
building their interviewing skills. For example slides 5/6/7 go as follows: 
Slide 5: A local superintendent stated “ perhaps there is no more important 
task for administrators than attracting, selecting and nurturing excellent 
teachers” 
Robert adds that “everything in the interview process you already know - 
my job today is to show you that!” 
Slide 6: The Baltimore Sun - Oct, 1999 “the best way to improve 
America’s schools is to get gifted people to become teachers.” 
Slide 7: The Application Process “First things first” —Steve Covey. 
The group discusses how they want to be in schools that help them learn and grow. 
Robert uses his own experiences as a principal to illustrate the point by saying “my 
building and school will be successful if the teachers are not only gifted but happy. Their 
quality and knowledge base is crucial to my leadership ability.” Robert then asks the 
students the following key question “How would you make this school a better place?” 
He asks the students to make a list of some of their best qualities as teachers and their 
interests outside of teaching. One student adds “I see now how like my professional self 
includes who I am beyond the school day.” (Beth) 
The session winds down with Robert answering questions from students about a 
range of topics from “What do you think I should wear to my interviews?” to “Can you 
tell us about pay scales and professional development benefits. Like what should we 
expect as part of our package?” He reminds them that he is available any time for advice 
or to do a practice interview. In his words “I love what your program does and I know 
you can get out there in schools and change things as professionals. If I can help you do 
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that in any way I’m here for you!” I reflected in my research journal after the session 
that: 
There was a much more collegial feel in the session today with Robert. 
Less of him performing for the group and more of a sense of communal 
sharing, a time to sit together around a table and be open and honest 
together, to model effective collegial feedback and reflect on who we all 
are as professionals (4/11/01) 
Shrubbery, Tapestries and Fluid Highways 
In his interview Robert states that as a leader and principal he sees himself as a 
“coach of a professional education team. I really like to know my staff and I went into 
this business believing that every teacher went into teaching to make a difference” 
(interview, 5/15/01). It is clear from Robert’s enthusiasm in the seminar session that part 
of his coaching metaphor includes inspiring, guiding and supporting those pre-service 
teachers who are about to join the wider professional education team. 
As I read through Robert’s interview transcript I was struck again and again by his 
use of metaphor. He constantly uses metaphors to explain the complexity of his role as a 
principal, and the ways in which he perceives his role as a leader and educational 
visionary. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) state: 
Metaphors may create realities for us, especially social realities. A 
metaphor may thus be a guide for future action. Such actions will, of 
course, fit the metaphor. This will, in turn, reinforce the power of the 
metaphor to make experience coherent. In this sense metaphors can be 
self-fulfilling prophecies, (p. 156) 
During the interview Robert stated “I think I am working in Camelot. It is challenging but 
most days I think I am working in Camelot.” From Camelot to fighting forest fires 
Robert’s description of the world of educational leadership, school change and university 
and school relationships provides us with a vivid illustration of the power of metaphoric 
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worlds. It is clear that Robert is a leader who can use his imagination to challenge himself 
and his staff to look at the “alternatives” and to nurture their visions of professional 
development. 
Maxine Greene (2001) talks about the critical role of inventing metaphors and states: 
“It is a matter of using imagination in order to be able to perceive the alternatives. It is a 
matter of inventing metaphors in efforts to re-orient the consciousness of those who can 
only think technically or in terms of measurement” (p. 10).The following metaphoric 
journey is included because in many ways it is Robert’s way of mapping the world of 
educational leadership and change, and I include it because the simple yet complex 
tapestry that he weaves with words presents a clear vision of reform that is deeply rooted 
in the realities of practice and theory as they collide in the daily lives of all of us working 
in schools and universities. 
Treating kids like fine shrubbery: 
I had a teacher, Ms Rooney, who was superb and she treated me as I like 
to think I treat kids. I treat them like fine shrubbery, you nurture them, we 
plant, we fertilize and we prune. I use that imagery for kids and for 
myself. 
Anchored as a teacher: 
I always perceived myself as helping kids learn. Then I thought about 
leaving the classroom and becoming a leader. I learned that there is a big 
difference between being a classroom teacher and an administrator. Now 
in those moments when I don’t like the job of principal I go back and 
dream about being that teacher, so I go back and work with a teacher. I get 
back to what it is to be making a difference in the classroom, I teach a 
lesson in the classroom and I get back to the anchor. Teaching is the 
anchor of why I am here, for the kids and to make a difference in 
education. When I drift in my leadership role then I need that anchor to 
pull me back and remind me of why I do what I do day in and day out. 
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Sowing the seeds for professional success: 
I have a very simple way of leading this school. I want to create a place, a 
culture, a professional culture, where people want to work, students, well 
actually everyone, wants to learn and where parents are proud to have 
their children. I wanted this school to be a place where work was 
rewarding, where people wanted to be lifelong learners and continually 
challenge themselves professionally. If you can create those places where 
people really want to be, then you can create the seeds for success through 
your passion for excellence. Sewing the seeds then watching them grow is 
incredibly rewarding, as long as in your role as a leader you keep 
providing the sun and water and plant feeder to nourish and sustain 
growth! If the seeds don’t grow you’re the one who is blamed! 
Managing forest fires: 
There are days when I really think I am a forest manager. My job is to 
look out in the forest. Where in the forest do we want to thin? Where 
needs some replanting? Are there any diseases in the forest? Being a 
principal I am looking at the fire gauge, what level of danger is there of 
the flames spreading? Being a principal you’re always looking at the fire. 
Captain of the ship in the “Perfect Storm”: 
When I am upset, when I am depressed, when I am overwhelmed ah, it’s 
like being the Captain of the ship in the Perfect Storm! You’re still in that 
ship and now is not the time to tell the crew we’re dead or we’re in over 
our head! It is that image, that projection of leadership - the ongoing 
positive outlook in the hardest moments - that is key. Not that you know it 
all, but what I learned is that at the time you can’t share your anger or 
frustration or fears with faculty, because what I learned is that it then 
trickles down to the classroom, and you can’t do that, not if you want to 
maximize the classroom and your school culture. Ultimately you have to 
keep the ship afloat, not just afloat but well maintained and buoyant! 
Wide thread on a rich tapestry: Beauty and unity. 
I have learned that leaders and people who are going to make a difference 
to your professional life are not going to suddenly give you a big pot and 
all of a sudden daah daah the magic has happened. It is the little things that 
cumulatively help us create this rich tapestry and I have been blessed by 
that, truly blessed. Success is about what the vision is and what the goal is 
for the school. It doesn’t matter if I take you there in my role as a leader or 
if somebody else takes you there, what matters is that we get there and I 
truly believe that in this school, when there is a success it is the teachers 
not me. I describe myself as a rather wide thread on a beautiful piece of 
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tapestry. That is how I see myself, if it weren’t for the beautiful piece of 
tapestry, all the support systems, the faculty, the students the families 
working together to create this beautiful tapestry then it wouldn’t work, it 
wouldn’t create the same intense and complete beauty and unity. 
Taking the dirt road and making it a permanent fluid highway: Visions of linking 
university teacher training programs and schools. 
There is such a sense of pride for my staff to feel connected to the 
University programs. There is the prestige of being linked together, the 
professional dialogue that it creates in both directions, the new 
relationships. It is about the wow, just like the novice, the veteran teachers 
realize there is something about them that the university finds interesting. 
To the person who has spent fifteen, twenty, twenty five years teaching all 
of a sudden that is the catalyst for lifelong learning. Clearly we need to 
take this dirt road and make it a permanent fluid highway, a two way 
highway that is busy and productive. 
The linkage between the University teacher training programs and our 
classrooms has made a dramatic difference to this school. We talked about 
the ivory towers connecting to the practicality of the profession. I think 
professional development schools redefine this relationship. Mentor 
teachers feel they can enhance the profession. We need to nurture one 
another, we can’t stay separate as the ivory towers of the university and 
the classrooms in the public schools where students come for their 
practical knowledge. We need to visit the university, we need the 
university to visit us, we need to be in constant conversation about our 
experiences and perspectives. This model bodes well for the future of 
teacher education, the possibility of educational reform and change and 
ultimately the experiences students have in our schools. 
The win-win situation: Golden opportunity to move forward. 
I bet you I have five or six faculty who are poised and ready to work with 
a University person to teach a course or co-facilitate a seminar for the pre¬ 
service students. These are peak performers who have been in education 
for a longtime and will be retiring in the next five to seven years. We need 
to capture these people and use them, maximize them and their skills. 
They have a wealth of knowledge and experiences to share and they are 
excited to have this kind of opportunity professionally it is win: win 
situation. It is win for the university, win for the teachers, win for school 
and win for the populations of students we serve. This is a golden 
opportunity, this is the time to move forward. (Robert, 5/15/01) 
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Robert’s vision is clearly being enacted on a daily basis. In her interview Pat talked 
about her fear of shifting to her new job at Robert’s school because she “did a lot of work 
independently. I was in a very small school for sixteen years where I was the only 
teacher, I did miss colleagues.” However when she got offered the job at Robert’s school 
she realized her fears of “being judged, I wasn’t used to having people in my classroom. I 
certainly had never had a student teacher before, and I remember being so afraid of being 
judged by the student and being judged by my peers!” In reflecting on her professional 
journey Pat states: 
Professional development has always been really important to me. One 
thing I have found in abundance here is wonderful colleagues, people who 
also want to learn, and this school is a safe place to learn. Look at where I 
have come! It is a safe place to try things out, you can fail as a teacher and 
it is okay. I don’t mean to say fail, you can stumble, you are entitled to 
have your bad days and you are entitled to learn as the kids are entitled to 
learn. That is the incredible gift that Robert gives us all. He has helped me 
move through my fear, the scary journey of transition from my nice little 
safe place all by myself to being a member of a truly dynamic learning 
community that Robert has nurtured and built so successfully at this 
school. (Interview, 5/30/01) 
Principals who are taking the lead in recreating their schools regularly 
enact their values and visions. They struggle with how to support and 
respect teachers, giving credence to their opinions, and at the same time 
challenge and cajole them. (Lieberman & Miller, 1999, p. 44) 
Pre-service students working in Robert’s school also reflected on his role as a leader in 
their journals: 
Robert is so supportive. He always offers to take time to talk and he seems 
genuinely interested in what I have to say, how I am feeling, what I am 
trying to do in the classroom. It just gives me a sense of being a true 
member of his staff, like he really respects who I am as a teacher not just 
as a university undergraduate doing her final practicum. (Jill, Reflective 
Journal, 4/20/01) 
I feel so lucky to be in this school. Staff really like Robert, he seems to 
care about them and tries to help them take risks. My cooperating teacher 
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talked about how he has encouraged her to take a leadership role within 
the grade level. He actually gets into classrooms and doesn’t sit in his 
office all day! (Helen, Reflective Journal, 3/26/001) 
Analysis: Leadership and Educational Renewal. 
The classroom and the school are places where professionals grow and transform. 
Liberman and Miller (1999) remind us that “Reform is collectively created within a 
supportive environment that encourages people to learn about, and to work through, the 
change process.” (p. 2) Robert provided Pat with the opportunity to take risks, to stumble 
and to have faith in the fact that the leadership supported this kind of rocky road to 
professional growth. Robert’s metaphors paint a picture of his leadership style, his desire 
to keep challenging himself and his staff to be the best they can be as classroom teachers 
and as mentors. This is not to say that every successful principal who is working towards 
reform is a mold of Robert, but it is to point out that there are certain characteristics that 
have framed Robert’s leadership style: unfailing belief in his staff, commitment to reform 
and to working in a school: university partnership, enthusiasm for teaching and learning, 
building strong relationships, always looking for an opportunity to grow professionally. 
Fullan (2001) states: 
Some principals are actively engaged as initiators or facilitators of 
continuous improvements in their schools. The principal is in the middle 
of the relationship between teachers and external ideas and people. As in 
most human triangles there are constant conflicts and dilemmas. How the 
principal approaches (or avoids) these issues determines to a large extent 
whether these relationships constitute a Bermuda triangle of innovations. 
(Fullan, 2001, p. 137) 
In Robert’s case being between the “teachers and external ideas and people” has 
allowed him to transform as a leader and as a teacher educator, and in turn he has 
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encouraged transformations within his staff, and with the pre-service students 
doing their internship at his school. 
What Does it Mean to be a Professional? March 27. 2001 
In discussing the planning and format of our weekly seminar sessions Clara felt it 
was critical to give the pre-service students a chance to build a sense of professional 
voice. After a planning session before the semester started I wrote in my research journal: 
I can really see what Clara is pushing for. It is our responsibility as 
facilitators to help move the student teachers from the passive “My 
cooperating teacher thinks, says and does” to an active professional voice 
that can state “I think, say and do.” We have to help this shift occur as the 
semester evolves, encourage them to not only take ownership, but to build 
the skills of thinking, talking and acting like a professional rather than a 
university undergraduate in a “real teacher’s” class. We have to help them 
start to explore their individual professional voices. (2/20/01) 
We decided to integrate a weekly 10 minute session called “Question of the Week.” 
Beyond exploring and gaining a stronger sense of professional voice we also hoped for 
the vision of learning as shared by Ball and Cohen (1999): 
It would require learning to have respect for others and their views, but 
also being able to hold ideas and interpretations out for scrutiny, 
discussion, and debate in ways that were not seen as personal challenges 
to individuals. The sort of learning we propose would require that teachers 
see disagreement as productive, not as something to cover up. ( p 27) 
Clara and I developed questions related to the weekly topics. Either the week before or at 
the start of the session the question was presented to the group. The hardest rule for Clara 
and I was that neither of us could contribute to the discussion during the 10 minutes! 
Students rotated in the roles of discussion facilitator and time keeper. The weekly 
sessions were tape recorded with the students’ consent for use in this case study. 
The students arrive with their posters and visual aides. One student has draw a 
brainstorm web with “My Professional Identity” in the center, three have cut out 
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magazine pictures and created collage answers in pictures and words, another has written 
notes on index cards another has made a story book. Clara reminds the students that “we 
promise not to jump in, just watch for us balancing on the edge of our seats” and I add 
“don’t forget you need a time keeper and facilitator to make sure everyone gets to 
contribute to the discussion.” The tape recorder is switched on and the session begins. 
One student puts her poster up on the white board for the group to refer to. She has 
clearly taken time to create a thoughtful, neat and interesting poster. She starts in “You 
know I was going to do separate lists for children, parents and administrators and then I 
realized my points should go across all three groups.” Several of the students nod in 
agreement and say they organized their ideas in the same way. She continues: 
I realized we need to go beyond the idea of a professional being just a suit 
and tie or fancy dress. It is about team work, passion, collaboration, 
cooperation and creative thinking. You have to be always growing and 
changing, questioning, organized, have a good sense of humor, be flexible 
with others, self confident and be a role model for others. I know I have 
like only started on many of these things but I have them as my goals as a 
professional. 
Another student responds “Yeah, like I did the same kind of thing with my web of ideas.” 
She holds up a very simplistic web that has clearly been created either just before class or 
during lunch break that day at school. “You know like it is really important to think in 
that way about being a teacher. I don’t know about the dress thing, I like don’t always 
agree like with that idea!” From across the table another student shares “Well I see dress 
as part of my professional package. My voice, the knowledge I have, who I am and how I 
act with people is critical to me as a professional.” The student responds “I see that, but 
like my cooperating teacher wears jeans and she gets respect.” Another student comments 
“But that is different. We are new to the profession so we don’t yet have automatic 
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respect from parents, kids the administrator. Jeans don’t equal respect!” The session 
continues with each pre-service student sharing their representation of the ideas visually 
and verbally. The following nine elements of being a professional are common across all 
of the students’ presentations: 
1. Respectful of all opinions even when you strongly disagree. Knowledgeable about 
how children learn, classroom management and the curriculum specified by your 
school 
2. View parents as partners in their child’s education 
3. Intelligent and caring person 
4. View your colleagues as invaluable sources of support and feedback on your own 
practice, and be able to collaborate with them in a variety of ways 
5. Energetic with a genuine enthusiasm for teaching 
6. Expect to grow professionally and view yourself as a lifelong learner 
7. Self confident and self reflective 
8. Be willing and able to take risks. 
The following are other qualities of a professional that are mentioned in one or more of 
the presentations: 
1. Stable and supportive 
2. Good communication skills, clarity of ideas and importance of building a 
professional voice 
3. Dedication to teaching and a willingness to always go the extra mile 
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4. Deep level of theoretical understanding and an ongoing commitment to read new 
professional articles and books 
5. Assertive yet compassionate. 
The group continues their discussion, and as it evolves it is noticeable that some of 
them are beginning to gain a sense of professional voice. One student states “ You know I 
have realized I can talk to parents too at conferences. I accept I am learning but I still 
have valuable perspectives to share.” In one of the presentations a student talks about 
how her understanding of what it is to be a professional has shifted during her final 
practicum in a kindergarten class “I started out being kind of like a parrot, just copying 
my cooperating teacher, thinking I had to be her.” Another student chimes in “I agree, I 
just always followed, I was always saying “my cooperating teacher believes so and so” 
but now I think for myself and say “I believe.” Did that happen for you?” “Yeah, it just 
took time. I have moved from trying to be inside my teacher’s head to being inside my 
own head and finding my own voice, my professional self.” She pauses for a moment as 
the group listens attentively “I think much more critically and creatively now. I think for 
myself, it feels great.” 
These comments facilitate a lively discussion about the students shifting perceptions 
of themselves as novice teachers and beginning professionals. After a few minutes the 
timekeeper gives the one minute warning and asks the group “So what do you think we 
all have in common in terms of our professional selves?” One student jumps in “Well its 
clear to me we agree on some things like being caring, knowledgeable and organized, but 
we disagree too.” The student who first presented then summarizes and wraps up the 
discussion by saying: 
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It is interesting listening in. Some of us have differing values for things 
like professional dress or expected attitudes and beliefs. It should be that 
way, we’re diverse professionals not just identical cake molds! We have 
different layers, flavors and shapes but we have shared ingredients and 
purposes. I’m not saying we’re a load of cakes (group laughs) just that we 
are all shaped professionally by our experiences, our mentor teachers, the 
kids, our moods on certain days and where we are coming from, who we 
are and what we believe. (Karen, 3/27/01) 
It has been 15 minutes since the discussion started so the time keeper brings it to a close. 
The students look to Clara and I and ask “So what do you two think? We could tell you 
were dying to join in!” We summarize what we heard being said and then Clara closes 
the session by sharing the following insight: 
One of the things that I think is most important as a professional is to 
always be aware that anyone could be a student’s relative, their brother or 
sister or cousin, someone in the staff room, someone at the grocery store, 
someone when you are out at a restaurant. Because this is true you have to 
always maintain a professional outlook, it is about respecting everybody 
equally. You never know who might be listening in and how what you are 
saying might impact them. 
Analysis: Ingredients for the Professional Cake. 
Students were clearly engaged during the discussion of the question of the week. The 
nine common elements reflect their current beliefs. These beliefs reflect professionalism 
as a complex combination of skills, knowledge and dispositions. They clearly see 
professionalism as something that reflects on their knowledge of both theory and 
practice. All of them refer to qualities such as self confidence, viewing oneself as a 
lifelong learner and working as a collaborative team member. They also emphasize the 
critical importance of links to the community in terms of working with parents and being 
open to diverse perspectives and beliefs. 
We have to ask ourselves: What ingredients are missing from the cake? These pre¬ 
service teachers believe that their cakes, though diverse, are all going to rise to the 
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potential of professionalism. This is reflected in their confident tone and pervasive sense 
of moving into the profession with the right “ingredients.” However, given the current 
standards mandates related to social justice and education for all students, it is clear that 
some of pre-service students may not yet have put enough baking powder into the 
professional mix. Thus, even before they are out of the training oven they will not rise to 
their potential. Reaching this potentiality is central to meeting the needs of a changing 
classroom reality. The pre-service students in Program One are fortunate enough to have 
Clara as the co-facilitator. Not only because of her experiences as a mentor teacher but 
because of what she brings to the cultural mix. In reflecting on why she accepted the job 
of being the seminar co-facilitator Clara told me: 
I find it hard to ever say no to an opportunity to expose and examine 
diverse cultural perspectives. I am a woman of color, an African American 
and you are a white British woman who has been fortunate enough to see 
other parts of the world and to have a truly global perspective. There is 
great learning potential from our relationship, what it can reflect, and how 
it will hopefully impact the pre-service students. (Comment from a 
conversation recorded in research journal, 2/12/01) 
It is clear from the “Question of the Week” data that the pre-service students in our 
course do not yet appreciate or recognize the professional centrality of building an 
understanding of diversity, and the skills of self reflective inquiry related to the values 
and attitudes they hold toward other ethnic and cultural groups (Banks, 1991). This is a 
sad reflection of how hard it can be to “re-socialize pre-service students in ways that help 
them view themselves within a culturally diverse society” (Hollins, 1990). In her wisdom 
as a teacher educator of color who has written about her experiences Gloria Ladson- 
Billings (1999) reminds us that: 
The changing demographics of the nation’s school children have caught 
schools, colleges, and departments of teacher education by surprise. 
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Students are still being prepared to teach in idealized schools that serve 
white, monolingual, middle-class children from homes with two parents. 
Nevertheless, a variety of institutions of higher education (IHE) are 
working to rethink and remake their teacher education programs so that 
they more accurately reflect the issues and concerns of beginning teachers 
in urban and diverse school settings, (p. 86-87) 
The standards of NBPTS, INTASC, and NCATE, explicitly mandate that teachers and 
teacher candidates meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student population. This is to 
be achieved by producing demonstrable learning gains for all children. The following is 
an overview of the standards that specifically relate to learning gains for all children. 
NBPTS Standard 1 states that professional teachers must be committed to 
students’ learning and dedicated to making knowledge accessible to all 
students and that expert teachers adjust their teaching according to varying 
student interest, skill, knowledge and background (National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards, 1994) 
INTASC Principle 3 states that the good beginning teacher understands 
“how students differ in their approaches to learning and creates 
instructional opportunities that are adapted to diverse learners” (Interstate 
New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium, 1992) 
NCATE standard 4 is labeled “Diversity” and requires that teacher 
preparation units must design, implement, and evaluate curriculum, field 
experiences, and clinical practices so that teacher candidates acquire the 
knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to help all students learn. 
NCATE stipulates that this should include experiences working with 
diverse higher education and school faculty, diverse teacher candidates 
and diverse and exceptional students in schools. It is stated that 
“candidates learn to contextualize teaching and to draw upon 
representations from the students’ own experiences and skills. Candidates 
should learn how to challenge students toward cognitive complexity and 
engage students through instructional conversation” (pp. 15-16) (National 
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 1999) (Cochran- 
Smith, 2001, p. 36) 
If these kinds of standards are to be met by teacher education programs it is critical to 
examine not only the content of courses, but also the experiences provided and processes 
by which issues of diversity are explored with pre-service teachers in their training. As 
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clearly illustrated by this case study, bringing pre-service students face to face with 
diverse perspectives, and engaging in open and honest dialogue around issues of race, 
class and gender does not necessarily ensure the standards will be met. Content and 
contexts need to be examined There is an urgent need to examine the ways in which we 
“rethink and remake” teacher education programs to truly prepare educators for today’s 
schools. 
Program Two 
Using the Professional Portfolio to Tell Your Professional Story 
This portfolio represents you and your teaching to all potential 
interviewers. It demonstrates your attainment of Competencies I-VII of 
the Massachusetts State Standards. You must think and plan carefully 
about its content and appearance. (Portfolio Guidelines Handout: Spring 
2001) 
The portfolio is to help you tell your story as a professional. Be sure to 
show that you have some strong beliefs about education, that you can state 
your ideas clearly and confidently and that you are a lifelong learner in 
and out of the classroom. People want to know you can reflect as a 
teacher, reflect and grow and be part of creating change in schools. 
(David, seminar facilitator during seminar discussion of portfolios, 
4/12/01) 
Having returned from the 1:1 portfolio presentations today (5/22/01) I 
have been reflecting on what a portfolio really is for these students moving 
into the teaching profession. I am reminded of an insightful comment in a 
book I recently read: Portfolios are not tests that can be crammed for the 
night before. Their very essence is one of longevity, growth, development, 
and experiential learning. Collecting and assembling the materials, 
whether paper or electronic, is a commitment in persistence and 
endurance. As with any project you get out what effort you put in, or junk 
in, junk out. Because portfolios are teaching documentaries, they consume 
one’s thoughts, choices and time (Wyatt & Looper, 1999, p. 75). It was 
clear after today’s portfolio evaluations that this “essence” is what makes 
a portfolio jump out at me, without the essence it is nothing more than a 
personal collection of well organized documents. This essence is linked to 
professional identity, to self as a lifelong learner and to the potential of 
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teachers to work collaboratively towards visions of educational change. 
(Research Journal, 5/22/01) 
Part One: Getting Going 
April 12, 2001.4pm. School of Education Lecture Room 
There is that very specific kind of energy level in the room that comes from the 
frenzy, exhaustion and exhilaration of thirty pre-service teachers in the midst of their 
final master teaching weeks. The recognition that their student intern days are nearly over 
and that they’re about to jump the professional fence from student intern to first year 
classroom teacher. Small groups are clustered discussing their teaching units, I overhear 
one student who has recently been to the university job fair: 
You know like it is clear like that school systems are looking for us. Like 
when I talked to different schools and districts I felt like it was me looking 
at them, I could negotiate. I felt like I had the upper hand you know what I 
mean? It made me feel hopeful that I might actually find a job that suits 
me and not just one I have to take. 
David then gathers the group together and opens a discussion about the recent job fair 
“So what kinds of experiences did you all have, any offers? You really are in a good 
market.” Students share their various reactions, most of which seem very positive. Small 
side group discussions start, at times giving the impression that the student sharing with 
the whole group is simply having a conversation with David. The buzz comes from the 
fact that many of the students have interviews lined up and have circulated their resumes 
to the school systems that were represented at the job fair, as they share they seem to 
exude a confidence in their future choices. Perhaps the buzz is also attributed to that well 
known inability of student teachers to focus on much of anything after a long day of 
master teaching! To pull the group together and transition to the next part of seminar 
David hands out an inspirational quote entitled “Don’t Quit.” It starts with “When things 
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go wrong, as they sometimes will, When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill....” 
The students start to laugh and one students comments to the group “A road uphill, more 
like climbing Everest in the middle of a white out blizzard with no oxygen mask!” There 
is a ripple of support for her comment and then David adds in a humorous and supportive 
tone: 
I know just how it feels, trust me I can totally relate to where you are right 
now. This point in my master teaching is still so clear to me as if it were 
just yesterday, it’s so exhausting. I remember spending hours in the 
computer lab pulling things together from lesson plans to assessment 
worksheets to my portfolio to my applications for jobs—Spring semester 
1990, Penn State! I know you feel like this will never end, but when 
you’re overwhelmed don’t quit, I promise it will get better—don’t quit— 
the white out clears! 
David then shifts the discussion to an overview of the Professional Portfolio Handout that 
clearly lays out the various components: (a) portfolio statement; (b) table of contents; (c) 
resume; (d) transcripts; (e) proof of passing M.E.C.T.; (f) certificate; (g) letters of 
recommendation; (h) evaluations from student teaching; (i) evidence of field experiences; 
and (j) other optional items such as awards. He again reassures them that he understands 
the pressures they are under and then clarifies that the portfolio is something they have 
been building all along and will continue to build: 
You have to ask yourself have I captured the essence of who I am as a 
professional? It may be captured in a lesson, in a paragraph of your 
statement or it may run throughout the portfolio, without it I hate to say it, 
but its just another collection of papers. It takes a professional mindset to 
reflect on and ask yourself: What should stay and what should go? What is 
substance and what is just filler? Does this show me in the best light 
possible? Is it honest and reflective? Does it inspire confidence? 
Some of the students are honest and say they really haven’t had much time to work on it, 
others ask for a new copy of the handout. One student says to the group “I know it’s 
supposed to be like ongoing and stuff but I have just been too busy teaching and 
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planning. I have loads of papers I like can use, it is a bit overwhelming right now! Like 
how are you guys all doing it?” Her peers share some ways in which they have taken 
small steps to move forward with the portfolio. One student tells her: 
I was just like that too, like I was pulling my hair out. Then I took a whole 
weekend and I just like wrote about everything from my philosophy to like 
my bad days and good days with the kids, to my views on educational 
change and constructivism and integration. I realized I had a lot to say, a 
lot of knowledge to share with others, and I really wanted to say it 
professionally, not just like in a term paper anymore. It hit me suddenly 
that it was my teacher voice on the page, not my “I’ll be a teacher 
someday” voice! It’s about getting that shift of voice in there, not just the 
student teacher blurb that they’ve heard like a zillion times. 
The group listens attentively and several students nod their heads in agreement as she 
speaks. Her voice is confident, and despite the overload of familiar undergraduate “likes” 
there is a professional maturity to her insights. David positively reinforces her points, he 
is honest about the fact that sometimes despite all the work that goes into building the 
portfolio it may not be looked at, especially not during an interview, but that you can 
often leave it to be looked at by the interview panel. Having reviewed the various 
components David then reminds them that the portfolio “is an extension of yourself as a 
professional. It may look great, color tabs and all, but you have to be able to present 
yourself in an interview without it. It is to support your points if needed, not to share page 
by page, except when we co-score it together!” 
The group then takes a snack break and returns to a brief overview of some handouts 
that relate to professional development opportunities. There is a bit of an uproar when the 
price of the Responsive Classroom Week-Long Summer Institute is discussed. One 
student laughs and says “ Well I suppose when we’re not students anymore we might 
have some money! I think I have to get my teaching outfits first then I’ll do the 
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workshop!” her friend adds “Yeah, one professional step at a time!” Some students stay 
on and ask David for some feedback on what they have so far for their portfolios. They 
ask him a range of questions “How many lesson plans is good?” “Can I include a 
videotape of my teaching?” “Do I really need a portfolio for my interviews?” “Do I have 
to use the structure and contents you gave us?” Once all the students are gone David 
comes up and reassures me “They aren’t normally that lively, I think the job fair and the 
end of semester coming up has them jittery!” he laughs and continues “At least there is 
never a dull moment with this group I can tell you that much! So which portfolio reviews 
do you want to sit in on again?” 
Part Two: Grading and Self-Evaluation 
It is assumed that your portfolio will be user-friendly, free of spelling and 
grammatical errors, and professional in appearance. The portfolio is worth thirty points of 
your course grade. We will co-score your portfolio (Professional Portfolio Handout, 
Spring 2001). 
“Don’t forget to sign up for your twenty-minute portfolio conference!” had been 
David’s parting words to the students. Now it is two weeks later, May 22 at 3 pm, and the 
first of the students is waiting outside the door of the university classroom where David 
has set up at a large table for a long afternoon. He has a neat pile of Portfolio “Resource 
Person Feedback” sheets in front of him. The format is simple with space for the students 
name, resource persons name, the date and then the following statement “Please provide 
written feedback on the following aspects of the portfolio: organization, presentation, 
cover letter, balance, overall impression, strengths and next steps.” They have duplicate 
copies so that the student will take the feedback away with them after the twenty-minute 
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conference. It is the start of two intense days of getting through 25 conferences, the other 
five have been slotted between various end of semester meetings and grading sessions 
that David has been facilitating in his role as the program’s field coordinator. As he 
explains during his interview (6/15/01) “I was supervising and teaching a language arts 
course and then the Program Three field coordinator left and I just sort of ended up 
somehow saying yes (laughs). I’m not quite sure how!” 
As the students come and go David greets each one with a personal comment that 
makes them feel at ease. They all appear relaxed and comfortable sitting next to him 
turning their portfolio pages. The first session starts with David saying that: 
The whole purpose of this is sitting down together so that we can co-score 
and I’ll ask you some questions so that you will hopefully have the 
opportunity to explain some things to me as well. I will read through the 
portfolio statement with a very critical eye as for me I think that is a 
crucial component. 
A silence settles in for a few minutes as David reads the portfolio statement and 
resume. This is followed by constructive comments and editing tips. He offers very 
specific suggestions on how to reword sections of personal statements, how to gain a 
stronger professional voice and how to re-organize sections to deliver a clearer message 
to the reader “It needs to be really usable, you want your message to be clear and 
concise.” The following positive responses to students’ portfolio statements pinpoint 
some of the key qualities David is clearly looking for, not only in the statement itself, but 
in the students as professional educators about to move out into their own classrooms. 
This kind of confident tone is so hard to have without sounding overly 
cocky. Your confidence is at optimal level and there is a sense of how 
strongly you believe in your philosophy of education. You have got just 
the right balance here, you get across your positive energy and individual 
style as well as your openness to work collaboratively as a team member. 
I’d hire you in a second if I had a job, you’d be an innovative and 
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supportive team player in school. You’d push for change and you’d be an 
active change agent not just a complainer who gossiped in the teachers 
lounge! (Response to Student #1: Heather, 5/22/01) 
I like the way you state “the fact that I will never stop learning is one of 
the most exciting aspects of being a teacher.” That tells the reader so much 
about who you are as a professional. Your content really shows the 
progress of your growth as a professional educator which is so important. 
(Response to Student #2: Susan, 5/22/01) 
Your language is extremely professional. It is clear, concise and there is a 
professional voice that comes off the page as I read. I think it shows your 
ability to self reflect, your high priority on connecting to students by 
sharing elements of your life, and your depth of theoretical and practical 
knowledge. It gets me wanting to know more, wanting to ask questions 
and that is a good sign. As a parent myself I’d be delighted to have you 
teaching my kids. (Response to Student #4: Beth, 5/22/01) 
My first impression, and I have to share this with you, is that it looks very 
professional which is extremely important. At first glance, and I speak 
from the experience of a hiring committee I was just recently, we were 
looking to hire a principal, and I could not believe a few of the resumes we 
came across in terms of errors and lack of professionalism, and the bad 
impressions that they made, they weren’t even considered for the job. 
(Response to Student # 8: Janet, 5/23/01) 
Each student walks David through their portfolio as if they were presenting it in an 
interview. He asks questions, mostly probing to get the students to elaborate on why they 
have included certain documents “So why do you feel this lesson is key for your 
portfolio? What does it say about you as an educator? What would the interviewer know 
about your educational philosophy by looking at this page? So tell me more about your 
work with students with special needs.” Depending on the student there are differing 
interactions, some of the students are extremely animated others are quietly spoken, some 
seem apologetic about their portfolios incomplete state and others proudly tell how their 
portfolio has already been admired by various interview boards. Despite the diverse 
personalities and perspectives all of the students engage in a process of sharing and 
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listening with David that naturally flows in a collegial and supportive manner. Some 
seem to go away with new confirmation that they have put together a superb professional 
portfolio, others have gained clarity on the areas they need to work on before using their 
portfolio in an interview. After the first day of portfolio conferences I wrote in my 
journal: 
I’ve always struggled with helping student teachers understand that a 
portfolio is so much more than a collection of papers, it is 
multidimensional. It was inspiring to see the ways in which some of the 
students today used their portfolios as an extension of their professional 
selves, a way to reiterate who they are and what they believe. It isn’t just 
about show and tell, it is about having your individuality jump off the page 
and grab the reader, some of them really managed to do this today. 
(Research Journal, 5/22/ 01) 
Each portfolio conference ended with David saying to the student “This is the part I 
hate because it’s not really about the points but what do you feel you deserve for the 
portfolio? How do you feel about a grade?” He is referring to the 30 points maximum that 
can be assigned for the assignment grade. I am reminded of the comment David has made 
to most of the students at the start of their conference “I kind of want the focus to be 
away from the actual scoring. I just want us to have the opportunity to talk about this and 
I’ll give you my feedback by writing it down here. I want to downplay that, I want it to 
be a dialogue.” The conversations about the points usually end with slightly 
uncomfortable laughter, a number of points proposed by the student, in every case except 
one followed by a higher number proposed by David, all of which fall between twenty 
five and thirty. Once the points are sorted out and recorded David closes by asking 
various questions usually related to interviews the students have attended and other job 
possibilities as well as the upcoming graduation ceremony. There are smiles, hand 
shakes, hugs and best wishes as the students leave after their conferences. David tells 
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each student “Do please stay in touch and let me know how it goes” and there is a sense 
that they will not only know that his interest is genuine, but they will make the effort to 
send him an email or note in the future. 
Part Three: Using the Professional Portfolio in Interviews 
David is nearing the end of his second day of Portfolio conferences. He has helped 
many students reflect on needed revisions and additional touches to make their 
professional portfolios ready for public viewing at an interview. He has given a wide 
range of advice from specific editing, to organization for clarity, to limiting the number 
of lesson plans included. There has certainly been a range of portfolios, but all of them 
have been impressively presented and prepared. About half of the students shared their 
experiences of using their portfolios in interviews. Many of these students told David 
how impressed interviewers were with the depth of experience their portfolios 
represented, and the breadth of knowledge they had gained in their preservice training 
with the program. One student shared that at a recent interview a principal commented: 
I can’t believe that you are a first year teacher and that you already have a 
Professional Portfolio of this quality. It looks like your program must have 
been excellent to have you come out this prepared. (Student #4: Beth, 
5/22/01) 
As the various students share the sections of their portfolios with David 
they discuss their personal philosophies of education, the ways in which 
their evidence of field experiences reflects their skills and qualities as 
educators, and their decision making process in selecting certain portfolio 
components. One very energetic and enthusiastic student shares her 
experience of using her portfolio in an interview to not only discuss, but 
get the interviewers doing, math: 
I started with the math section as every interview person has asked me 
about math...I have students keep a portfolio of all the math they do in the 
semester, so I have some samples to show. I included this lesson plan 
because I got observed on three times in every classroom and I have 
included all the different responses from the supervisors. It is very simple 
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and it is multiplication using body kinesthetic motions to remember the 
steps. This is the student work that follows the lesson and I always keep 
that in there as they like, no I should say they love, to see that we address 
the frameworks in all our planning, and I put them in there to support my 
comments. They just get a kick out of that, they love that part. This is 
student work where I show them what follows the lesson. They also ask 
me a lot about the new math program Investigations that I use and a lot of 
schools are starting to implement that program, so they like to see I have 
experience with that and the Addison Wesley program too. This is the 
kind of work they do with the Investigations where I give the students a 
pack of tiles and they have to build some kind of figure with certain 
constraints like the area has to be this and the perimeter has to be that, and 
I tell them you know we can build them together and then count around I 
also show them this symmetry lesson and a lot of times what they ask me 
is what if they were to walk into my math class, what would it look like? 
So I do a math lesson with them and they thought that was really funny, 
and so I make the principal do it with me and the last principal was 
cracking up! I have all the pieces here in my portfolio for the activity and I 
jump right in and get them doing math. Why not get them involved in 
hands on learning is my attitude, it shows them that I really believe in 
what I say about constructivism and curriculum integration. So far I have 
had really positive reactions and lots of laughter which helps break the ice- 
-certain people find the assessment piece is somewhat lacking in 
Investigations so I show them how I designed additional assessments to 
supplement and build on the knowledge. (Student #8: Janet, 5/23/01) 
The student then shares that she has already received three job offers, one of which 
is in the school where she did her final practicum, another of which resulted from the 
interview discussed above. David comments “This really shows the full potential of a 
professional portfolio. You don’t just talk about it you actually get people interacting, 
cooperating and problem solving. It’s inspiring!” 
Analysis: Qualities and Questions 
David refers to the following professional qualities in his evaluations: 
• Have a clear educational philosophy that guides your practice 
• Be able to effectively collaborate with colleagues 
• Be open to others perspectives and beliefs 
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• Value and act on your potential to be a change agent in a school 
• View yourself as a lifelong learner, this is the beginning of the process 
• Having a professional voice that comes out in your portfolio is key 
• Self reflection should be part of your daily life as a teacher 
• Sharing your life with students helps build a stronger connection to their lives 
• Build a deep understanding of theory that you can then relate to your daily 
practice 
• Professionalism is reflected in how you represent yourself in a portfolio 
These responses prompt the following questions about professional portfolios and their 
links to professional development. What is in this voice that is about the professional 
essence? How do you develop professional confidence and an ability to talk about 
teaching without referring continually to the way “my cooperating teacher” did 
everything.? How do you develop awareness through experience of what the interviewer 
(they) is looking for in a teacher and also what the interviewee is looking for in a school.? 
How do we help preservice students gain skills in reflection and depth of understanding 
of how children learn and links between practice and theory? 
Program Three 
Open Circle Seminar. April 11, 2001 
Sometimes I feel like exploding, like hot lava, I’m scared of what I might 
do. My teacher or one of my friends knows how to help me help myself. 
You have ways to solve your problems together so you don’t struggle 
alone. Some days the lava still flows and other days I stop it in its tracks, 
boom—it cools right off and no harm is done! (4th grade boy working 
with the Open Circle curriculum in urban New England school, 4/11/01) 
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Open circle is a grade-differentiated curriculum for elementary students in 
grades K-5. It contains core lessons that are taught twice a week for 15 to 
30 minutes throughout the school year. The curriculum contains lessons in 
three major content areas: 
Creating a cooperative classroom environment 
Solving interpersonal problems 
Building positive relationships. 
Within these three areas there are lessons that focus on listening, calming 
down, speaking up, dealing with teasing, recognizing discrimination, 
expressing anger appropriately, reaching a consensus, a six-step problem 
solving process and more. (Open Circle Curriculum, Reach Out To 
Schools: Social Competency Program, The Stone Center, Wellesley 
College) 
Driving South down the highway I contemplate the vastly different worlds that these 
intern teachers are experiencing in their teacher training. From the suburban university 
town atmosphere to the urban school setting where today’s seminar session will be held 
in a 3rd grade classroom. Most of the students in this year-long Masters certification 
program have a semester practicum in each setting. We all gather and are then given a 
school tour by two of the 3rd grade students who confidently walk us through the quiet 
corridors. This school is vast, with various color codes for floors and grade level sections 
of the building. In the day this is a bustling world of diversity with the kind of noise level 
that comes with “pods” for classrooms, teacher’s voices at varying volumes, children 
creating a buzz as they learn actively and with enthusiasm, others getting a little out of 
hand and needing to be given time to cool down. During my observations of classrooms 
this school community feels alive, it seems to vibrate as the various players go about their 
daily routines. Now the hallways are quiet. 
Children’s work is everywhere. Along the hallways we are greeted by stories about 
African American and Hispanic role models in the local community and self portraits 
created by the first grade come in every shade and blend of the crayola multicultural 
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paints and crayons. In a fifth grade classroom there is evidence of mathematical thinking 
in pictorial and numerical form, and a sense of creativity and questioning abound. One 
second grade display wittily portrays the student’s ideas for dealing with a recent rat 
invasion. This is not the norm by any means, rats are not welcomed into the school 
building (I remember one child joking with me on my last visit saying: “Please check 
your rats at the door!”). The display of ideas not only reflects the teacher’s skills in using 
meaningful content to develop integrated learning opportunities, but the student’s great 
ability to take an idea and play with it, use it to challenge themselves across the 
curriculum. There are high tech traps with carefully calculated trajectories, there are 
sticky pads whose dimensions match the largest rat yet spotted in their classroom, and on 
it goes. It wouldn’t be fun to be a rat around these creative problem solvers! 
I sit cross-legged in a circle on the carpet, an “Open Circle” as we are told it can be 
called by one of the third grade students. Two mentor teachers Barbara and Rebecca 
welcome us to the session, they seem confident in their own space, if a little nervous to 
be presenting for the first time at a University seminar. Others in the circle are the ten 
intern students, six 3 rd and 4th grade students from Barbara and Rebecca’s classes, and 
Hilary who is today’s University co-facilitator. The six students introduce themselves and 
then proceed to role play various scenarios that demonstrate strategies that they can use 
from the open circle. They are talking from real experiences, problems with anger, hard 
experiences with racial discrimination in and out of school, struggles with not having the 
tools (or the “right rap” as one student calls it) to cool down and talk things through, 
versus resorting to a physical solution to their problems. In the group several of the 
students say that it has been hard as their friends and family always say how important it 
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is to fight back, the message they convey is that giving in, or avoiding conflict, shows 
weakness not strength. One girl shares “I used to think it was bad not to fight, like being a 
looser, but it isn’t weak, I think it is being real strong to be brave enough to try and use 
words to take control” she takes a deep breath and looks around at her peers. Then she 
breaks into a gentle smile “I have the words and actions now, kind of like I learned a 
whole new language, I don’t speak it real well yet but I’m learning.” One fourth grade 
boy then openly admits to the group: 
I was real bad in third grade, you know kind of disrespectful to others and 
angry, yeah I was angry a lot, hitting and shouting and cussing and stuff. I 
was a trouble maker, the kind of kid you know teachers talk about in the 
staff room over coffee. Open Circle has really helped me, I’m not saying 
I’m all fixed up or nothin, but I feel as if it has helped me get better at 
listening and at being a better friend. It’s not like it is perfect or nothin, but 
it is better than punching someone out and cussing which I used to do all 
the time! That’s all I knew how to do, now I’ve got some options and I 
know myself better, I know what I have to work on for myself. 
Barbara and Rebecca beam as their students perform and discuss with confidence. We go 
around the circle practicing our “giving compliments” one student teacher says to the 4th 
grade boy quoted above “ You were so honest about yourself and your experiences, it has 
helped me understand so much more about how Open Circle can really create change for 
students.” The circle continues and children mention caring, helping and supporting each 
other in a variety of ways in their school day. The intern teachers then ask the children a 
range of questions : 
Did you find it hard at first to remember the kind of language to use? 
Has it helped you grow? 
If you get mad with a friend what do you do now and what did you do 
before? 
What would you say to a teacher like me thinking of using Open Circle? 
Do you think it could work with younger kids too? 
What kinds of problems do you get in the problem jar? Can they usually 
be solved? What if they can’t, what then? 
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In responding the students jump into action. It is clear that they feel the classroom is 
their space, they are the “experts” sharing their knowledge with these new teachers; this 
is where they solve their daily problems, share their stories, and build community. The 
children answer with great insight and honesty giving several examples from their 
experiences with the program. They are overwhelmingly positive about its effects, though 
they admit it takes time and lots of practice to build up the community and 
communication skills needed for it to just “flow like it is natural, like you have always 
done things this way” as one fourth grade girl put it. They don’t just speak the language 
of open circle, they are actively engaged in this dynamic process. 
In one of the seminar handouts an article about the “Reach Out to Schools Program” 
states: 
In one of our studies, teachers reported fewer problematic behaviors and 
more significant gains in social skills in the classroom, with the most 
significant improvements taking place in urban schools. Teachers also 
report a difference in their relationships with individual students. There is 
a sense of knowing children more, of being more aware of who they are as 
learners and therefore being better able to meet their needs. (Laura Palmer 
Edwards: An Interview with Pamela Seigle, Executive Director of the 
Reach Out to Schools: Social Competency Program) 
Analysis: Sense of Knowing 
There is certainly a pervasive “sense of knowing” in this group, not only teachers 
better knowing their students, and thus better meeting their needs in all aspects of 
schooling; but students demonstrating a strong “sense of self’ in their honesty about the 
challenges involved in making this program work in their classroom community. An 
intern teacher asks “Is it hard work?” and one third grade boy hesitantly answers: 
After a few days I wanted to just give it up, tell the teacher where to put 
her six step problem solving, but then I saw my friends and what they 
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were doing with it. It is kind of you’re in or you’re out, so I thought I’d 
better get in and try and give it my energy, give it a chance. Programs can 
be so dumb, like telling you how you have to say something, I hate that 
cute stuff cos its like saying my words don’t count and I’ve got lots of my 
own words that I think do count. This is different, it is like always having 
a tool pack that helps me belong to something bigger than just this 
classroom, this school, it goes into my whole life, especially out there on 
the street. It really helps me be my best. 
One student picks up the problem jar and reads some examples of current issues 
students have written about, another sits in the cool down area and talks out loud about 
what goes through his head sometimes when he is mad, he pauses for a moment and then 
says: 
Sometimes I feel like exploding, like hot lava, I’m scared of what I might 
do. My teacher or one of my friends knows how to help me help myself. 
You have ways to solve your problems together so you don’t struggle 
alone. Some days the lava still flows and other days I stop it in its tracks. 
Group brainstorming ensues as reactions and ideas bounce around the circle between 
the students, Rebecca and Barbara and the interns. Hilary listens attentively to people’s 
insights and poses a few pertinent questions, a stance she assumes for most of the session 
until the assignments for the next week need to be discussed at the end of the session. 
There is a sense of respect, for each other’s experiences, for the thoughtfulness of 
responses, for the collaboration this session has encouraged. The students leave to go 
home and we then watch the official “Open House” video. It pales in comparison to the 
previous live presentation. In my research journal I noted: 
What a difference—the video is the type of thing I have been delighted to 
use so many times in my seminars followed up by a group discussion. 
Interacting with teachers and their students in the “thick of it” and sitting 
in a circle in their classroom meeting area took the session to a whole new 
level. Student teachers need to hear these voices, not on a video but 
gathered around in a circle like today’s session. It showed the vast 
potential for bringing the university classroom into schools, of 
appreciating the power of a respectful and reciprocal relationship between 
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the two, of building professional bridges to improve teacher education. It 
was a truly uplifting and thought provoking experience. It was as if all the 
players were on the field playing a game together. (4/11/02) 
There is something powerful going on here, it is based on educational innovation and 
change. During the discussion about the video student teachers ask Rebecca and Barbara 
a range of questions about their work with the Open Circle curriculum: 
How closely do you follow the lesson plans in the binder? 
Do you really use the language all the time? 
Do you find the kids feel empowered? 
The teacher’s answers refer to the daily grind and challenges as well as the potential of 
the program: 
What I like best is I don’t feel I need to be a guru and have all the answers 
anymore. The children have great solutions and problem solving skills and 
I never acknowledged that before to the same degree, it is hard to remind 
yourself that they can be trusted to grow with the process. I know them in 
a new way, a much deeper and more personal way, than before. It touches 
every aspect of my teaching and learning as a professional and it changes 
our classroom community, our relationships. It truly creates educational 
change, not just because it is some innovative new program, but because 
of who we are and the ways in which we engage in the process together. 
(Rebecca, 5/24/01) 
So how did these veteran mentor teachers feel to be in their new role as seminar 
facilitators? In reflecting on the seminar session during their joint interview (5/24/01) 
Rebecca and Barbara both expressed their initial fears of facilitating a university graduate 
level class. Rebecca states “I was nervous, that is why I got the students to do most of it 
(laughs)!” and Barbara chimes in “It was daunting, to question can we do it? Can we 
facilitate for this kind of university seminar session group? Do we have the right kind of 
knowledge to contribute?” However, in reflecting on how the session went during their 
interview they said: 
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I thought it was great and I am sure the interns gained a lot from the 
session. They not only got the video, in a way that whole theory of the 
approach piece, they also got the real thing, those of us working with it in 
classrooms day in and day out sharing our stories. Not just the polished 
version but the scoop from the kids - they got all the perspectives! 
(Rebecca, 5/24/01) 
It made me realize how important it is to challenge myself professionally, 
to push the limits. Keeping on top of new things, new experiences has kept 
me alive, you can’t stagnate that way, it is easy to be afraid, but by 
pushing fear aside you keep questioning and thinking and discovering. I 
can help and support and model on many different levels, it reminded me 
of the power of sharing our professional expertise with colleagues and 
with the university folks, we’re all learning in this collaborative venture 
together. We each have a unique component to contribute to the training. 
(Barbara, 5/24/01) 
In a later conversation with Hilary (6/11/01) she reflected on the session “I know Barbara 
and Rebecca were very nervous so it was such a joy to watch them blossom as they 
realized they had important knowledge to share. We’re all learning together, we’re all 
growing in our professional roles.” This session had clearly reflected the power of 
learning from, and sharing our knowledge with, all of those involved in teacher 
education, especially the children who remain the central focus for all educational 
renewal. 
Peer Feedback. May 16. 2001 
Clair had informed me that the interns would be doing peer video clip feedback in 
the second half of today’s session. She encouraged me to visit as Program Three places a 
strong emphasis on peer coaching with all of the interns being expected to build a range 
of skills in working collaboratively with their peers in the program, as well as with their 
mentor teachers and their university resource person. The program expectations for 
Spring 2001 (revised 1/01) state that interns will do two formal observations of a peer, 
these will include “a pre-conference and post-conference as well as a write up for the 
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certification file. A copy of the formal observation write-ups should be turned in to 
seminar as well as placed in the intern’s certification folder.” There is also mention of 
“video clip sharing with peers” and “observational videotapes” to be filmed by the 
intern’s resource person during their second semester and during their Unit teaching. 
Interns are also expected to respond to peers reflective journals throughout the year long 
program. 
When I arrive the first part of the seminar is still going. Two elementary teachers 
Mike and Lisa, who graduated from Program Three a year ago, have been sharing their 
experiences as first year teachers. Both were hired in the school where today’s seminar 
session is being held, a testament to their individual strengths as teachers, and the quality 
of their training in program two. Jobs are extremely competitive in this school district. I 
feel disappointed to have missed listening to their session, but as they wrap up the session 
they give the interns some advice as they move into job searching and their first year of 
teaching. 
• Get help at the beginning of the year with Reading Records and other 
initial evaluations. It really makes a vast difference to know what the kids 
can and can’t do. Keep good records of all your evaluations and plans, 
parents can be tough on you at first 
• The schedule can feel very restricting but get creative, don’t feel 
afraid to let specialists know what you are studying and share ideas 
together for integration. 
• Take time to build your relationships with everyone in the school 
from the custodian to the Principal. The school secretaries can make or 
break your job! 
• Remember you are a professional and that comes with expectations of 
behavior and outlooks. Be positive and challenge yourself to grow. Be 
open to any learning that comes your way. 
• Remember you can learn from the negative as well as positive, don’t 
forget that when you are struggling with something or someone! 
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As their session winds down Mike says “Good luck, this is the hardest part that 
you’re doing right now!” and Lisa chimes in “This program leaves you so prepared. You 
may not realize it now, and I know how exhausted you feel believe me, but everything 
from this year will play a crucial part in your teaching every day!” There is an excited 
buzz in the seminar group after the two teachers leave. During a brief break conversations 
are varied. Three interns drink cokes and discuss the fact that they had come in today 
feeling totally overwhelmed about getting a job and that now they feel a sense of relief 
that maybe there is a chance of getting hired in a school that will embrace their 
constructivist philosophy. One of them says “I just keep thinking all this theory is great 
but where can we really practice it and not have to fight to get others to understand us?” 
Her peers responses are thoughtful and supportive. One says “Yeah, I know I feel that 
way too, but you know if we stick with our philosophy then things can slowly change” 
and the other intern adds: 
It might not be easy at first. Teachers may not want to open up and share, 
but if we model that behavior as new teachers I think over time staff will 
be coming to us and wanting to engage with us. We’re coming in knowing 
that our colleagues are invaluable in helping us grow as professionals. 
Some teachers may not be ready to take on that kind of relationship, they 
may even be negative in their resistance, but we need to build on what we 
have valued in our training with our peers. Change will happen that way, 
even if it is on a small scale, change will happen if we model professional 
peer support. Did I really just say all of that? Sounds like I’m in an 
interview! Did I get the job? What do you think, will you hire me? 
(observational notes, 5/16/01) 
The group laughs and agrees that they all deserve to get jobs wherever they want to be 
teaching. Two female interns chat about specific children they have been working with 
and the management strategies they are trying. They ask each other for ideas on next 
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steps, and seem to naturally offer positive support as well as constructive criticism. I 
wrote in my research journal: 
So many of the conversations I heard today were what I would define as 
extremely professional. The kinds of things I would expect to hear from a 
very motivated staff with a deep understanding of the power of working 
collaboratively as a supportive learning team. It takes time, commitment 
and skill to nurture this kind of trusting relationship amongst peers. I 
wonder how much is to do with this being a graduate program, and thus in 
general having more socially mature students, and how much is to do with 
the programs ongoing emphasis on peer support and feedback? It is clear 
to me that these teachers will enter the profession willing and able to work 
with a wide range of colleagues as members of a professional team. No 
more closed doors to hide behind, just open doors that invite 
understanding and sustain and support professional growth. (5/16/01) 
One intern looks over her portfolio and takes some notes while another asks her about 
making a time to meet and get feedback on her personal statement on a job application. 
After ten minutes Clair and Judith who are co-facilitating today’s session gather the 
group around the circular table. Judith starts the video clip viewing session by saying 
“Watch the video and share your thoughts using the feedback sheet. Be direct and honest, 
use those as frames for thinking about your feedback.” Clair than adds “You’ve done this 
a few times now, but it takes time to learn how to give truly honest feedback. You need to 
build those skills of both giving and being able to hear honest and constructive 
feedback.” The interns are then given a sheet with the title “Peer Feedback While 
Viewing Video Clips.” The sheet asks interns to provide at least two of the following 
while viewing a peer’s videotape: 1) a supportive comment 2) a question that might 
encourage new or different thinking and 3) a point to consider. The interns divide into 
three groups and spread out across the library where three VCRs have been set up. For 
the next forty minutes interns watch each others video clips. They take notes on their 
response sheets, share reactions and reflections on the video clips and show themselves to 
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be extremely comfortable with both giving and receiving constructive feedback. There 
are lots of questions thrown at those showing their videos: 
• How could you involve him without drawing attention to him as he is lying on 
the floor? 
• Did the students understand the language you were using like “ professor,” 
“agriculture” and “faculty’? 
• The concept was exciting but how might you slow the pace a little to better meet 
the needs of grade two students? 
• What kinds of questions did you want to get them asking? 
• Were there some places where you feel you didn’t jump in to build on the 
students’ responses? 
• With your fast pace do you feel that all the students had time to think? Was it 
maybe too fast? What signs might you notice if it was too fast? 
• Why do you think the lesson seemed to drag a bit (as seen in the students’ 
restlessness)? 
The questions seem to guide interns to new understandings of their practice, for example 
one student says “I just never would have seen it that way before, but watching myself 
and trying to answer your questions I can see how inconsistent and controlling I can be!” 
Other peers offer positive reinforcement such as “It was great that you got the kids so 
engaged in the activity from the start, and even when you were in the middle of 
explaining and that boy came in late you took the time to acknowledge him” and “You’re 
like so energetic, like a good energy so that the children like knew right away to listen 
and you kept that energy up to keep their attention.” 
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In looking over some of the Peer Coaching Observation sheets that will be included 
in the students’ certification folder it is clear that Clair models honest feedback for the 
interns in her responses. The following are two examples of Clair’s feedback comments 
on “Peer Observations” of lessons handed in by students: 
Excellent data collection and nice write up. I hope I haven’t totally steered 
you away from offering your own insights into the lesson strengths/next 
steps. As a peer coach it’s just really important that you use probing 
questions to get your peer to self-reflect first. Then it’s ok to add your 
observations/thoughts (if you haven’t been able to tease them out w/your 
questions). Thanks - Clair 
Try using a more specific data collection technique next time - review 
handouts and challenge yourself as an observer. I think it is really 
important that you get Stephanie to first note her own strengths (overall + 
lesson specific) before you note them. This is what peer coaching is really 
about. These are however wonderful strengths + I know Stephanie 
appreciated receiving them!!—Clair 
Interns have been given regular informal opportunities to give feedback to the facilitators 
of the program. More formal in depth program evaluations were completed by both the 
interns and mentor teachers at the end of the Fall (2000) and Spring (2001) semesters. In 
the interns’ evaluation of the first semester (Fall 2000), along with other questions, they 
were asked “How did the process of peer coaching (peer observations, sharing videoclips, 
responding to reflective journals) help you develop as a teacher? How could this process 
have been more helpful?” Eight of the nine responses were overwhelmingly positive and 
reflected the fact that the peer coaching had provided interns with opportunities to “sit 
down and talk with other people who were going through the same things.” The 
responses also indicated that the process had encouraged group bonding, building skills 
in observing and being observed, self reflection and professional growth. One intern’s 
response was negative and stated that “I do not feel that the process of peer coaching has 
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really helped me in any way. The process could have been helpful if I was given more 
feedback on what areas I needed to improve instead of only receiving feedback on the 
areas my peers felt were important.” 
In the final semester evaluation (Spring 2001) interns were asked “How did viewing 
your videotape and/or completing the written reflection form cause you to reflect in a 
different or perhaps deeper way about teaching and learning?” The interns’ responses 
clearly reflect the fact that the opportunities the interns were given to question, share, 
reflect and give feedback to their peers was viewed as overwhelmingly positive. Only one 
student’s comment was negative (due to the fact that feedback was anonymous it was not 
clear if this was the same intern who was negative in the Fall 2000 semester feedback) 
stating that “I do not feel that it caused me to reflect deeper. My reflections were the 
same before I viewed the videotape and wrote the reflection form.” The other eight 
responses mentioned the ways in which they had developed a new level of understanding 
of their teaching and learning, for example one student wrote “It helped me to see myself 
from the outside, and watch student reactions/behavior. I think writing is helpful as a 
reflection to slow down and try to really focus on teaching in order to know what to build 
on and what to work on changing.” Interns also commented on how viewing the video 
clips helped them “see everyone’s style and integration of constructivism” as well as 
being able to see “different ways of doing things and that each person has their own 
unique strengths. It was beneficial to give them feedback because it helped me think 
about things in my teaching that I liked or would do differently.” One student reflected 
“Giving my peers feedback was a way to let them know that they are not in this struggle 
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alone and that they are on the right track. Whatever they find challenging or questionable 
they have some support” (video clip Sharing, Intern Evaluation Sheet: 2000-2001). 
The session winds down as the whole group gathers and discusses the video clip 
viewing. Both Clair and Judith give positive feedback to the students. Clair says “You 
just get better at this every time, so much more able to let go and listen and absorb the 
feedback positively and professionally” and then Judith adds: 
The video clips were excellent, you selected very good teaching situations 
for analysis this time, things that really helped you all look at the deeper 
levels of what you’re doing in the classroom as teachers. You should be 
really pleased with your ability to share comfortably with your peers and 
give and receive constructive feedback. These will really be invaluable 
professional skills as you move into teaching and working collaboratively 
with colleagues in a school. You may not have the chance to analyze video 
clips of yourself once you’re teaching, though that would be ideal, but you 
will have developed the self reflective and critical skills to look at your 
own practices and to know how to support peers in their professional 
growth. 
Clair and Judith then go over the plan for next weeks Professional Portfolio sharing, 
emphasizing that everyone will have only 10 minutes to give a clear and concise 
overview. It will be their last week so there are lots of odds and ends to sort out, 
assignments due, cataloguing and labeling of their teaching videos with brief descriptions 
of the lessons and a portfolio powerpoint presentation that will be due in early June. The 
group slowly disperses with a few students left asking Judith and Clair questions related 
to their master teaching and the write up of lessons plans. After this session I wrote in my 
research journal: 
I have heard so much about what Clair, Hilary and Judith are doing with 
this program but I’ve never had time to see them in action. It reaffirms my 
belief that interns, given the right level of encouragement and 
responsibility, can be truly critical thinkers, questioners, problem solvers 
and collaborators. They have to be pushed to look at themselves and their 
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peers, but they can only do this if they are armed with the right skills and a 
supportive professional community of peers and facilitators. (5/16/01) 
Analysis: Meaningful Relationships 
It is clear that this program places a great deal of emphasis on developing 
meaningful and supportive relationships between all of those involved in the teacher 
training process. Peers are not only encouraged, but expected, to give each other critical 
feedback, to provide support and guidance, to question and to be open and honest about 
their successes and challenges. During her interview (6/11/01) Hilary reflected on what 
she saw as the difference between Program Three and other teacher education Programs 
she had worked with in the past, which included Program One: 
I think for me it gives me hope, as someone who needed to take a break 
from the classroom, that people, you know, talented people; are still 
choosing the profession. In choosing this program they are committing 
themselves to being encouraged to be a certain kind of professional, not 
only one who applies a constructivist philosophy in their classroom, but 
one who values the enormous potential of collegial relationships and being 
in a collaborative professional role. Having worked with other programs 
and having seen some of the students who are not of the highest caliber, 
and not necessarily the most talented or motivated interns, I was feeling 
discouraged about those choosing to enter the teaching profession. 
Working with Program Three as a Resource Person has renewed my hope 
and my belief that inspiring, reflective and creative people do still want to 
teach! 
In reviewing the Mentor Teacher Evaluation forms from 01/01 several comments were 
made regarding Hilary’s role as a Resource Person. The following are a sample of the 
responses to question three that asked: What has been useful assistance from the resource 
staff? What suggestions do you have for improvement? (a) “Clair and Hilary were a 
wonderful source of guidance and support for me through this first mentoring semester 
with Program Three. I appreciate Hilary’s candor and professionalism.” (01/11/01) (b) “It 
was so helpful to have such an available supportive ear from Hilary. It was a hard 
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semester but it was great knowing when and where to find Hilary.” (01/08/01) (c) 
“Constant, continuous support and encouragement for me as mentor and for my intern. 
We felt so good having Hilary in our comer. What a great listener too!” (01/04/01). 
These comments reflect the ways in which Hilary and Clair not only encouraged peer 
support amongst the interns, but also modeled it themselves in their relationships with the 
mentor teachers throughout the semester. 
Mentor Teachers 
Teachers Stories: Interviews with Mentors 
The focus of this collective case study is on the teaching journey of all of the 
participants, and the ways in which they describe and make meaning of their experiences 
and development as professionals. Every journey has a beginning, and in order to frame 
the mentor teachers’ interview data I want to start with their responses to the first 
question I asked them all: “What got you into the teaching profession?” Many of these 
mentor teachers have been teaching for over twenty years and have remained in the 
profession despite an ever changing and challenging educational landscape. These stories 
of stepping into the profession reflect the diversity of the teachers interviewed in this 
study, and the importance of listening in to their perspectives and experiences. 
Program One: Clara. Tim and Pat 
We settle into the rhythm of the interview and Clara shares that “I don’t think I was 
ever not a teacher.” Her cultural identity as an African American female played a central 
role in her becoming a teacher of young children, for as she says: 
I think culturally there is an expectation that little black girls, and young 
black girls and young adult black girls will be responsible for the younger 
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children. Everybody in an African American family has a responsibility 
nobody actually sits you down and says it but you understand, you watch 
your mothers and your aunts, and they understand what you are supposed 
to do. I think that experiences I had with younger kids were part of my 
responsibilities, when your mothers and aunts were working four shifts 
and it is your responsibility to get the kids out to school, to make the 
lunches, to clean the house - that is your responsibility. So I was always 
around children and I have always been expected to take care of children, 
and that has always been the expectation that I have of myself, to nurture 
and take care of children. 
Clara says that working with children is “all she has ever known” and that she never “got 
into” teaching, it was more a matter of: 
Acknowledging that that’s what I should do, I do remember in my mind 
the exact moment when I decided to acknowledge it, and I remember 
where I was. I remember what kind of day it was, I remember what I was 
doing, and I have never done anything else, and I have never thought to do 
anything else.” (Interview, 6/7/01) 
Unlike Clara Tim’s path into the profession was not as clearly set. He was studying 
marine biology and wanted to “sail the Calypso with Jaques Couteau, I mean that is what 
I really wanted to do and what seemed quite possible!” However, when he ran short of 
cash a friend suggested he take a recreation job with children in Western Maryland for a 
Summer. After this experience the same friend “suggested I think about going back to 
school and changing my major to education. I went back and I took a couple of education 
courses to fill my time as I was waiting for a lab course in a community. You know after 
that I just sort of ended up with education and fell into it!” In reflecting on his first 
impressions of the profession he states “I couldn’t believe people were being paid to have 
so much fun with kids, I loved it.” However not long after being a teacher Tim says: 
I realized how little I really knew about what I was expected to do as a 
teacher! It is so different now, so much harder than when I started out 
twenty years ago. I suppose I went in blissfully unaware of what lay 
ahead, mind you I’m still teaching which says something!” (Interview, 
6/14/03). 
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For Pat her first trip to the East Coast in 1964 to work at a vacation bible school and 
remedial program prompted her to shift from her plan to be a social worker towards her 
journey into teaching: 
I came on the Greyhound bus East all by myself and I still remember 
seeing the county grow older and the buildings, seeing the country change 
and I felt as if I was embarking on something new and exciting, I was 
changing too. I didn’t know it would take me into teaching, but I met so 
many new people, and I had a chance to work with great children who 
were really fun and lived in considerable poverty, and had so many 
learning problems, yet somehow they had so much positive energy it was 
inspiring. I found that I loved teaching, that is was so fulfilling for me, so I 
decided to not be a social worker and to become a teacher. (Interview, 
5/30/01) 
Pat did go on to finish her degree in sociology, spent ten months in Europe, and through a 
wonderful series of encounters ended up being accepted to a one year graduate program 
at the Harvard School of Education, carrying with her some “subway tokens my 
employer had leftover from when she lived there and did her education Masters at 
Harvard!” Pat hasn’t looked back since and has been teaching for close to thirty-seven 
years. 
Program Two: Stephanie and Shirley 
As we sit in her classroom Stephanie breaks into a broad smile and starts laughing 
infectiously when she shares that “I had other interests like archeology for a while, but I 
just knew I wanted to be a teacher. I remember hitting fifth grade and saying okay I don’t 
want to be a fifth grade teacher!” In High School she had the opportunity to get practical 
experience in a classroom, she remembers that “I really got the feel for it and that 
clinched it for me. It suddenly became clear that my calling was in the classroom.” 
Stephanie then got into what is now Program Two and feels that “the experience prepared 
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me so well, it was all about the reality of teaching day to day in the classroom.” Having 
taught now for seven years Stephanie is providing mentoring and inspiration for interns 
from her own undergraduate program. She shares that she “reminds every student teacher 
that they will make a difference, sometimes in a small way and sometimes in a big way” 
(interview). 
Shirley graduated in 1962 from the City College of New York where they “had a 
program for teachers and if you promised to be a teacher you could get your tuition free!” 
This was key for Shirley for as she says “I got into teaching because it was a way of 
getting a free education” (interview 6/5/01). She may have been in it for the financial 
support initially, but it is clear that she has remained dedicated and challenged by the 
profession for over forty years. 
Program Three: Cindy. Andrea. Rebecca. Sue and Barbara 
“Oh that is a really easy question!” says Cindy who has been teaching for the past 
twenty five years, “I grew up in the 1950s and when it was time to go to college my 
father said you can be a teacher, a nurse or a secretary” (interview, 5/24/01). As the story 
unravels Cindy laughs and shares her memories of why she decided on teaching from her 
father’s choices: 
Since the only female role models that I had growing up, I mean there 
were no female doctors, no women in government, the only female I 
remember was on TV; well there were actually two of them, Carol Reed 
the weather girl and Ms Frances who did a little school program talking 
with the kids and reading them books. I played school all the time growing 
up, and wanted to be like my teachers, so I chose from those three options 
to be a teacher. My father said it was a good profession because if 
something happens to your husband you’ll be able to take care of yourself. 
And damn it if he wasn’t right! 
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Cindy has never regretted the choice she made to teach, as she says “I think luckily it 
happens to be really well suited to my personality and every day is different. What more 
could you ask for in a job, time flies and it is so stimulating.” Clearly Ms Frances along 
with inspiring female teachers, steered Cindy into the an extremely rewarding 
professional choice. 
It is obvious from Andrea’s family background that she was no stranger to being 
around children “I have always loved working with kids and I am the oldest of six so I 
got a lot of experience as you can imagine!” (interview 6/4/01). When she did volunteer 
work at the Pennsylvania State school with an autistic child teaching basic and life skills 
her “interest in teaching was peaked.” Andrea was on track to be a lawyer like her father 
and was taking pre-law classes, however “there was something about that experience that 
made me rethink what it was I wanted to do.” It was a reading class that she then took, 
and working in an elementary classroom that got her “hooked by then the whole notion of 
going into law was completely turned around.” Now in her twenty seventh year of 
teaching Andrea says that “I have loved teaching from the start. It is invigorating, it is 
always challenging, it is never boring.” 
We’re sitting in the bustling staff room waiting for Rebecca to arrive. She has been 
held up in her classroom so Barbara and I decide to start the interview. She tells me she is 
entering her eighteenth year of teaching and that she is one of those people who just 
always knew it was what she wanted to do. She recalls “I always wanted to be working 
with kids and originally started out wanting to be an early childhood teacher. About half 
way through college I shifted from Early Childhood to Elementary.” She shares that even 
when she had her own children she continued subbing because she missed the classroom 
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so much! Rebecca arrives “Just a normal crazy day” she says and then starts her story of 
how she got started in teaching “At my undergraduate school I was really tom and I 
didn’t think I could be a teacher because I thought you had to be really crafty and artistic 
which I’m not!” (interview). She laughs and then continues “I used to see the education 
majors with these beautiful bulletin boards and I’d feel so insecure. I don’t know what 
made me change my mind, but I really believe I was destined to be a teacher so I think I 
probably had no choice.” Rebecca entered the corporate world for a year after graduating, 
and as she says the first few months held the thrill of “the bliss of having my own 
voicemail, long lunch hours at the mall, and I could even go to the bathroom whenever I 
wanted too!” You can tell the three of us are teachers as we all burst into laughter. 
Rebecca continues “About month five I got incredibly bored, and I think as a teacher you 
are never bored. Your day is so fast and filled with so much that it just flies. I’ll take a 
classroom over a free bathroom schedule and the mall any day!” 
Having searched the school for somewhere that her voice won’t be drowned out by 
the buzz of students and staff Sue and I finally sit down in a small room that is partly 
used as storage space. Sue’s own children led her into the profession “It was my own 
kids, like I think it is for a lot of teachers, that led me into the classroom.” Through her 
work as a volunteer in her children’s classrooms, and then as a computer aide at their 
school, Sue started to realize that she really loved working with children. One day her 
son’s teacher shared “You have the kind of voice that children really respond to, you 
should think about going into teaching she told me. So from that little nice thing she said 
to me I made the leap and started courses.” Sue has been teaching for six years and says 
that “I just really enjoy the kids, as corny as that may sound, even the ones that are pains 
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in the neck somehow become endearing to you; I got into teaching, and have stayed in it 
because I love and enjoy all of the kids I work with, even the challenging ones” 
(interview, 5/24/01). 
Analysis 
What can be said from these professional stories is what has been emphasized 
throughout this study, that each of the participants has an unique story to tell. The mentor 
teachers come from a range of backgrounds, have diverse reasons for entering the 
teaching profession, and have faced unique challenges and successes. Many of them have 
remained in the profession for over twenty years despite changes and the new demands of 
educational reforms. 
Novice Teacher Profiles: Getting Their Edges Shined 
The following three first year novice teacher profiles have been compiled using 
interview data from the mentor teachers’ responses to the question “What do you hope 
for in your student intern as they move out into the teaching profession?” These profiles 
reflect the specific skills, knowledge and dispositions that the mentor teachers in this 
collective case study hope to develop, encourage and nurture in their interns during their 
training, and specifically during their final term of intense practicum experience in the 
mentor teacher’s classrooms. In reality, interns in all three programs represent a range of 
levels of development by the end of their training, with only a handful being at the levels 
of professionalism that Sandra, Steve and Carmen represent. They are, as Clara so 
eloquently puts it, the intern you get who: 
Is a person who has it already but just needs their edges shined, just needs 
to go from being a rough cut diamond to being a splendid diamond. It is 
possible to do if you have a person who knows they want to be a teacher, 
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but also knows they have a lot of work to do. Those are the ones you can 
send into the profession shining. They don’t come along often but they are 
out there to find if you dig for them! (Clara, 6/7/01) 
These profiles give us a sense of the kinds of professionals mentor teachers hope to work 
with as colleagues in their schools. Mentor teachers were every honest about the fact that, 
as Clara states “They don’t come along often but they are out there if you dig for them!” 
Program One Profile: Sandra 
Sandra has a warm and welcoming manner as you enter her second grade classroom. 
She has a comfy yet professional look in her blue blouse, gray tailored pants and silver 
earrings. She is in the middle of chatting to an African American parent who has dropped 
in by surprise to talk about some concerns over their child’s behavior at home. Sandra 
listens attentively and carefully to the parent’s concerns. She is calm, thoughtful and 
responsive to the parents needs. Even though the children are arriving she is taking the 
time to talk, and clearly trusts that the children will be able to quietly chat and read books 
for a few minutes until she is able to join them for morning meeting time. She finishes 
her conversation with the parent and invites them to talk more after school when she says 
she will be free, even though she had actually planned on doing some curriculum 
development for her ongoing unit on “Caring for your local community.” 
Sandra is passionate about building a sense of responsibility, not only for the 
classroom community but also for the local community. They have been doing a trash 
pick up survey both on the school grounds and in the neighborhood, recording, graphing, 
interviewing and developing plans of action. One of Sandra’s most noticeable qualities is 
her sincerity towards all parents no matter what their cultural or educational background. 
Her mentor teacher once told her “You need to be able to look at another person in the 
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eye and hold their hand and talk to them.” This has guided Sandra in all of her 
interactions and collaborative relationships in her first year of teaching. It is clear that she 
understands that her role as a teacher is to be taken seriously, and that as a teacher she is 
in a position to make or break a soul. When morning meeting time starts she gives clear 
directions using a gentle yet assertive tone of voice. If observed someone would comment 
that it is clear she sees her role as an adult not just as a friend for the children. 
Sandra is confident, capable and open and honest in all her relationships with 
children and colleagues. As a professional Sandra values both negative, constructive and 
positive feedback from her colleagues. She has a deep understanding of the ways in 
which she can learn from others perspectives. On the harder days of teaching when 
Sandra feels like closing her classroom door and focusing inwardly, she tries to remind 
herself that by building effective collaborative relationships with colleagues she will not 
only feel supported, but she will also continue to develop as a lifelong learner and 
professional, both individually and with her colleagues as a team. She isn’t afraid to make 
mistakes as she knows this is an invaluable part of gaining knowledge about herself as 
well as providing an opportunity for honesty with her students. When challenges are 
harder than she anticipates she reflects on the note she has posted on her desk that her 
mentor teacher gave her on the last day of her practicum: 
Sandra never forgets that to struggle is part of the process of developing 
new knowledge of your practice. In your growth as a professional continue 
to want to find out about new things, to look beyond the same old things 
that we think we have to do, to the potential beyond, to the joy of being 
spontaneous. 
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Program Two Profile: Steve 
Steve exudes confidence as he moves around his fifth grade classroom interacting 
with the students as they work in small cooperative groups on a math fraction activity. 
The children have carefully designed rubrics they use for evaluating themselves and their 
peers as cooperative team members. His conversations with the children reflect his 
understanding of each individual’s skills and existing knowledge. He poses questions, 
listens attentively to answers, helps the students reflect on their thinking, and reassures 
them that there are many ways to solve the fraction problems. He reminds the groups to 
record their ways of thinking about the problem not just the solutions. Steve doesn’t have 
the kind of cocky confidence that one sometimes sees in new teachers as a cover up for 
insecurity. There is more of a sense that he truly believes in what his mentor teacher told 
him “You can do it, you can manage it, you are well prepared, you have the right energy 
and outlook. You’re ready to have your own class.” Steve reflects some of the elements 
of his mentor teacher’s style, blended with his own enthusiasm for working very hard and 
wanting to always know and discover more about himself as a professional and a lifelong 
learner. 
Steve is not only a skilled teacher he is also a very knowledgeable teacher. His 
interactions with team members and all other colleagues reflect his belief that as a 
member of the teaching profession he needs to be open to feedback, to learn from and 
with others, and to be reflective about his practice in order to make changes and move 
forward. He remembers his mentor’s words: “If you don’t feel as if you are being kept on 
your toes all the time there is something wrong!” Steve truly loves his work with children 
and finds the profession extremely rewarding. He can change what he does every day, 
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discover new things about a student that can guide his instruction, and embrace and 
appreciate each child’s sense of humor and imagination. He is often the last one to leave 
the school building as he works so hard on ensuring that his curriculum is meaningful, 
challenging and interactive. He knows as time goes on it will get easier, but for now he is 
stimulated enough not to worry about the extra hours of preparation; he sees them as part 
of the professional challenge of his new career in teaching. 
Program Three Profile: Carmen 
Carmen accepted her first grade teaching position knowing and understanding that 
teaching is fluid, always moving and changing, and that she will continually be learning. 
She loves to question, to reflect on her practice daily and to challenge herself to build 
relationships with colleagues who will encourage her professional growth. Her first 
weeks have reminded her of what her mentor teacher told her as her final practicum 
began: 
Some people think teaching is easy, summers off, clock on at 9, clock out 
at 3. Don’t even be kidded into thinking teaching is 9-6, it just can’t be, it 
consumes you, especially in your first years. Even after many years you 
spend endless hours at school and home preparing. Your mind never quite 
switches off, it isn’t a job you can leave behind in the classroom every 
day! (Mentor Teacher, Program Three) 
Watching Carmen teach it is clear that the children are central to her passion for her 
work. She has created a classroom environment that helps children feel safe, and 
encourages them to take risks. Her management skills reflect a strong level of control and 
at the same time engage the children in self monitoring their behaviors and 
collaboratively problem solving. In her interactions with children she is caring, sensitive 
to their needs, listens to their perspectives and is open about the fact that she is always 
learning alongside them in the classroom. When students get off task she is able to 
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refocus them without disturbing the whole class, she has clearly helped them pay 
attention to the small cues she can give as she walks around the room, from a finger 
motion to a certain look with her eyes! It all adds up to a very smooth flowing classroom 
where distractions to learning are minimal. Carmen is the kind of teacher who “listens in” 
to childrens’ stories and shares her own stories with the class. She always remembers her 
mentors wise words “I can’t really teach you, but I can show you the kinds of 
relationships that evolve when you understand the power of sharing your life in some 
way with the children.” 
When presenting at the recent open house for parents Carmen clearly expressed her 
guiding constructivist philosophy and the ways in which this philosophy integrates into 
her teaching. She gave specific examples from her curriculum that reflected her beliefs 
about how children learn, and how she meets their individual needs with her depth of 
knowledge of multiple intelligences and diverse learning styles. Carmen presents herself 
to the parents as a questioning professional by stating “I am never not asking questions! 
Why am I doing this? Why is this important? What do I want the children to get out of it? 
What is the big picture? What is the small focused and very specific picture?” She 
explains how these questions guide her as a professional using appropriate examples from 
her classroom. 
Parents leave the meeting feeling confident in Carmen’s ability to build a positive 
and supportive classroom community. They are also reassured that their fears of the 
constructivist philosophy being non-academic are unfounded. Children will not only 
cover the required first grade curriculum, they will, amongst other things, learn how to 
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build community, how to collaborate with peers, how to reflect on their growth and how 
to problem solve. As they leave many parents reflect on Carmen’s closing statement: 
One of the most important things in my teaching is to understand and 
accept the whole child. It is critical to learn about the children, to nurture 
them and to create an environment in which they can take risks, learn and 
explore. If I can do this for your children then we’re on the right track, all 
of the other things will follow! 
She has presented herself as a lifelong learner, a reflective practitioner, a caring and 
nurturing teacher and an advocate for parents and their children. Soon after the open 
house Carmen makes an entry in her ongoing professional journal: 
It is easy to sometimes view parents as the enemy, as the ones who will 
complain and not understand what it is you are doing with a constructivist 
philosophy. It can be frustrating when I feel as if they just don’t get what it 
is I’m doing, or appreciate the time and energy it takes to teach with this 
guiding philosophy. But they are the key, it is critical to reach out to the 
wider community and involve them in the school. Without that I can’t 
achieve my professional goals. It may not all be smooth riding but that is 
part of my opportunity for growth and change. 
Analysis: Visions for Novices 
Unless initial teacher education can prepare beginning teachers to learn to 
do much more thoughtful and challenging work, and unless ways can be 
found, through professional development, to help teachers to sustain such 
work, traditional instruction is likely to persist in frustrating educational 
reform, and reformers visions are likely to continue not to permeate 
practice broadly or deeply. (Ball & Cohen, 1999) 
The reality is that most students do not reach the levels envisioned in the “shining 
diamond” profiles. Teachers during their interviews often referred to the fact that students 
come into their classrooms as interns with widely differing skills, outlooks and 
knowledge. Although they view part of their work as mentor teachers as guiding the 
student’s professional growth there is also a pervasive feeling that they expect to be 
learning with and from their intern teacher. Thus kinds of collaborative and collegial 
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relationships that the mentor teachers cultivate with their intern teachers supports Ball 
and Cohen’s (1999) vision of beginning teachers engaging in thoughtful and challenging 
work alongside mentor teachers who are sustaining reform efforts that can permeate 
“broadly and deeply” throughout their learning communities. 
There are many views on what skills, knowledge and dispositions pre-service 
teachers should develop in their training in order to meet the current demands of 
educational reform. Table 2 shows the pre-entry knowledge and skills that are assessed 
for admission to the three programs. All three programs assess the students exit 
knowledge using the seven state competencies listed in the table. This information was 
compiled as the university prepared a strategic plan and conceptual framework to guide 
their work in meeting the NCATE Standards 2000. It is stated that “The NCATE 2000 
Standards for Accreditation remind us that our School of Education has a professional 
responsibility to ensure that its programs and graduates are of the highest quality” 
(Performance Assessment Draft, 1999). The stated outcome for all education programs is 
“Educators who impact learning, growth, and development for all students.” 
As we enter the twenty-first century, the outcomes, consequences, and 
results of teacher education have become critical topics in nearly all of the 
state and national policy debates about teacher preparation and licensure 
as well as in the development of many of the privately and publicly funded 
research agendas related to teacher and student learning. If the major 
question that drove the field during the last fifteen years was, “What 
should teachers and teacher candidates know and be able to do?” then the 
driving question for the last three or four has been, “How will we know 
when (and if) teachers and teacher candidates know and can do what they 
ought to know and be able to do?” (Cochran-Smith, 2001, p. 6) 
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Table 2: Pre-Entry Knowledge and Skills Assessed 
Program Entry: What is assessed? Exit: What is assessed? 
Program 
One: 
ECED 
1. Candidates goals and educational 
philosophy; 
2. Understanding of child 
development; 
3. Experience in teaching young 
children; 
4. Understanding and sensitivity to 
goals and practices of education in a 
multicultural classroom; 
5. Strength of academic background. 
Seven State Competencies: 
1. Field of Knowledge; 
2. Communication; 
3. Instructional Practices; 
4. Evaluation; 
5. Problem -Solving; 
6. Equity Standard; 
7. Professional Standard. 
Program 
Two: 
Elementary 
1. Experience working with children; 
2. Appreciation of multi-cultural 
diversity; 
3. Quality of academic scholarship 
and potential as a teacher; 
4. Initiative, interpersonal skills, 
self-motivation and reliance, 
creativity and openness, and a high 
level of energy. 
Seven State Competencies 
(as above) embedded 
within subcategories of the 
following areas: planning, 
classroom management, 
instruction, post¬ 
conference, and within 
Master Unit and Portfolio 
Evaluation. 
Program 
Three: 
ECED/ 
Elementary 
Seven State Competencies 
(as stated for Program One) 
and self-reflection on 
meeting these 
competencies. 
Professional Lives: Vignettes 
In the interviews mentor teachers were asked to talk about how they would describe 
themselves as professionals. Their responses reflect a wide range of professional lives 
and experiences, and their descriptions remind us that teachers have complex and diverse 
ways of perceiving themselves as practitioners. First I have presented program-based 
vignettes of views on what it means to the mentor teachers to be a professionals. These 
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are direct quotes connected in the sequence in which they were shared during the 
interview. An analysis section is then included that reflects on the teachers voices. The 
point of the analysis is not so much to draw together all the voices and make sweeping 
statements about teachers’ professional development, it is more to highlight the fact that 
each story helps inform our understanding of individual transformations that occur over 
the lifespan. 
Program One Vignettes: Clara. Tim and Pat 
Clara: At the end of the day, or my life, or whatever, the questions I 
ask myself are not what did you learn today about the newest 
technology? What professional development book did you last 
read? What conference or workshop did you go to? The 
questions I seem to ask myself are about heart stuff, I feel that 
is what I am really here to do as a teacher.... I have an idea of 
what a professional is, looks like, talks like, acts and dresses 
like. How a professional person interacts with people, and I 
know that I’m not there! In terms of evolving as a professional 
I think that is one of the reasons that I have stayed with the job 
for so long, because I want to get it right and when I feel as if I 
have it right then maybe I will move on to something else. I 
know true professionals in this profession and I know I am not 
there yet! ... Teaching is learning, and learning is teaching! 
That is what propels me forward daily. ..When you talk about 
Tim and I working together it always comes back to an issue of 
culture, yes always comes back to the issue of culture. For 
example it was even reflected in my work with two African 
American interns, it still came back to the issue of culture. I 
can understand that you know, I can understand, I do get tired 
of it though. The kinds of things I hear are:‘Tve never had 
anybody in my life that was black” that comes out a lot “There 
were never any black kids at my high school” or “You’re the 
first black person I have really had to get to know.” I’ve 
encountered that at all levels, interns, university people, just the 
way I have been treated at times is hard to comprehend. People 
can always pull the race card on me, and they often do! Like 
you have to move forward with it when you deal with it every 
day. You expect it, it is just part of being black in the United 
States especially being African American, it is part of how 
things are, you always have to know no matter how bad things 
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are, no matter how much we try, I’m still white and you’re still 
black and it really does come down to that. 
Tim: I know that for me, especially when I was getting my doctorate 
done, head stuff was always on the surface. Now I am in a new 
phase. I’m about to take a new road in my journey! ... I’m 
looking to make some professional changes with moving into 
administration so when I think about what I want them to say 
about me as an administrator it reflects on how I perceive 
myself as a professional, how I am evolving. I define myself as 
an educator in terms of where I have been, what I have done in 
schools, who I am in the community. The qualities I value 
guide me as a professional: understanding, responsibility, 
clarity of direction and vision, ability to listen to diverse 
perspectives, academic knowledge to guide practice, and a 
professional decorum and energy that is hopefully infectious 
for my students and colleagues.... Being professional in an 
administrative role for me means keeping the lives of people 
moving in a productive direction, being up on top of it so 
you’re not putting out fires but you’re directing. You’re 
showing this is the way we are going to get there, and you’re 
making goals extremely clear and doable to show people how 
they can challenge themselves and that they will be successful. 
I suppose now I think of it, it’s about building on my 
professional skills as a classroom teacher. Every day in second 
grade we have to motivate, support, assess, question, build 
confidence and so much more, my new challenge will be to do 
this with my staff.... Let me share some of my history. Being a 
white man in a school of all white women where the principal 
basically said I need a man in sixth grade to deal with the 
discipline was a real learning experience. That is who I was 
then, simply “the man.” If boxes were delivered to the school 
and they needed “the man” to help with them I was pulled from 
class! If any disciplinary issue happened in the whole school it 
somehow became my disciplinary issue because I was “the 
man” and I was pulled from my class! Professionally I was 
defined by my gender then by my other skills as a teacher. 
When I finally got to teach in first grade I was so excited, but 
boy did I get some odd looks from staff and from families and 
even from the children for being “a man.” The kids coming up 
from kindergarten had this infectious crying session when they 
realized they were going to have a man as their grade one 
teacher. It was hard, really hard but the tears did stop! Gender 
is a huge thing in how you grow and change professionally, in 
many ways in terms of what opportunities are put in front of 
you. I once had a staff member tell me that if I had a real mans 
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job they wouldn’t be having to scramble to figure out which 
female staff member to fire. It is interesting how gender and 
culture play into every aspect of the work that Clara and I do 
together. Gender and race issues have come up because I am a 
white man teaching with a black woman. The assumptions are 
incredible, they ask me the technical questions about learning 
and teaching and they ask Clara about what supplies they 
should bring for a birthday party. It happens with parents, 
children, interns, staff, it is so deeply rooted. So we work very 
hard to bring awareness for ourselves and others, and 
especially for the children. Otherwise how will we help people 
think outside of the race and gender boxes? We push the lids 
open by doing what we do, but there is a long way to go. 
Pat: For me as a professional every single aspect of my being is 
challenged. I find teaching a highly intellectual task as well as 
a creative endeavor, as well as emotional; something that 
allows me to nurture and that nurtures me as well. So I feel in 
this particular aspect of teaching I can evolve as a whole being, 
as a professional. You know I see my professionalism as linked 
to my desire to learn. You know I see my professionalism as 
linked to my desire to learn. I also enjoy opportunities to learn 
through workshops, but now like to be sure it is something 
want to learn about, not just what the district thinks I should 
learn about! I know taking on my current job showed me how 
much I valued lifelong learning, how taking risks is part of how 
I define and redefine myself as a professional, and how key 
that learning is to my growth and evolving identity. I do think 
of myself as a professional and part of that is the depth of my 
understanding that I will never know it all, and that there will 
always be more to learn. Teaching is truly a learning profession 
and that is what sustains and excites me every day in my work. 
Program Two Vignettes: Stephanie and Shirley 
Stephanie: I remember taking a class at the university a while ago and they 
asked us the question “Is teaching a profession?” I remember 
being so shocked as I’d never thought of myself as anything 
except a professional and teaching as anything but a 
profession! To me being professional is part of the job of 
teaching and it is rooted in respect. If you can be respectful of 
all children, all parents, colleagues and of what you are 
teaching then I feel you are a true professional... The kind of 
learning that often comes through my interactions with 
colleagues is so important, team teaching and team planning 
are critical to my growth. Sometimes staff devlopment 
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workshops can be so positive, other times all I ask myself is 
why am I wasting my time here?! Collaboration has been key 
to my professional identity. I can’t imagine being the kind of 
professional I am without such wonderful collaborative 
relationships. I know some might say I can be a little 
sickeningly positive in the classroom but for me being a 
professional is about keeping that positive outlook and energy 
that children, and others around you really appreciate! 
Shirley: Respect is central to professionalism, but I’d also say you have 
to keep learning. I think that is really important, learning as 
much as you can. True professionals, and I would like to count 
myself among them after so many years of teaching, true 
teaching professionals stay in touch, they keep up with new 
materials, they assess those materials and decide if they are 
worth integrating. It’s about being fascinated by learning, 
listening and evaluating and deciding what works for you and 
your group of children. Of course that changes every year so 
there is always something new to learn... It’s all about 
connecting with the students in meaningful ways, good 
professionals know how to do that throughout the day. One 
way I know I do that, and do it well, is through thematic 
teaching. One way I identify myself as a professional is where I 
stand with my educational philosophy. Thematic teaching is 
often used in the lower grades, but by sixth grade it is often a 
distant memory. Themes can connect so many different aspects 
of the culture, for example the art, literature, history and 
geography. If you can connect all those things it makes a better 
impression on them and lasts longer, and they can study 
something without just getting a smattering of something that 
they will forget. That is what I am hoping for in my teaching, 
and that is about my professional standards. 
Program Three Vignettes: Cindy. Andrea. Sue. Barbara and Rebecca. 
Rebecca: I want to say that I have grown so much as a professional with 
my work as a mentor in program three. I feel as if I have 
learned to work with interns which is a different skill to 
working with children. Being a mentor has expanded my 
professional definition of self, has built my confidence, and has 
showed me how much there is to learn in the mentor role. It has 
added a new layer onto my identity as an educator... At the 
core of growing professionally are all the relationships that 
have helped us better understand who we are as individuals and 
professionals. In our school, and in this program as a mentor, I 
feel part of something larger, something meaningful and I am 
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Barbara: 
Sue: 
empowered to be a decision maker by the administration. I feel 
I can help decide where the school goes and that is pretty 
empowering professionally. The relationship with my kids 
reminds me every day why I am doing this, it isn’t easy but 
dealing with the challenges and hardships is part of my journey 
and there is great joy in seeing positive school change emerge 
through extreme hardship... Without the kind of leadership we 
are lucky enough to have at our school I know I would be 
feeling very different about my development professionally. 
The relationship with the principal is critical for my growth. 
Principals can really make or break your professional journey. 
The kind of leadership that builds a learning community, that 
helps each staff member to be their best and then challenges 
them be even better, that model the building of collaborative 
relationships and that you just know is going to always back 
you up even in the hardest moments.With that kind of 
leadership I know I will grow professionally, without it, and I 
have experienced an awful principal, I tend to retreat behind 
my classroom doors and just do my own thing! 
When we collaborate as professionals there is so much to learn 
from each other, to me that is central to being a professional, 
without collaboration I just don’t think I would call myself a 
true professional. I used to think it was okay to be 
individualistic and close my door. Now I’m banging on Sue’s 
and Rebecca’s doors all the time for support and advice. I’d say 
if you are a true professional you not only know the potential 
of collaborative relationships with colleagues, you seek those 
relationships out with like minded teachers. For us the program 
has brought us together with a focus, but that has gone so much 
further than just exploring our roles as mentor teachers. If the 
program picks you to mentor, and if you take up the challenge 
that says a lot about your professional skills, you’re open to 
learn and change and to being vulnerable to what others may 
observe or say as they work with you. 
I would say for at least the first three years of teaching I didn’t 
feel like a professional at all. It just seemed like every time I 
would catch up to something there would be something else I 
did wrong or didn’t know. IN-Services helped but also they 
were sometimes overwhelming because I felt there was so 
much to learn! To be honest I don’t even know why I kept 
teaching because I felt like I was never going to do anything 
right or know the things I needed to know to be a professional 
educator. Things would just keep changing and changing and I 
would feel inadequate. I suppose what I’m saying is that for me 
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Cindy: 
being professional implies feeling as if you have things under 
some kind of control and that you have the confidence to not 
feel you have follow, that you can even create certain kinds of 
knowledge about teaching yourself without the latest book or 
workshop....Gaining experience, getting out of a bad setting, 
taking chances, learning that much of effective teaching is 
about feeling as if you have to run to catch up, but the shift is 
understanding that the chase is where the challenge lies! I think 
also confidence. I can truly say I feel I am a professional. 
People notice what I do and value my teaching skills. Positive 
recognition by others seems to have really boosted my 
professional identity. I am the first to acknowledge there is a 
long way to go professionally, my role as mentor is teaching 
me that! But I’m not going backwards like in the early years, 
there is forward momentum. 
I tell you I’m in my mid 50’s and this whole idea of a 
professional identity has been a long time coming! It was 
listening to parents that helped me acknowledge a subtle shift, I 
realized the parents were asking me really deep questions about 
education and about raising their children, and they were 
listening to my answers! Then one day it dawned on me, I’ve 
been doing it a long time, I am a mature person, I am a parent, I 
have been a teacher for a long time, these parents are 27 or 32 
years old, of course they are asking me and most of my 
answers are pretty good. I realized I have something to offer, 
they see me as a professional the same way I would go to a 
lawyers or doctors office and wouldn’t ask how long have you 
been doing this? What school did you go to? Let me see your 
certificates. I would ask a question and assume that the answer 
would be knowledgeable and helpful and accurate. I realized 
the parents were seeing me in the same way and they were 
using me in the same way, and you know I said to myself oh 
my god you’re a professional, it happened!! They are listening 
to me, and I thought maybe I am doing okay at this, and it 
happened in this evolutionary way but without my paying 
attention. I came to the knowledge that I really have some 
skills as a professional educator. It may not sound like much, 
but it was like a bolt of lightening coming down and jolting me 
into looking at who I am in the teaching profession.... We 
developed a program for teachers on how to teach math 
differently, which is being used all over the country now. 
When we first started talking about how you work with peers 
in your school, trying to get them to change their teaching 
practices, several people said they were just going to listen to 
what colleagues thought and finally somebody said “You know 
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Andrea: 
we’re teaching these courses because we do have certain skills, 
we do know something that maybe a colleague doesn’t know, 
and it is fine to let other people give their opinion and work 
things out, the way we want to with kids; but in essence at 
some point you just have to say to your peers I know this and I 
can help you!” I can help others change and keep changing 
myself too. This I don’t ever want to stagnate professionally. 
Now my standards and personal expectations for growth are 
incredibly high and I envision learning communities where we 
all push ourselves within our individual limits. That is the 
essence of school where meaningful and effective professional 
development is priority number one for the all the staff and the 
principal. That kind of leadership is key. 
When I think about what being a professional means to me my 
answer seems rather simplistic. In my role I place great 
importance on understanding, knowing, and loving children. 
I’m just not sure you can be in this profession, or at least be 
any good as a teacher, unless you have that piece of the 
professional pie. When I identify what it is I do, I think I 
always frame it in terms of getting to know and understand the 
whole child and accepting and loving and nurturing them. I 
don’t think you can teach unless that is your primary purpose. 
My professional life is wrapped up in creating an environment 
in which kids can feel free to take risks, to learn and to explore. 
In essence I suppose I’m realizing being professional for me is 
about my attitudes, skills, abilities and depth of commitment to 
the children I am teaching. The big idea to me is all about 
asking can you commit to children? Do you want to be here? 
Do you love children? Value children? Can you understand 
them and what makes them tick? Whether it it is going to help 
change behaviors that you want to see changed, helping 
children change their own behavior, you know that is 
underpinning everything... I have had some mixed experiences 
with in-service sessions to help us develop professionally. 
They can be a total waste of time, but if you get to select what 
you want to get involved in that is when it can be very positive. 
If I feel my principal is attentive to the learning needs of the 
students and the staff I can thrive. That way we can all be part 
of a learning community, not just engaging in isolated 
activities. 
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Analysis: Teachers Shaping Their Lives 
From the perspective of educational theorists: Let’s be honest, human growth is not 
like rhubarb: 
Teachers are more than mere bundles of knowledge, skill, and technique. 
There is more to developing as a teacher than learning new skills and 
behaviors. As teachers sometimes say to their students, they are not 
wheeled out of the cupboard at 8:30 am in the morning and wheeled back 
in at 4:00 pm. Teachers are people too. You cannot understand the teacher 
or teaching without understanding the person the teacher is (Goodson, 
1992). And you cannot change the teacher in fundamental ways, without 
changing the person the teacher is, either. This means that meaningful or 
lasting change will almost inevitably be slow. Human growth is not like 
rhubarb. It can be nurtured and encouraged but it cannot be forced. 
Teachers become the teachers they are not just out of habit. Teaching is 
bound up with their lives, their biographies, with the kinds of people they 
have become. (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1994, p. 67-68) 
From the perspective of a mentor teacher: Professional change comes from within: 
Your teaching evolves as much as you want it to evolve. You can shape it 
as you become more professional, as you learn more, as you become more 
experienced, as you take more risks, or new risks, and as you look closely 
at what it is you do and why. As professionals we shape our lives to allow 
for growth and change, or some people choose not to which I feel leads to 
bitterness or hitting a wall with no door through to the other side. If the 
school climate is right, if the support is there from colleagues and 
leadership, the potential for growth and change is endless and truly 
exciting. Ultimately I make the choice. No-one can force me into really 
effective professional change, that comes from within. It has to come from 
within, a motivation to learn, to look at things with a new lens, to not be 
afraid of questioning or being questioned or of stumbling when facing a 
new challenge. That’s where I am with my evolution as a professional, 
I’ve learned that risk taking can lead me to so many new understandings 
that otherwise I’d have missed. I have realized that stumbling is about 
learning, growth, facing our worst fears, reveling in our strengths, finding 
a voice and being a small part of moving things forwards, helping things 
change. (Andrea, Interview, 6/4/01) 
As Fullan & Hargreaves (94) state “Human growth is not like rhubarb it cannot be 
forced.” and as Andrea states “Ultimately I make the choice. No-one can force me into 
really effective professional change, that comes from within.” For the teachers in this 
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study human growth, and in turn perceived professional growth, plays a critical role in 
who they are, and how they have evolved as professionals. In describing their 
development as professionals the participants in this study identified a wide range of 
experiences that they felt had contributed to their growth and change. The point is not to 
generalize or categorize, but perhaps to synthesize some of the things that emerged from 
the professional lives vignettes. 
The following list reflects some of the key points made by the mentor teachers about 
what it means to be a professional and professional transformation. It is interesting to 
note that they are not all positive, some involve conflict and often overwhelming 
challenges. 
• Professionals are people who show deep respect for children, colleagues, parents 
and the community in which they work. 
• Professional learning is about acknowledging and then working out ways to 
challenge racism and sexism within classrooms, schools and beyond. 
• Being a professional means being a lifelong learner, always being open and 
willing to learn more, inquiry is a powerful tool for developing as a professional. 
• Mentoring can be a transformative experience that is both challenging and 
extremely satisfying. 
• Part of developing as a professional is about gaining confidence in who you are, 
what you know, and the fact that your own experiences are valuable to others. 
• Principals play a critical role in the opportunities and environment in which you 
can develop as a professional. Leadership that values your talents, helps give you 
chances to take on roles that build your sense of self worth, and provides you with 
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meaningful opportunities for learning with colleagues will encourage you to grow 
and transform as a teacher. 
• Professionals are people who are able not only to connect to children in 
meaningful ways, but who can then build those relationships to enhance teaching 
and learning. 
• Professional growth can occur when colleagues work collaboratively to problem 
solve issues, create new ideas and support each other. Despite challenges and 
conflicts these relationships are the frame for a great deal of professional growth. 
• Realizing and defining yourself as a professional is anything but uniform. Some 
teachers have had an rapid transformation “aha” moment where they have 
realized they are a professional (often realized by the ways in which others react 
to them as people who are to be respected for their knowledge), others have 
transformed over time and have grown into their professional identities, while one 
teacher feels that although certain transformations have occurred in her career she 
would not yet define herself as a true professional (certain qualities seen in others 
who she perceives as professional that she feels she does not yet possess). 
Many of the teachers, especially those who talked explicitly about supportive 
principals, have found themselves growing and changing as members of learning 
organizations (Fullan, 2001). Professional development is seen to be encouraged and 
supported by an organizational belief that all members of the school community engage 
in “local problem-solving with expanded horizons that new solutions can get identified 
and implemented” (Fullan, 2001, p. 260). Teachers who do not feel their school is a 
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“learning organization” seem to talk more about “individual professional change” versus 
whole school change. Most of the teachers shared stories of professional development 
that reached beyond the traditional old paradigm of attending in-service workshops and 
focussing inwardly on personal and professional, versus seeing oneself as an integral part 
of a learning community. This shifting paradigm of professional development is about 
moving from deficit-based to competency based approaches, from replication to 
reflection, from learning separately to learning together, and from centralization to 
decentralization (Smylie & Conyers, 1991). 
Many of the markers of professional growth that the participants shared were when 
they were actively involved in collegial relationships, for example new curriculum 
initiatives where staff engaged in joint problem solving, shared implementation, ongoing 
personal and group reflection and peer support. In their roles as mentor teachers they also 
found themselves learning together alongside the preservice teachers and university 
program staff. This shift in paradigm marks a critical departure from an individualistic to 
a collective definition of professional development. Collinson states that: 
In the old paradigm, in-service workshops emphasize private, individual 
activity; are brief, often one-shot sessions; offer unrelated topics; rely on 
an external “expert” presenter; expect passive teacher listeners; emphasize 
skill development; are atheoretical; and expect quick visible results. In 
contrast, in the new paradigm staff development is a shared, public 
process; promotes sustained interaction; emphasizes substantive, school- 
related issues; relies on internal expertise; expects teachers to be active 
participants; emphasizes the why as well as the how of teaching; 
articulates a theoretical research base; and anticipates that lasting change 
will be a slow process. (In Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 1999, p. 134) 
Defining Effective Teacher Training Programs 
The following lists of visions for effective pre-service teacher education were 
generated using interview data from the mentor teachers. 
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Program One 
• Relationship between mentor and mentee (intern) is one in which both assume the 
learner and leaderships roles. 
• Elimination of status pieces between universities and schools. Knowledge from both 
is viewed as an integral part of learning to teach. There is always a link between 
practice and theory that builds bridges rather than isolation. 
• Four year program with minimum of two years with mentor teacher 
• Pre-service student sees them selves as professional, needing to prove they are worthy 
of certification. No guarantee of moving into the profession. 
• Core groups of pre-service students clustered in one school. Regular meetings of 
mentors and pre-service students as a professional team who work as colleagues 
sharing and supporting each others teaching and learning 
• Pre-service teachers, university resource people, school staff and students are all 
engaged in the process of critically discussing, examining and developing a clearer 
sense of the ways in which prejudice and racism manifest themselves in classrooms, 
school cultures, university teacher training programs and American society. 
• There should be a screening of students for teacher training programs based on 
commitment to the education of all students and cultural sensitivity. Programs should 
make it clear to students, and mentor teachers, that if students do not meet certain 
goals (after being given support) then the program will ask them to leave. Unlike 
current practices mentors need to know that their opinion counts and that it will be 
acted on, rather than occasionally feeling forced into signing certification papers. 
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Program Two 
• Seminar is closely linked to classroom lives. Teachers are encouraged to be guest 
speakers and sessions are sometimes taught in classroom settings. 
• Bridges are built between the University program and schools. Collaboration helps 
make the program stronger and more relevant to the current situation in schools. 
• Mentor teachers are encouraged to co-facilitate methods courses and the reflective 
seminar with a university professor. This relationship can model the power and 
potential of a true unity and equity between schools and universities. It allows for the 
equalization of the fields of theoretical and practical knowledge. 
• The program works on helping pre-service teachers gain a knowledge of both the 
methods and content related to effective teaching and learning. 
• Emphasis is placed on developing a high level of connectedness with the colleagues 
and community. 
• Power shifts to the schools and classrooms and away from the University and its 
ivory towers. 
Program Three 
• Schools, and more specifically mentor teachers, are involved in all levels of the 
university process. This includes admissions interviews, class selections, seminar and 
course instruction, evaluation of interns performance, decisions regarding program 
content, process and assessment tools. Many opportunities for feedback are given 
throughout the program and certain adaptations and changes are made based on this 
feedback. 
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• Working together and building a strong sense of connectedness and collaboration 
between university program-schools-mentors-intems. 
• University professors and resource people acknowledge and let teachers know 
individually that “we couldn’t do it without you.” 
• University program gives mentor teachers latitude in how they implement the 
requirements and encourages them to develop their own style of mentoring within the 
broad framework of the program goals and objectives. 
• Mentor teachers and university personnel all feel they are program staff rather than 
simply school or university staff. 
• All of the people engaged in the training process feel as if they are included and that 
their voices and opinions do get listened to and acted on. Regular meetings allow for 
open and honest discussion of a variety of issues. Differing viewpoints and outlooks 
regarding program implementation are seen as positive opportunities for growth 
rather than sources for conflict and division along school and university lines. 
• The program holds high expectations for all engaged in the training process. Mentors 
and university staff are all expected to model professionalism (being reflective 
practitioners/viewing self as leamer/engaging in action research projects) engaging in 
collaborative relationships with colleagues) and share their practical knowledge 
expertise related to teaching and learning. 
• University courses are offered for mentor teachers and other school staff. These are 
taught by university staff engaged in work with the training program. The focal topic 
of courses are determined by the school staff, thus ensuring its relevancy to their 
professional growth. 
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• Practical and theoretical knowledge are equally valued and explored in the training 
process. 
Analysis: Mentor Teachers’ Key Recommendations 
The mentor teachers’ comments present a range of ideas for building effective 
teacher training programs. They discuss factors that can help create effective teacher 
training programs. These include a sense of collegial unity, transformative and 
interconnected approaches to supporting educational reform, and a strong commitment to 
shifting and re-defining the dynamics surrounding knowledge and power. Although some 
perspectives were common, there were also many points that were based on individual 
beliefs and understandings. There are also clear differences that emerge between the 
programs due to their diverse structures and levels of adoption of a Professional 
Development School model for teacher education. For example many of the comments 
made by teachers in program three are about maintaining an existing collaborative PDS 
structure, however comments form mentor teachers in programs one and two are based 
more on visions for collaborative structures and a desire for a power shift from the 
current university based control to a more equitable relationship between university and 
schools. 
The data reflects the fact that mentor teachers have thought at length about what it 
takes to build an effective teacher training program. There are suggestions that match 
current program practices and others that are not yet in place. The following summaries 
highlight the essence of the mentor teachers’ visions for each program. Teachers from 
program one envision a program that enables and expects all the key players (teachers, 
students, pre-service students, university liaisons) to think critically about the social and 
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political realities that play out on a daily basis in classrooms and in society in general. 
This can only occur through honesty, lively debate, conflict, frustration, and a willingness 
to listen, learn and act. Comments from both Clara and Tim imply the need to push 
program one to build stronger connections, and deeper respect between the university and 
schools. Although they are both actively engaged with the program as mentor teachers 
and facilitators of courses (one of which is taught in their classroom) they critique the 
lack of true collaborations that have a deep sense of equity and respect. They see this as 
the challenge ahead in creating what they envision as a truly effective teacher training 
program. 
The mentor teachers from program two support the “building of bridges” and the 
implied connections between schools and university. They also encourage more 
opportunities for teachers to work side by side with university liaisons to model unity and 
equity. This is not currently a component of program two, although many teachers 
facilitate specific seminar sessions the reflective course is still taught at the university by 
a university professor (often an experienced educator and doctoral student such as 
David). Shirly spoke at length about the need to help pre-service students make better 
connections between knowledge of method and content and classroom practice. She 
reflected on the fact that the program needed to build stronger ongoing links to 
classrooms and mentor teachers by redefining roles and where the power lies. 
As mentioned earlier program three has been designed as a consructivist school 
based program. Thus both mentor teachers and university liasons are working under 
different conditions to program one and two. Students are carefully selected by the 
mentor teachers. However conflicts do arise due to differing opinions, not only based on 
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individual preference but also split down urban/rural teacher lines. Teachers do however 
discuss this difference openly, respect each others opinions, and view the conflict as a 
natural and healthy part of the program. The norm is that mentor teachers, pre-service 
students and university liaisons feel supported by their collegial relationships, challenged 
by working with the vastly differing cultures of their schools and the university program, 
and excited to be engaged in lifelong learning. 
The data shows us that by listening in to the perspectives and experiences of mentor 
teachers, we can gain insights into the challenges, perceptions and beliefs they hold and 
that guide their daily interactions with children, pre-service students and university 
certification programs. In analyzing what the mentor teachers envisoned it becae clear 
that some of their ideas are in direct conflict with the established university program 
norms; thus provoking and demanding a paradigm shift. These teachers talked about 
building bridges as a way to more meaningful partnerships between schools and 
university teacher training programs. They are clear that without high standards and clear 
goals for pre-service teachers to embrace teaching as a learning profession the 
relationship with the university will fail, as it assumes that mentor teachers will 
compromise and give in to the greater powers of the university programs. Each teacher 
has a vision and a desire to work towards that vision hand in hand with the university 
program. For this to happen however they are clear that equity, honesty and ability to 
critique ones own actions and the actions of others is key. These mentor teachers make it 
clear that if they are to become true partners in the teacher training process rather than 
poor cousins to their university colleagues, if school reform is to truly take shape in 
classrooms across the country, if pre-service teachers are to be well prepared for the 
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challenges of democratic classrooms suitable for the twenty first century; then, as the 
mentor teachers in this study argue, a unified and jointly negotiated vision for teacher 
training can lead the way for a paradigm shift. 
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION: INTERPRETIVE COMMENTARY 
Introduction 
The case studies and analysis presented in Chapter 4 highlight a range of critical 
challenges and issues related to the current educational change landscape. In this chapter 
the divergent yet related themes that were extracted in the analysis sections will come 
together in a discussion of the interconnected nature of the findings, as well as how they 
relate back to the literature. The discussion will focus on three broad themes: listening in 
and speaking out; growth in practice: professional development as lifelong learning; and 
changing content: contexts for challenge, conflict and creativity. As I begin this 
discussion chapter I am reminded of the comment by Lieberman and Miller (1999) that: 
“Too often, discussions about school change take place in the rarified atmospheres of 
universities, foundations, and business round tables, where talking about schools is 
abstract and far removed from the realities of both teaching and schools” (p. xii). It is my 
intent to enrich the dialogue surrounding school and university teacher training reform by 
building on key observations, comments, beliefs and ideas presented by the participants 
in this collective case study. 
The overarching frame for this discussion chapter will be the proposition that if 
teachers at all stages of their professional lifespan assume an inquiry stance the potential 
for professional transformation is enhanced and nurtured. In turn if teachers from pre¬ 
service to veteran mentors develop the skills, knowledge and disposition associated with 
assuming a lifelong inquiry stance, then there is a greater potential for the key challenges 
of effective and sustainable educational reform to be met. Cohran-Smith and Lytle have 
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put forth the concept of assuming an “inquiry stance” on teaching and learning (1993, 
1998, 1999a, 2000, 2001) and state that: 
Taking an inquiry stance means teachers and student teachers working 
within communities to generate local knowledge, envision and theorize 
their practice, and interpret and interrogate the theory and research of 
others. Fundamental to this notion is the idea that the work of inquiry 
communities is both social and political-that is, it involves making 
problematic the current arrangements of schooling; the ways knowledge is 
constructed, evaluated, and used; and teachers’ individual and collective 
roles in bringing about change. (2001, p. 50) 
I am also basing the discussion of the data on the premise that “the transformation of 
schooling and the transformation of teaching are interconnected. We cannot reform 
schools without reforming teaching, and we cannot reform teaching without reforming 
schools” (Lieberman & Miller, 1999, p. 1). By examining the case studies findings with 
this critical and transformative lens, and by holding central the premise that there is much 
to learn from the perspectives and experiences of teachers at all stages of their 
professional development; this chapter will synthesize and examine the three themes that 
weave the various threads of findings together. These themes are: (1) listening in and 
speaking out, (2) growth in practice, and (3) change. 
Classrooms, teacher learning communities and university teacher training programs 
are being challenged to become places in which diverse students learn to their maximum 
potentials, in which teachers and students actively try to problem solve and resolve 
dissonances between the way they initially understand a phenomenon and new evidence 
that challenges that understanding. Many of the case studies reflect individuals and 
communities engaged in reflective and collaborative teaching and learning. Students’ 
perspectives and voices are heard during a university seminar held in their own urban 
classroom. Teachers talk about their development as professionals, their changing 
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perceptions of what it means to teach and learn, of what they expect of themselves and 
what is expected of them. Preservice teachers explore what it means to be engaged in 
collegial relationships with peers and school communities, and how to develop ways of 
constructing themselves as professionals and change agents. School leaders such as 
Robert struggle with creating a school climate that will slowly move staff forwards 
professionally, that will create a communal tapestry that will embrace individuality 
alongside collegiality, and that will lead to new ways of teaching and learning. University 
programs and facilitators are challenged to re-design and reflect, sometimes 
collaboratively with teachers; on what kinds of knowledge, skills and dispositions their 
programs should cultivate. We see university teacher educators, teachers and their 
students, and preservice students being challenged to work within a climate of change 
that demands a shift in practice and perspectives through the adoption of the new social 
realities of teaching. 
The data reflects the fact that the participants engaged in a variety of professional 
collaborations. This included interns in program three giving and receiving feedback on 
videos of their teaching and mentor teachers expressing the positive impacts of working 
in a range of supportive collegial collaborations. These kinds of collaborations had 
thinking and learning as central practices. Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (2001) 
remind us that: 
It is increasingly clear that teacher learning is a linchpin of school reform, 
it is equally apparent that if teachers are to negotiate the demands of new 
standards and new students, they must have access to a deeper base of 
knowledge and expertise than most teacher preparation programs and 
inservice staff development programs now provide.... In the long run, 
teachers’ and other educators’ capacities for much more powerful practice 
and for leadership in school renewal can be widely acquired throughout 
the teaching force only by major reforms of teacher (and administrator) 
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preparation and major restructuring of the systems by which states and 
school districts license, hire, induct, support and provide for the continual 
learning of practitioners. This argues for a focus on developing new policy 
as well as new practices in professional development, (p. 378 - 379) 
Given the current standards and assessments based reform agenda increased demands are 
being made to focus on new policy and new practices in professional development. The 
participants involved in this study are clearly committed to moving towards the goals of 
creating “ a policy infrastructure for good teaching that systematically supports the 
development of professional knowledge, norms and practices within and across schools” 
(Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1999, p. 405). This journey is complex, it takes great 
energy and demands high levels of commitment to the new vision of educational reform 
and renewal. 
Theme One: Listening In and Speaking Out 
If, as suggested in the introduction, we are in the midst of a revolutionary and 
transformative shift in teaching, what does this really mean for those working in schools 
and in university teacher training programs? New standards and assessments clearly 
impact the daily lives of all of the participants in this study, they challenge their 
established norms of relationships, they require complex shifts in power dynamics, they 
assume that new roles will be forged for all involved in the teaching and learning process. 
The proponents of this reform agenda assert that the result will be effective and dynamic 
change in classrooms, and dramatic shifts in the ways in which students think and learn. 
Teachers are thus at the center of an extremely demanding and ambitious revisioning of 
all aspects of schooling and the training of teachers. 
Just as teachers have to change to meet the new reality, university teacher training 
programs such as those in this a study find themselves having to examine and revise the 
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kind of training they provide to preservice teachers in their programs in order to meet the 
demands of these new reforms. The schools in which these preservice and mentor 
teachers teach are engaged in a process of change stemming from the large scale reform 
of the 1990s. Fullan (2001) reminds us of two critical points that “The best insights into 
the change process come from our association with practice” (p. xiii) and that: 
Reform is not just putting into place the latest policy. It means changing 
the cultures of the classrooms, the districts, the universities and so on. 
There is much more to educational reform than most people realize. We 
need powerful usable strategies for powerful recognizable change, (p. 7) 
Listening in and speaking out are central to a vision of reform that demands the changing 
of cultures and the individuals working within these cultures. Miller (2001) puts the 
importance of listening in and speaking out within the broader context of school and 
university partnerships when she asserts that: 
At root, a school/university partnership is a precarious organization. 
Bridging two cultures, it remains marginal to each. This marginality, 
though difficult to manage, it is essential for survival. It not only protects 
against overidentification with one institution; it guarantees that diverse 
and multiple voices will be heard and valued.” (p. 116) 
The guarantee that “diverse and multiple voices” be not only heard but valued is at the 
base of all effective reform. Change, and in this case partnership between differing 
cultures, can only flourish if everyone engaged in the change process appreciates, 
understands and acts upon the kinds of listening in and speaking out that connect to a 
shared and co-constructed meaning; and that represent the interface between individual 
and collective meaning and action in everyday situations, in Fullan’s (2001) view, this is 
where change stands or falls. 
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Examples of Listening In and Speaking Out 
Who have preservice teachers, teachers and university teacher educators traditionally 
“listened in” and “spoken out” to? Who do we get a chance to “listen in” to in the new 
paradigm of professional development? Whose voices are really heard when they speak 
out? What kinds of attitudes and skills does “listening in and speaking out” build? If we 
build habits of “listening in and speaking out” what can we learn? Who was listening in 
and speaking out to whom in the case studies? The following examples taken from the 
case study data give a sense of the kinds of listening in and speaking out that were 
observed and shared by the participants. 
Third and fourth grade students talked confidently to preservice teachers, teachers 
and university facilitators about their experiences with Open Circle in an urban setting 
and the ways in which they felt empowered and respected. They mention how the 
program has helped them learn to listen to their peers needs, questions and concerns 
about themselves and their classroom community. After presenting their stories alongside 
their teachers, they were asked questions by the intern teachers, who in turn listened in to 
the teachers presentation once the students left. Intern teachers listened in and responded 
to each others questions and comments basing their answers on their own knowledge and 
practical teaching experience. The university facilitator listened in most of the three hour 
seminar session with only an occasional comment and reminder of assignments due. 
Two university facilitators, one a teacher and one a graduate student, design a ten 
minute weekly seminar activity called “Question of the Week” that focuses on relevant 
topics such as challenges of management, curriculum design and professional 
development. The key objective of this activity is to encourage the preservice students to 
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listen in to their peers outlooks and experiences as well as having them build confidence 
in their own professional voice. The most important rule of the session (and the hardest 
for the facilitators to follow) is that they cannot make comments or ask questions until the 
activity is finished. 
Preservice students view videos of each others teaching during a university seminar 
session held in a public school library. They take notes, listen to each others concerns and 
give oral and written feedback. They will include a video of their teaching with their final 
assignments along with reflective writing related to the various curriculum strands, from 
math to social justice. They are expected to observe a peer teaching in their classroom 
setting and to write a feedback sheet with comments and suggestions regarding the 
teaching they observed. All of these students will have regular observations of their 
teaching by their university liaison and mentor teacher; who will also provide detailed 
observational notes and reflections. 
Prospective interns for Program Three go through a rigorous series of activities and 
interviews in the application process. Mentor teachers are involved in the design, content 
and implementation of the process, and they play a key role in determining which 
students are admitted. They may have differing opinions on candidates, and these are 
openly and honestly discussed, debated and resolutions usually created. For example 
conflicts do emerge at times between the kinds of candidates the teachers working in the 
urban community select over those selected by the suburban teachers. This is the first of 
many ways in which their voices are listened to. They are critical in the ongoing 
evaluation of the interns performance, they write lengthy feedback for program staff 
every semester, they are invited to present and be involved in the interns weekly seminar, 
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they have time to gather as a collegial group as there is a cadre of interns and mentors at 
just two schools. The university liaisons often make clear to them that the program could 
not work without them playing such a central role. They know this is not just rhetoric but 
that they are working hard at developing a genuine collaboration in a university: school 
partnership. 
Clara and I work closely together to construct our seminar syllabus. We share our 
opinions, and discuss the conflict between theory and practice, university training 
programs and daily reality in schools. We face the dilemma of developing a course that 
connects to the practical knowledge that stems from the world of classrooms, as well as 
validating theoretical knowledge (represented by journal articles and course books) that 
the university requires. Clara asks how we will get the preservice students thinking and 
acting on a deep level about issues of diversity, race and schooling? How we will 
challenge the preservice students to a point of critical inquiry about their personal 
histories, beliefs and actions? We also talk about our relationship and the need for 
ongoing openness and honesty to tackle issues head on. There are no easy fixes, but there 
is a commitment to build respect for each other, the cultures we come from (both 
university and school and British and African American) and to explore our differing 
perspectives. Even after working together for several semesters we both still feel we are 
only on the tip of the iceberg of honestly listening in and speaking out. There are 
moments we know we have dived under and explored the depths, as well as times we 
have swum on the surface and avoided the conflict, confusion or that the process of 
diving under would involve. We both acknowledge this is hard work and that we have a 
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long way to go, we’re not always proud of our actions but we strive for meaningful 
solutions. 
Robert, a principal, talks to a group of preservice students about his visions of 
professionalism. He shares his advice on job searching, resume writing and working in a 
collegial learning community. Preservice students are open and honest about some of 
their current classroom dilemmas and welcome his insights and support. After the session 
some students share that initially they felt intimidated to be sitting around chatting to a 
principal, but that once the session was over they truly appreciated his advice and his 
seemingly genuine concern for their future in the profession. 
During a portfolio conference David, a university seminar facilitator, quietly reads a 
student’s personal statement then offers some advice for improvement. He listens 
attentively as she speaks confidently about her interview experiences and how she got 
one interview panel actively involved in a math activity. They laugh together as they 
jointly assess and evaluate the portfolio. 
Analysis: Professional Interactions 
So what do we see happening in these professional interactions? The first thing to 
note is the number of ways in which “listening in and speaking out” is occurring between 
the participants. It is happening across boundaries that have traditionally been fraught 
with tensions surrounding the social realities of knowledge and power. The following two 
“takes” on listening in and speaking out give the interactions extracted from the data a 
historical context, that reflects the shift from professional development as skills building 
to professional development as culture building. From “listening in and speaking out” 
being very bounded in terms of who does what, when and where; to a point where, as the 
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data reflects, “listening in and speaking out” is occurring across boundaries and between 
all those engaged in assuming a lifelong inquiry stance. 
In her interview Pat who has been an educator for thirty seven years said “ Those 
ivory towers always seemed like another world. A place where some mysterious 
academic potion was stirred! They would sometimes pass down the ingredients at 
inservice workshops and new curriculum ideas. Now I feel I am part of them and they are 
a part of me and developing professionally is a joint venture” (interview, 5/30/01). The 
popular vision of the university as the “ivory towers” and the village and schools as the 
place over which the towers loom is still, at times, used to describe the relationship 
between university teacher training programs and teachers in schools. This relationship 
has constructed ways of being, ways of listening in, ways of speaking out, thinking and 
negotiating and relating with others engaged in teaching and learning. These are ways 
that some of the participants have lived, veteran mentor teachers talk about the shifting 
realities of their professional lives. They have been the village school teachers in the 
following scenario, and they have known many ivory tower professors in teacher 
education programs, as well as many professional developers who have ridden into the 
village on their horses waving a flag saying “We have come to save you. We have the 
answer, our bag of tricks will make you a professional!” The following two “Takes” are a 
humorous use of metaphor to examine two paradigms of teacher education. In “Take 
One” the ivory towers are isolated and high above the village community, in “Take Two” 
the towers have become an integrated part of the community. 
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Take One: Ivory Towers and Wasteful Workshops 
Those in the ivory tower have occasionally come down and crossed the moat 
heading to the village to check in with the villagers as they go about their daily work. In 
the village school individual teachers work towards their own professional goals. They 
attend one shot professional development workshops where they listen to expert 
professional developers who share “advice and tips of things to try, catalogues filled with 
blackline - master activities for the latest educational ideas (cooperative learning, 
problem solving, literary analysis, or something else), six-step plans for a host of teaching 
challenges, and much more” (Ball & Cohen, 2001, p. 4). These may provide brief 
moments of novelty but then end up on a dusty shelf as teachers revert to what they know 
has worked for them in the past and is less risky, and less demanding in terms of being a 
self reflective teacher. Students’ and teachers’ thinking and learning tends to be built 
around established norms in which a clearly defined line is drawn between teacher and 
student, with the teacher having and delivering the knowledge that the students need to 
succeed. 
They have also sent preservice teachers down to the village schools for some 
practice teaching, but only after years of university theory that is disconnected from the 
realities of the classrooms in which students learn. The university researchers have 
observed in the village school and taken that practical knowledge in their research sacks 
back to the lofty heights of the academy. The teachers are left feeling as if their goods 
(their experiences and practical knowledge) have been pillaged and reconstructed in ways 
that they can not access or use to improve their own practice. Technical academic 
language and a university culture that views practical knowledge as a poor cousin to 
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theoretical knowledge creates a wide chasm between the worlds of universities and 
schools. They feel as if they have no voice in the teacher education program, no 
opportunities to have others listen in to them, and no chance to speak out with strong 
professional unity. In this take “professional development is rarely seen as a continuing 
enterprise for teachers, it is only occasionally truly developmental” (Ball & Cohen, 2001, 
p. 4) and the emphasis is on what teachers do rather than on what they know. 
Take Two: Dirt Roads and Fluid Highways 
In framing the relationship between university teacher training programs and schools 
Robert used the metaphor of taking a dirt road, that is bumpy and rarely traveled; and 
building a fluid highway that connects the inquiry communities of schools and 
universities. In “Take Two” all participants are being listened to and speaking out. The 
ivory tower no longer looms over the village, it has become an integrated part of the 
educational community and the moat is now used for field trips when the students in the 
village classrooms want to catch tadpoles for a frog life cycle study, and when preservice 
students are developing an integrated curriculum around a water theme. Teachers and 
their students are not only involved in classroom learning but in community action and 
activism. Parents are viewed as partners and are deeply involved in all aspects of their 
child’s education. This community is a center for inquiry, a place of discovery and 
collegial growth. In this scenario inquiry as stance is the norm and challenging and 
dismantling fundamental practices is viewed as a critical part of professional 
development. On the fluid highway that Robert envisions: 
Sometimes teachers begin to reinvent their job descriptions. They critique 
and seek to alter cultures of collegiality; ways that school or program 
structures promote or undermine collaboration; ratios of teacher autonomy 
to teacher responsibility; norms of teacher evaluation; relationships among 
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student teachers, teachers, and their university colleagues; and the ways 
power is exercised in teacher-to-teacher, mentor-to-teacher, and school- 
university partnerships. (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2001, p. 55) 
This reinvention of the professional development culture shifts the power dynamic that 
surrounds listening in and talking out. Teachers’ knowledge is no longer pillaged and 
taken to the ivory towers to be reconstructed in isolation from teachers and practice, it is 
co-constructed and jointly enacted alongside those from the university. Teachers are also 
researchers, and often engage in action research with their schools and in collaboration 
with university professors that leads to joint presentations at national education 
conferences and publications of journal articles and books. This combined action implies 
a new relationship between the various participants, a new way of structuring, creating 
and sustaining these diverse relationships, and a shift in reality that implies new 
boundaries and roles. 
Sustainable Change: Transition and Negotiation 
The data supports the assertion that preservice students, teachers, teacher educators 
and students who are engaged in this new kind of “listening in and speaking out” have the 
potential to create sustainable change in schools and schools of education. It also reflects 
the transitional nature of this change and the negotiating that occurs as the shifting power 
dynamics of diverse relationships evolve. Elementary students learn that their insights 
can help preservice teachers better understand ways to meet the needs of a students like 
themselves in diverse urban schools. Preservice teachers discover that their professional 
voices are valid, that they will be listened to by peers, leaders in administration, mentor 
teachers and university teacher trainers. Teachers, clinical faculty and university liaisons 
learn to navigate complex collaborations. 
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It is critical to remember that all participants bring their professional and personal 
histories to the table, “The key is establishing trusting relationships between practitioners 
and outside experts in which they work together on problems of practice by bringing 
different kinds of expertise to the table” (Stein, Smith, & Silver, 1999, p. 240). If 
everyone engaged in the joint reform of schools and teaching can feel validated when 
they listen in and speak out there is hope for sustainable change, for as Fullan (2001) 
reminds us that “Working through the complexities of change until we get shared 
meaning and commitment is the only way to get substantial improvement.” and we need 
to understand that “The ultimate goal of change is when people see themselves as 
shareholders with a stake in the success of the system as a whole, with pursuit of meaning 
as the elusive key” (p. 272). The participants in this study modeled a wide range of ways 
in which they chose to listen in and speak out as professionals within and across the 
organizational cultures of schools and universities. Elmore (2000) reminds us that 
“Instructional improvement requires continuous learning: Learning is both individual and 
a social activity. Therefore, collective learning demands an environment that guides and 
directs the acquisition of new knowledge about instruction” (Fullan, 2001, p.236). The 
essence of Elmore’s comment is that solving problems in complex systems such as 
schools and universities is not accomplished by having great standards, but by being 
addressed daily as a continuous learning proposition. What the participants remind us is 
that everyone in the process needs to be developing professionally, everyone needs to 
believe that when they speak out with other stakeholders they will be listened to, that they 
can grow and learn as a member of the learning community by listening in; and that 
solutions must come through shared meaning. 
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Theme Two: Growth in Practice 
Professional Development as Lifelong Learning. 
The participants shared many stories and offered many definitions of what it meant 
for them to grow as professionals. For preservice teachers this was from the perspective 
of their relatively new identity as teaching professionals, for many of the mentor teachers 
this stemmed from a long career as an elementary teacher. Preservice teachers in all three 
programs were given opportunities to reflect on who they were as professionals. For 
example in program one they engaged in professional discussions with teachers and 
defined key characteristics of what it meant to them to be professionals. In program two 
they created a professional portfolio that was used in initial interviews to provide 
employers with a sense of who they were and what they could offer to a school. In 
program three they engaged in peer feedback sessions and built truly collaborative 
learning communities within their cooperating schools. All participants were clearly 
engaged in some kind of professional development, however were they assuming an 
inquiry stance? 
The teachers talked about diverse professional challenges, supports and 
transformations. It is noticeable in their visions of teacher training, and the meaning they 
make of their roles as mentor teachers with the university programs; that they are 
engaged in a dynamic process of revisioning professional development. The preservice 
teachers in program one offered the following key components of being a professional in 
the eyes of administrators, students and parents: be respectful of all opinions even when 
you strongly disagree; be knowledgeable about how children learn; be skilled with 
classroom management and have a deep understanding of the curriculum specified by 
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your school; view parents as partners in their child’s education; be an intelligent and 
caring person; view your colleagues as invaluable sources of support and feedback on 
your own practice; be able to collaborate with them in a variety of ways; be energetic 
with a genuine enthusiasm for teaching ; expect to grow professionally and view yourself 
as a lifelong learner; always be self confident and self reflective, and be willing and able 
to take risks. Clearly if these are the knowledge, skills and dispositions they associate 
with being a professional, they are at the core of what they view as components of 
effective professional development. One of the students shared that: 
I realized we need to go beyond the idea of a professional being just a suit 
and tie or fancy dress. It is about team work, passion, collaboration, 
cooperation and creative thinking. You have to be always growing and 
changing, questioning, organized, have a good sense of humor, be flexible 
with others, self confident and be a role model for others. (Jill, March 27, 
2001) 
Although Jill’s statement makes it sound smooth the data also reflected the fact that often 
pre-service students struggled with being “professional.” The following two quotes 
reflect some of the bumpy reality. A student from program one shared: “You know like 
who are they to tell me I can’t wear jeans, like it is what I do with the kids that matters!” 
and another student in Program Two reflected on her professional growth “ I am getting 
there but it is so hard. Some days I just want to curl up and be an undergrad again with no 
responsibilities or expectations on me, no eyes watching what and how I am doing!!” 
There are strong links between the key aspects of effective professional development 
identified by the mentor teachers and preservice teachers and those identified by Hawley 
and Valli (2001) who have put forth specific design principles for effective professional 
development that state that professional development should: 
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• Be driven by analyses of the differences between goals and standards for student 
learning and student performance. 
• Involve learners (such as teachers) in the identification of what they need to learn 
and, when possible, in the development of the learning opportunity and the process to 
be used. 
• Be primarily school based and integral to school operations. 
• Provide learning opportunities that relate to individual needs but for the most part are 
organized around collaborative problem solving. 
• Be continuous and ongoing, involving follow-up and support for further learning, 
including support from sources external to the school that can provide necessary 
resources and an outside perspective. 
• Incorporate evaluation of multiple sources of information on outcomes for students 
and processes that are involved in implementing the lessons learned through 
professional development. 
• Provide opportunities to engage in developing a theoretical understanding of the 
knowledge and skills to be learned. 
• Be integrated with a comprehensive change process that deals with impediments to 
the facilitators of student learning, (pp. 139-144) 
The data shows that the mentor teachers are expecting to be challenged and 
mystified, to be investigators and inquirers, to be connecting the worlds of theory and 
practice, the cultures of schools and universities and to be looking critically at their own 
practice and at the practice of others and to be given support and feedback from peers. 
They are assuming that their work in classrooms and with university programs, and more 
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specifically with preservice students, will impact students’ learning and be integrated into 
the comprehensive change process. 
In the case of Program Three mentor teachers they are asking the university to 
provide them with courses that relate to context specific challenges. This departs from the 
old frame of professional developers arriving as “outsiders” to improve the practice of the 
“insiders.” These professional courses act as a place where theoretical and practical 
knowledge come together, and where mentor teachers and university liaisons grow 
professionally through their collaboration. They are actively seeking out opportunities to 
not only work with staff within their own school communities, but to reach out and build 
relationships with other teachers and university liaisons involved in teacher training and 
in professional development opportunities. 
Most of the mentor teachers in this study have assumed leadership roles beyond 
mentoring pre-service teachers from the three programs. For example Cindy, Andrea and 
Sue have been involved with a new statewide constructivist math curriculum program run 
at a local university over the past few years. They have not only become school leaders in 
math education but have also worked with educators from across the state and nation. 
Barbara and Rebecca have become leaders within their school introducing the “Open 
Circle” program and mentoring colleagues as they take the risk of starting it for the first 
time. They have been to seminars in Boston for a training of trainers and hope that more 
staff will begin to use the program once they see how effective it is with their urban 
population. Although many of the teachers shared positive reactions to their new 
leadership roles in their schools they also shared honestly about the hardships and 
resistance encountered. Andrea said “Just when you are feeling great one negative 
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comment from a colleague and it knocks you down, it takes the wind out of you! But you 
have to get back up!!” and Sue reflected that “It can be very hard when colleagues are 
resistant to change, they won’t listen, it is a wall. Then you have to strategize, but it is 
challenging to stay motivated!” In assuming leadership roles both Andrea and Sue 
experienced the highs and lows of collegial reactions. 
It is also important to note that in their relationships with preservice teachers most of 
the mentor teachers in this study are open and honest in their mentoring roles, and often 
share the sentiment that Pat expressed: “ I just grow so much working with interns, they 
help me develop as we learn together about teaching and learning They can be a breath of 
fresh air and so full of enthusiasm for the students and building innovative curriculum.” 
(Interview, 5/30/01). Mentor teachers, preservice teachers and university liaisons all 
talked about the ways in which their newly constructed relationships within the 
school/university partnership had nurtured their growth as professionals. From an 
educational leadership perspective Robert reminds us that many mentor teachers, and 
more specifically those he sees at his school: 
Have a wealth of knowledge and experiences to share and they are excited 
to have this kind of opportunity professionally it is win: win situation. It is 
win for the university, win for the teachers, win for school and win for the 
populations of students we serve. This is a golden opportunity, this is the 
time to move forward. (Robert, 5/15/01) 
Moving forward is a key concept that all the participants hold central to their 
professional development. None of the participants talked about stagnating in the 
professional development landscape. They may not see themselves as true professionals, 
they may believe they have a lifetime of learning still to go; but they all want to be 
propelled forward, to continue to grow in new and challenging ways that are often both 
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individual and collective. The participants in this study are engaged in building 
sustainable professional relationships within a variety of school/university partnership 
models. Miller (2001) reminds us that: 
In a sustainable school/university partnership there is no espoused “one 
best way” to engage educators and institutions in their own development. 
Nor is there room for territorial concerns about ownership of ideas and the 
hierarchy of knowledge. Rather school/ university partnerships create 
spaces that are responsive, flexible and inventive. They provide occasions 
for the reciprocal discovery and distribution of the tools, understandings, 
and information that inform and influence the work of all of its members. 
(p. H7) 
Research on teachers’ professional development has informed our understandings of 
various aspects of professional growth. Several needs have been identified as key 
elements of a new vision for effective professional development. The need to be linked to 
educational reform (Loucks-Horsley, 1998), the need to focus on “culture building” not 
“skills training” as discussed earlier in this chapter (Lieberman & Miller, 1994), the need 
to have professional development that is linked to student learning and curricular reform 
that is deeply embedded in the daily life of schools (Darling-Hammond, 1998; Elmore & 
Burney, 1997), the need to provide teachers with opportunities to inquire systematically 
about how teaching practice constructs rich learning opportunities for some students (Ball 
& Cohen, 1999; Little, 1993) but may limit access and learning opportunities for others 
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). This vision of professional development is shared by 
many of those who are currently designing and implementing professional development 
with the intent of promoting teacher learning. 
Hawley and Valli (2001) openly admit that “there are different ways of talking about 
these principles of effective professional development.” (p. 144) which connects to 
Cochran-Smith & Lytle’s (2001) assertion that “three conceptions coexist in the world of 
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educational policy, research and practice and are invoked by differently positioned people 
in order to explain and justify quite different ideas and approaches to improving teaching 
and learning” (p. 47). Rather than a new professional development that is monolithic and 
consensual Cochran-Smith and Lytle (2001) propose that “ a legitimate and essential 
purpose of professional development is the development of an inquiry stance” (p. 46). In 
using the term “inquiry as stance” Cochran-Smith & Lytle (2001) describe the position 
teachers and others who work together in inquiry communities take toward knowledge, 
its relationships to practice, and the purposes of schooling. They state “We use the 
metaphor of stance to suggest both orientation and positional ideas, to carry allusions to 
the physical placing of the body a well as to intellectual activities and perspectives over 
time” (2001, p. 50). 
Assuming an Inquiry Stance 
In discussing the data it is critical to ask therefore to what degree are the participants 
viewing the purpose of their professional development as assuming an inquiry stance on 
teaching that is critical and transformative? In sharing their experiences and the meaning 
they attach to professional development, there are many perspectives, ranging from those 
who see professional growth as something extremely personal and individual, to those 
who relate their growth to the broader context. 
Some of the teachers in this study related their experiences to the current educational 
landscape and the implications of being a professional in a specific social and political 
contexts. Pat shared that she sees her professional growth as linked to her desire to learn 
“It propels us, it challenges us, and ultimately it encourages us to create, or at least take 
small steps towards creating change, not only of ourselves as professionals, but change 
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for the wider educational picture, true reform” (interview, 5/30/01). True reform to Pat is 
defined as a process in which professionals work together as a community of learners. 
She acknowledges the importance of her own personal growth but views it as connected 
to broader reform. Little (2001) reminds us that: 
Reforms have the potential to enhance or threaten the intellectual, moral, 
and emotional satisfactions of classroom teaching .. reforms have the 
potential to unite or divide colleagues, or to generate or interrupt 
friendships and other bonds of professional community. Reform activity 
typically entails a greatly increased level of teacher interaction and 
collaboration, especially in whole staff forums and in newly configured 
teaching teams or programs, (p. 26-27) 
Rebecca reflects that “I know for me relationships guide my professional growth. We are 
so lucky at our school. I feel part of something larger, something meaningful and I am 
expected to be a decision maker by the administration. I feel I can help decide where the 
school goes and that is pretty empowering professionally” (interview, 6/5/01). Both Pat 
and Rebecca’s comments imply an understanding of the power of a learning community, 
a place where professionals from preservice students to administrators are moving 
towards assuming an inquiry stance, where there is an overarching professional 
connectedness between the daily lives in classrooms, the school and university cultures 
and the current climate of reform and renewal. 
Cindy and Andrea are both veteran teachers who are nearing retirement. However, in 
their interviews their professional enthusiasm for lifelong learning and inquiry was 
apparent. Andrea shares “I have loved teaching from the start. It is invigorating, it is 
always challenging, it is never boring” (interview, 6/4/01). This view of teaching as a 
stimulating and challenging profession is common to many of the mentor teachers in the 
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study, who frame teaching and learning as a motivator and energy source. Andrea goes 
on to say: 
My professional life is wrapped up in creating an environment in which 
kids can feel free to take risks, to learn and to explore... I have realized 
that stumbling is about learning, growth, facing our worst fears, reveling 
in our strengths, finding a voice and being a small part of moving things 
forwards, helping things change. 
Facing fears and taking risks is also central to the mentor and preservice teachers 
approach to professional development, whether it is about making yourself vulnerable by 
having a peer observe your teaching, talking openly about a professional mistake to a 
principal, teaching a university seminar for the first time, building new skills as a mentor 
or pushing yourself in a curriculum area that is not your professional strength. In 
reflecting on the risk she took in facilitating a seminar session on Open Circle Barbara 
reflects: 
It made me realize how important it is to challenge myself professionally, to push 
the limits. Keeping on top of new things, new experiences has kept me alive, you 
can’t stagnate that way, it is easy to be afraid, but by pushing fear aside you keep 
questioning and thinking and discovering. I can help and support and model on 
many different levels, it reminded me of the power of sharing our professional 
expertise with colleagues and with the University folks, we’re all learning in this 
collaborative venture together. We each have a unique component to contribute to 
the training. (Barbara, 5/24/01) 
In the case of Clara I find myself struck by an apparent conflict. Although Clara 
states “I have an idea of what a professional is, looks like, talks like, acts and dresses like. 
How a professional person interacts with people, and I know that I’m not there!” 
(interview, 6/7/01). I have always framed her as someone who assumes an inquiry stance. 
In her classroom she holds strong to her commitment to creating learning environments 
in which all students can learn to their full potential, she collaborates as a team teacher 
and as a colleague, she was willing to take on the risk of being the first teacher to work 
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with program one as a clinical faculty member. She has a deep understanding of what it 
means to be a lifelong learner. Perhaps, as Cochran-Smith & Lytle (2001) suggest, it is 
that professionals take on differing inquiry stances yet are unified by an overarching 
intent to improve teaching and learning. Clara reminds us of the importance of building 
understandings of teachers’ perceptions, professional transformations can be and are 
interpreted in many different ways. Clara does not yet identify herself as a professional 
according to her criteria; and judging against others she views as true professionals, 
whereas my external perception is that Clara is a true professional with all of the qualities 
I would attribute to someone assuming an inquiry stance as a lifelong learner. 
For her part Cindy shares her story of an uncertainty and realization that she was a 
professional: “It happened in this evolutionary way but without my paying attention. I 
came to the knowledge that I really have some skills as a professional educator” 
(interview, 5/24/01). It seems as if for some of the teachers their professional identity 
crept up behind and surprised them. There is also often an overwhelming passion shown 
for the work they do as professionals that sustains them on a daily basis, as reflected in 
Yvonne’s comment to a group of preservice students: “I love it, I love it, I love it I love 
thinking about the choreography of the day as I drive to school. I am truly absorbed in 
every part of it. It is a spiritual calling,it is so creative and so fulfilling in so many ways. I 
am so incredibly fortunate to be a teacher” (interview, 4/24/01). 
So to what degree does the data show pre-service teachers moving towards an 
inquiry stance? The following comment by one of the preservice students in Program 
Three to her peers gets to the heart of pre-service teachers moving towards critical and 
informative professional development: 
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If we model that behavior as new teachers I think over time staff will be 
coming to us and wanting to engage with us. We’re coming in knowing 
that our colleagues are invaluable in helping us grow as professionals. 
Some teachers may not be ready to take on that kind of relationship, they 
may even be negative in their resistance, but we need to build on what we 
have valued in our training with our peers. Change will happen that way, 
even if it is on a small scale, change will happen if we model professional 
peer support. 
In this students view change and modelling professional behavior are equated with 
collegial collaborations. However, observations of pre-service seminar sessions also 
provided data that spoke to a more self centered and individualistic outlook. One student 
in program two stated: “You know I get the whole collaboration thing but to be honest 
right now I am looking out for me, I need to get certified, get my assignments in and 
focus on my own things.” Her friend responded “Yeah, like I know what you mean 
because do you remember that collaborative project, it took so much time and the other 
two did nothing? So why bother?” In a discussion of what it means to be a professional a 
student in program one shared “You know on my list it says collaboration and I really 
believe when I get a job I will build those skills. Right now I am focused on me, just on 
me, I have to get this degree first, then I can build professional relationships!” her friend 
responded “It is tough, but you know you can try a little, like with your cooperating 
teacher, with your supervisor, it is a start at least!” The data speaks to the fact that some 
pre-service students in this study struggled with the transition from being undergraduate 
students to assuming a professional stance during their final teaching practice. 
Engaging with colleagues, supporting and learning together, valuing others 
perspectives and experiences, seeing and acting on the potential for change and 
understanding that with a push for change there will be resistance. These are all critical 
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understandings and will guide teachers as they develop professionally in the new climate 
of reform and renewal. 
Theme Three: Change 
Change in the Needs of Students 
The changing content and standards for teaching and learning drive reform. It is 
these changes that have generated the current challenges for professional development, 
for students and teachers in classrooms and for university teacher education. The 
experiences of the participants in this study were deeply influenced by many different 
aspects of the change process, including newly imposed standards for teaching and 
learning in schools and universities driven by the current demographic realities “as the 
nation’s student population is becoming more diverse, its teaching force is becoming 
increasingly monocultural” (Ladson-Billings, 1999, p. 92). During the teachers panel 
discussions Yvonne shared with a small group of preservice students from program one 
that: 
Two years ago when I was teaching in first grade I cried 180 days all the 
way to school and all the way home! It was so overwhelming, I had 24 
students, 8 with special needs, many students who were bilingual, many 
students with behavioral issues and no extra support. It was hard to fight 
and fight and not get any extra support. I cried for the students as well as 
for my own sanity sometimes. (4/4/01) 
This comment is an example of the kinds of challenges and frustrations that many of the 
teachers in this study have faced in supporting all learners in their increasingly diverse 
classes. Julie also shares with a group that “In first grade we don’t have a bilingual aide 
and it is a big problem. So many of the behavioral problems are because they can only get 
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about 20% of what I am saying. The support is such an important thing, it is so integral to 
their growth and development” (Teacher Panel, 4/4/01). 
Change in the Culture of Power 
Clara and Tim view cultural diversity as central to their teaching and professional 
learning. Working as a cross cultural and mixed gender teaching team culture and power 
is “central to everything we try and do daily in the classroom, our work with children, 
interns, parents, university people, teachers and the wider community. It always comes 
back to an issue of culture, yes always come back to the issue of culture” (interview, 
6/7/01). In talking about his experiences as a white male teaching with an African 
American female Tim reflects: 
The assumptions are incredible, they ask me the technical questions about 
learning and teaching, and they ask Clara about what supplies they should 
bring for a birthday party. It happens with parents, children, interns, staff, 
university people; it is so deeply rooted. So we work very hard to bring 
awareness for ourselves and others, and especially for the children. 
Otherwise how will people think outside of the race and gender boxes? 
We push the lids open by doing what we do, but there is a long way to go. 
(Interview, 6/14/01) 
Clara and Tim assume an inquiry stance on their practice, they are reflective of how their 
practice fits within the wider social and political context, and the power dynamics that 
influence the ways the various players are thinking and acting. Lisa Delpit (1986, 1988) 
reminds us that the culture of power means that issues of power with specific rules for 
participation are enacted in classrooms, and that those issues reflect power relationships 
in the larger society. Delpit asserts that “those with power are frequently least aware 
of—or willing to acknowledge—its existence. Those with less power are often most 
aware of its existence” (1988, p. 282). The impact of specific power dynamics related to 
gender and race that Clara and Tim discuss highlight this point. It also acts as a reminder 
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of the challenges faced by a largely white teaching profession in meeting the shifting 
needs of students in schools. If teachers assume an inquiry stance there is potential to 
move towards communication across cultures, a bridge-building activity that requires 
teachers to look, to listen, to open themselves to new ways of seeing and being (Delpit, 
1988). 
Central to the current outcomes question is the need to address the view that most 
educators, parents, employers, and students hold, that is that the current rigid and 
bureaucratic system of education “was never designed to teach all children effectively, to 
teach learners in all their varieties, to attend to each child’s particular mix of aptitudes 
and barriers to learning.” (Darling-Hammond, 1997, p. xi) In reflecting on the changing 
student demographic: bell hooks (1994) states: 
Multiculturalism compels educators to recognize the narrow boundaries 
that have shaped the way knowledge is shared in the classroom. It forces 
us all to recognize our complicity in accepting and perpetuating biases of 
any kind. Students are eager to break through barriers to knowing. They 
are willing to surrender to the wonder of re-learning and learning ways of 
knowing that go against the grain. When we, as educators, allow our 
pedagogy to be radically changed by our recognition of a multicultural 
world, we can give students the education they desire and deserve. We can 
teach in ways that transform consciousness, creating a climate of free 
expression that is the essence of a truly liberatory liberal arts education, (p. 
44) 
If teachers are able to assume an inquiry stance they will also be able to surrender “to the 
wonder of re-learning and learning ways of knowing that go against the grain.” Clara and 
Tim are “breaking through barriers to knowing,” but judging from the data this is a much 
harder thing to develop in preservice students, and in others who are resistant to the 
shifting realities of a multicultural world. We need to keep “allowing our pedagogy to be 
radically changed” and to acknowledge and face conflict in order to break through the 
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“narrow boundaries that have shaped the ways knowledge is shared in the classroom” 
(hooks, 1994). Only then can inquiry truly lead to revolutionary change. 
Changing Standards and Assessments 
The participants in this study are being impacted by changing state and district 
imposed curriculum objectives and a myriad of testing and assessment demands for 
students, teachers and preservice teachers. All three of the university programs have been 
revisioning their content in order to meet the accreditation standards and assessments that 
NCATE has put in place for teacher education programs. They have had to critically 
examine the program content and process in order to meet with these new standards that 
reflect new ways of looking at what it is teachers need to know and do, and how this 
knowing and doing can be assessed effectively. 
At the base of the current change agenda is the fact that “the key to producing well- 
qualified teachers is to greatly enhance their professional learning across the continuum 
of a career in the classroom. Teaching par excellence must become the learning 
profession in order to stimulate greater learning among students” (Sykes, 2001, p. xv). 
We are reminded of the call for action and change set out by Darling-Hammond in “What 
Matters Most: Teaching for America’s Future” (NCTAF, 1996). She recommended that 
the educational community: 
• Get serious about standards for both students and teachers. 
• Reinvent teacher preparation and professional development. 
• Fix teacher recruitment, and put qualified teachers in every classroom. 
• Encourage and reward teacher knowledge and skill. 
• Create schools that are organized for student and teacher success. 
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This study has explored many aspects of Darling-Hammond’s (1996) call for change. 
The case study data allows us to better understand what these kinds of changes may mean 
to some of the participants, and to get a feel for the daily lives of those hoping to create 
spaces and relationships from which they can build sustainable systems to meet the needs 
of all students. 
Change in teaching and learning does not occur in an isolated vacuum situated at a 
distance from social and political realities. The standards movement and “outcomes 
question” (Cochran-Smith, 2001b) are currently driving change efforts and reform. 
Cohran-Smith critiques and traces changes in the teacher education reform landscape in 
terms of major questions that have driven the field. She identifies the attributes question 
that asks “What are the attributes and qualities of good teachers, prospective teachers, 
and teacher education programs?” (early 1950s through 1960s); the effectiveness 
question that asks “What are the teaching strategies and processes used by effective 
teachers, and, what teacher education processes are most effective in ensuring that 
prospective teachers learn these strategies?” (late 1960s through the mid 1980s); the 
knowledge question that asks “What should teachers know and be able to do?” (early 
1980s through the late 1990s) (Cochran-Smith, 2001b, p. 4-6). 
The three central themes in this chapter have framed a variety of issues and 
perspectives that were extracted from the data. Central to this discussion chapter, as is 
true throughout the study, are the voices of the participants. Some of the key things being 
said are that 1) becoming a professional is a complex, challenging yet stimulating 
experience, 2) teaching and learning are intertwined, 3) individual transformation is at the 
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heart of professional development, 4) if you assume an inquiry stance there is much 
potential for collaboration and growth, 5) schools and universities have along way to go 
to build truly equitable relationships and 6) every teacher has their own way of framing 
their professional identity that is influenced by their experiences and personal beliefs. 
These insights provide us with a small and very specific window into the participants’ 
perspectives. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
In summary the educational community is at a critical crossroads in the meaning 
professionals make of their development across the lifespan. “It is a matter of awakening. 
It is a matter gradually, gradually, gradually of attending to the teacher and with the 
teacher, a matter of keeping open what we can imagine as possibility” (Greene, 2001, p. 
11). A “gradual awakening” is clearly occurring for many of the participants in this study, 
in the professional choices they make; the kinds of teaching and learning they engage in; 
and their guiding beliefs about effective and meaningful change. Teachers across the 
lifespan are being asked to meet new standards and assessments, and in turn to meet the 
needs of all students. More than ever before it is critical to give voice to all of those 
engaged in teaching and learning, and especially those involved in school/university 
partnerships, by listening in to their stories of professional development, and speaking out 
about their implications. 
A major goal of this study has been to explore the ways in which the participants 
define and make meaning of professional development. It has asserted that if teachers can 
assume an inquiry stance they can be better equipped to meet the needs of the current 
standards and assessments based reforms. Chapter 2 reviewed the literature that examines 
the ways in which schools and teacher education programs can collaborate in order to 
simultaneously restructure and reform teaching and teacher education. Chapter 3 built the 
connections between the choice of a qualitative collective case study methodology and 
the content of the study. It also introduced the reader to the participants and framed the 
study in detail. Chapter 4 used the data to present the reader with a range of cases from 
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within the three teacher education programs that highlighted specific themes relevant to 
professional development across the lifespan. The intention of this chapter was to give 
space and voice to those who were central to this study. In Chapter 5 an interpretative 
commentary wove the data and literature together in three overarching themes: listening 
in and speaking out; growth in practice; and change. In this final chapter I will remind the 
reader of my guiding questions and key findings, and will then put forth implications for 
practice and research. 
This study is built on the premise that by creating a space for professional voices to 
be heard, and by relating the key findings to the literature, the interconnectedness of the 
worlds of schools and universities, practice and theory, can be strengthened. The guiding 
research questions for this study were: (a) What meaning do the participants make of 
their professional development in teaching? and (b) How do the participants describe 
their experiences as developing professionals? As discussed in Chapter 5, change and its 
impact on professional development is currently driven by a move towards standards- 
based and performance-based assessments that demand improved teacher and student 
learning. Falk (2001) claims: 
A focus on how to better support teacher learning is critical to efforts 
aimed at improving student learning. Schools abilities to develop students 
depend on the existence of teachers who are knowledgeable about the 
critical elements of learning and can employ the strategies that are needed 
to connect these elements with the understandings of diverse learners, (p. 
137) 
In framing this summary it is key to remember that the lives and voices of teachers 
are central to our understandings of what those engaged with this new kind of 
professional development can become, what those who are assuming an inquiry stance 
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think, what they know, and what they do in their daily lives in classrooms with students 
and in their work with universities. Pat asserts that: 
Teaching is learning and learning is teaching, that is the essence of our 
professional lives. It propels us, it challenges us, and ultimately it 
encourages us to create, or at least to take small steps towards creating 
change, not only of ourselves as professionals; but change for the wider 
educational picture, true reform. (Interview, 5/30/01) 
Kelly (1998) states that “Well-developed standards-based and performance based 
assessments initiate a dynamic process—an ‘upward-spiraling helix’ of standards and 
performance that has the potential to transform the culture of teaching” (p. 3). If this 
“upward-spiraling helix” generates enough energy to transform the culture of teaching 
and learning, and takes root in the hearts and minds of teachers across the lifespan from 
preservice preparation programs through the careers of experienced teachers, as 
represented by the participants in this study, then a change will occur. When broader 
reform and transformation unfold potentials for change will be created. This study has 
highlighted many aspects of professional development, from positive transformative 
climates for change to more challenging and bumpy roads towards paradigm shifts in 
teacher education. 
Teachers’ abilities to teach in powerful ways, and teacher education programs’ 
abilities to train teachers to teach in powerful ways are essential to improved student 
learning, and improved student learning is central to the success of the current policies 
and organizational strategies for improving schools and schooling. When teachers have 
increased professional knowledge, or as this study has argued when teachers assume a 
lifelong inquiry stance; then students have a greater potential of yielding higher levels of 
success (National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future, 1996, 1997). 
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Implications of Study 
Preservice and mentor teachers and their university collaborators need support if 
they are to meet the demands of the current standards and assessments being 
implemented in schools and schools of education. This study has highlighted both the 
challenges and potentialities of professional development that sees professional change as 
a journey across the lifespan. This journey is clearly both extremely personal, as well as 
being a more public and collective venture. This study shows that teachers’ professional 
journey’s, when shared; can not only provide a rare opportunity for a teacher to talk about 
their own lives, but can highlight critical themes that are relevant to the wider educational 
context. We must hold central the essence of what it is the participants contributed to the 
educational discourse. We must not forget to focus on listening in and speaking out, on 
ways that professionals grow through practice and on the meaning and implications of 
change within schools and universities. 
If schools are to become better places to live and learn then teachers must become 
better prepared in how to teach and learn themselves. This study highlights the potential 
of PDSs and other university/school collaborations as educational communities in which 
inquiry flourishes. Inquiry is not all easy, as examples have shown in this study all of 
those engaged in this kind of change must accept the fact that it requires deep personal 
and professional commitment. This study offers insights into teachers lives, it gives them 
voice, and helps us better understand who they are and what it is they know and do. 
In terms of teacher education the cases in this study provide a window into the kinds 
of ways of being and doing that encourage preservice teachers to build the knowledge, 
skills and dispositions reflected in the new educational policies, standards and 
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assessments. This study helps us reflect on both theory and practice, on the need to keep 
the vision of change unified. 
Students’ needs are central to this study, they are what drive the reform agenda 
forward. Children are why the pre-service teachers want to teach, and why the mentor 
teachers are still teaching: they are a great source of energy, creativity and struggle. For 
this reason it seems appropriate to close this study with the words of William Ayers 
(2001) who so eloquently reminds us that: 
Childhood is a time of invention and discovery and surprise, but mostly, 
childhood is a time of hope. It is a time for the adults in children’s lives to 
dream extravagantly for them. A time for all of us to decide whether our 
hopes for the future include an investment in the young, and whether our 
hopes for the young include a robust invitation into the world. All children 
ought to be allowed to delight in simply being alive as they go forward 
and stretch themselves into life buoyed by a sense of being 
unconditionally welcomed. Those of us who work with children must 
then, become “specialists in opening small packages,” practitioners of the 
“discipline of hope.” (p. xiii) 
There are specific implications for practice from this study. The data supports 
the fact that teacher education can become a dynamic and transformative process 
when all of those involved build collaborative and open relationships that can 
encourage learning and enhance professional development. Models such as PDSs 
encourage these kinds of relationships. Programs can become supportive of 
learning, and dynamic centers of educational excellence when they frame all of 
their programming with an assumption that, to assume an inquiry stance is to 
move towards excellence in teaching. Pre-service students in this study valued the 
opportunities they were given to interact and build strong relationships with 
mentor teachers and university liaisons. They assert that by having diverse school 
based experiences with teachers as mentors, as course instructors, as a supportive 
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network of colleagues, they built relationships that encouraged them to become 
professional educators who value the power of collegial support. The implications 
for practice from this study also speak for themselves, if people are valued and 
supported they have more chance to thrive, if learning is dynamic, interactive and 
practical it can have a powerful impact on learners, if opportunities are given for 
all voices to be heard and valued greater potentials can be reached. The 
participants in this study have helped uncover some of the key aspects of teacher 
education that can help create dynamic learning communities. 
The implications of this study for future research are based in my assumption 
that the more educators voices that can be heard, the more we can learn about 
individual transformations as professionals grow. Research that gives educators 
an opportunity to share ideas, critique existing structures and engage in an 
equitable and lively dialogue with teacher educators will greatly enhance our 
understandings of who we are, why we do what we do, and how we can work 
together in collaborations that move us all forwards as inquirers and lifelong 
learners. This study reveals a range of possible future research focuses, from more 
specific examinations of the experiences of pre-service teachers as they transition 
into their professional roles, to the challenges of the design and implementation of 
teacher training that aims to build an inquiry stance for mentors, students and 
university liasons alike. Research that values perspectives of all those engaged in 
teacher education and in its current reform and transformation would build on the 
insights gained in this study. 
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